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PREFACE.

The Class of '79 was the first to issue printed Notes in this department.

It was immediately seen that they supplied a want long felt. Of all things,

accuracy of expression is most desired when dealing with philosophic

opinions. In the bustle of the class-room this desideratum is often lost, and

the only remedy is a well prepared set of printed Notes. Last year copies

were procured only with the greatest difficulty and at the highest expense
;

hence the new issue.

The first part of the Notes has been to a great extent rewritten ; re-

arrangement and explanatory remarks have been added to the latter half.

It is, therefore, hoped that the Notes have been improved and rendered

more accurate.

Princkton, N. J., September, 1882.
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HISTOBY OF PHILOSOPHY

INTRODUCTION.

What is Philosophy? Ueberweg calls it the Science of

Principles.

Dr. Adam Smith shows us the fact that in rnde socie-

ties there is little or no desire, and certainly no opportunity,

for science and speculation. Division of labor has acted as

important a part in the advancement of science as of na-

tional wealth. If the same individual has to make his own
clothin<r, to be his own slioemaker, his own i)aker, his (nvn

blacksmith, etc., he will not excel in any one branch of in-

dustry—his attention being directed over so extensive a

field.

As civilization sets in, there is a wider and wider divis-

ion of labor. Thus, for example, take the manufacture of

a pin : One man draws out the wire, another cuts it in due

lengtlis, a third draws out the point, a fourth files and fits

the top to receive the liead ; while the making of the liead

is another opeiation— the fastening, another still; and

whitening the whole, is a separate process, employing as

many more. So, in tlie manufacture of a single pin, eight-

een distinct operations have to be gone through with.

Now, if a single man were to perform all these, he could

make, perhaps, from one to twenty a day ; whereas, by the

present process, there are made at l^ast 4500.

It was thought strange by some, that such a man as Dr.

Smith, who was an extremely discerning writer, should

introduce a work with such an apparently unimportant

subject. But his sagacity led him to see that division of

labor lies at the foundation of civilization.
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Bacon remarks, and justly, that " be who will not work,

ousjht not to eat." Science is as much a work as agricul-

ture, for, in order to knowledge and refinement, some must

think, while others folh")wa handicraft. Thought is, more-

over, a necessity of our being, and in the intervals of early-

pastoral labors it was ever curious and busy. The shep-

herds of old, while guarding their flocks by night, must

gaze upon the blue dome above them, and be led to seek

to [lenetrate into its mysteries. Isaac, when he went out

at eventide, found a vast number of questions resting upon

liis mind, and, eager to solve them, his mind quickened

under the strain, and bounded into fresh activity. In early

times men had an immense number of topics lo resolve.

They must think of all subjects, for all are unknown.

When the sage of old surveyed the stars, there was no

Newton to unlock for him the mysterious influence by which

phiiiet after phmet circled in space. When he gazed upon

the earth there was no geologist to interpret to him the

handwriting of Nature in her strata. He must try to grasp

all these and resolve them at once—of course, without suc-

cess. Tht-re may have occasionally been one whose native

taste led him to bestovv his attention on one branch in pref-

erence to anotlier; but generally, in earl}" ages we see sci-

ence attempting everything, and exhausting nothing.

Science was then not classified, because unknown.

At first, theology, metaphysics, and physics, and other

sciences were blended together, and then they cante to be

treated apart. Speculations of the former kind were com-

mon to the dwellers on tlie banks of the Euphrates, Ganges,

and Nile. Philosophy is full of it. Theosophy is a good

name {'ov it ; and speculators of this kind were called soph-

ists, or sages.

Let us put ourselves in the position of a sage on the

banks of the Nile. He is compelled by an irresistible im-

pulse of his nature to investigate, speculate, etc. A modern

would betake himself to experiment, perhaps a rigid analysis

with his chemical retort. But this man has no scientific

instruments, no algebra or geometry to apply. How is he to

investigate? Can he make a retort? He does not even

know its value. He is compelled to resort to speculation.

Thus we see that a necessity is created, as society advances,
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for the division of intellectual as well as tnamnil labor.

This was recognized at an early tlate, and gave rise to rival

schools, with rival theories.

In Greece the tirst division of" the sciences was made.

The Eleatics, who flourished 550 B. C. and with whom
metaphysical speculation is supposed to have originated,

adapted themselves to metaphysical speculations, and

sought to jjenetrate the mystery of being. The I'ytliago-

rean scliool confined itself to numbers and forms ; the Ionic

to physics. Thus things begati to be divided. Plato again

mixed metaphysics along with all other topics, under

the name of Dialectics. His great treatise is the " Timreus :"

it discussed the nature of God, of man, and treated of the

physical sciences ; it was, in fact, an cncyclopiedia of knowl-

edge. Plato discovers everything essentially Greek. Av-

istotle better anticipated modern science.

The Meade School, as we liave said, was founded and

adapted itself to metaph3'sical speculations. Tlu- Pi/llKKjore-

ait endeavored to I'educe all things to the fundainentai prin-

ciples of i)roportion and harmony. Then there was I lie

Atomic School, of Lucippus and Deniocritus, and Ana.xagoras

with his dfio:ofxio:a:.

The division of intellectual labor appeared tirst in the

Pan-Hellenic confederacy. We liave first the loiu'c scluxd

of Thales, dealing with the elements; secondly, the Pj/th't-

qorcaii, dealing with numbers and foi-ms ; and, thirdly, the

Elcalic, dealing with being.

In Plato everything is discussed—the ele nents of all

tilings—eternal and fixed parts are distinguished from

niutable things—the stars going west, etc. ; in short, he

was a complete cosmologist. Aristotle was the niedium

V)etvveen the sage and the modern philosopher. The divi-

sion of intellectual labor was accomplished more particu-

larly by Bacon. It is a common saying that Nature pro-

duces a great man once in a century. It produces a Bacon,

however, but once in a thousand years.

In consequence of the division of labor in science at-

tempts have been made to classify the sciences. An old

classification was :

1. What things are.

2. What thiufirs ought to be.



3. How truths are to be disciiGsed.

Bacon classified them in accordance with the faculties

employed :

1. History, from the memory.

2. Poetry, from the imagination.

3. Philosophy, from the reason.

One of the best classifications of the physical sciences is

that oriven by Oomte, a man of idiosyncracies, but of pro-

found ability, and founder of the Positive system of Phi-

losophy.

His classification is of the physical sciences alone, for the

mental he classes under these. It is superior to Bacon's,

for it gives the reason for his division, which is, that those

sciences to be firsi investigated should be the simplest, and

their laws most readily discovered and applied. From these

lie proceeds as from the principles to the more complex,

(See Atwater's Logic, pp. 218-221.) This classification ex-

plains tlie progress of the dift'erent sciences, and how each

is dependent upon the other.

Thus tlie most simple idea is space, therefore Geometry

^\as the first to attain perfection. Then came its applica-

tion to objects ; first to tlie unorganized—the simpler—and

among these the heavenly bodies ; hence arose Astronomy.

Then came Natural Philosophy, or Terrestrial Physics, in

studying which we may take two methods; the t-imple or

mechanical, and the chemical, which only came in in 1790.

After these came the study of Orgaiiic and Social Physics.

Comte also had another famous generalization. He said all

sciences are : 1. Theological, 2. Metaphysical, and 3. Pos-

itive. In this Comte erred, because he has driven into a

corner many equally important sciences, for, being a mate-

rialist, he omitted the mental sciences, treating them under

Physiology.

We must, however, study the mind, which studies other

things, for we cannot examine the spiritual world by means

of the senses. Yet the study of the mind comes later, for

men look out of themselves before they look in. There is,

however, a progression which we shall be able to trace.

The Ionic and Italic (Pythagorean) schools lay down two

opposing schemes. How shall we determine between them?

This must be done by the aid of dialectics. Hence Logic,











Minerva-like, sprang full-armed from the brain of Aristo-

tle. By it these studies were more readily carried on. He
produced his system before there was any physical science.

In Aristotle's time there were already metaphysical (in

its broad sense) sciences. Ethics, the science of right and
wrong, was already established by Socrates. This was sci-

entifically done, with the intent to distinguish between nat-

ural ethics and ethics as given by God. But, say sceptics,

may not ethics and logic be a delusion ? Hence arises met-

aphysics. The father of this in modern times was Descar-

tes, followed by Leibnitz, Kant, Jacobi, Shelley, and He-

gel.

The examination of the mind began in ancient times

with Aristotle, in later times with Locke. This is a field

to be closely pursued, as it will settle the disputed points

in Metaphysics, which " mingle their waters,"

Aristotle founded Rhetoric, Philosophy, Natural Histo-

ry, Psychology, and Logic. Mathematics was already

brought to a high state of perfection.

We owe induction to Bacon ; not that no man had ap-

plied it to anv e.xtent before, but because he first made it

the subject of examination, and set men upon the scientific

pursuit of it. As a result we have modern Physics, and all

its practical inventions.

We have, therefore, first the undeveloped sciences, then

the sciences as developed, then the mixed. These are

shown below.

1. Undeveloped Sciences.

2. Developing
Sciences.

Material

Sciences.

Mental
Sciences.

f Mathematics.

I

Astronomy.

J
Terrestrial Physics.

I

Chemistry. ( Compte also brings

I

Physiology. -| in Social and

[ Geology. i Individual Physics.

f Psychology. (Aristotle, founder.)

I
Logic. (Aristotle, founder.

J

-j Ethics. (Socrates, founder.)

I

Kalology. (Plato, founder.)

[Metaphysics. (Appeared first.)



Mixed
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were instituted (500, 600 b. c.) by the Greek-speaking peo-

ple of Asia Minor. Xot that they were the first to put such

questions; for we find in the Book of Proverbs the inqui-

ry: " Wliat is wisdom ?" Men are not satisfied sim[)ly

with knowledge gained by the senses. There are other fac-

ulties craving knowledge. Tlie Jew pointed to God as the

enibodiment ot knowledge and tlie source of wisdom. But
their books d<i not profess to be a philosohy, but only to

reveal the will of God in regard to man's destiny.

Philosophy, then, may be said to have had its rise among
the Greeks of Asia. It is very difficult, however, to deter-

mine how far these early philosophers may have drawn from

eastern theosoph3\ Certain philosophers arose around

Miletus and Ephesus, towns intimately connected with

eastern countries. But what the Greek drew from others

he speedily made his own, and left upon it the imprint of

his genius.

Their statuary and painting came originally from the

Egyptians, but under their skill their works far surpassed

the ungraceful models from Egypt.

It was so, likewise, in poetry. Homer and llesiod were

not, probably, iL'dependent of the ballads of the East; for

it seems impossible that such perfect productions should

have been written without suggestions from other sources.

They derived some, at least, from eastern countries ; but

still they gave their own character to their productions.

There are no very accurate means of knowing anvthing

about the history and theories of these early philosophers.

The}^ did not commit their doctrines to writing, but gath-

ered a few disciples around thom and taught orally. The
several sources are :

1. The Dialogues of Plato.

2. The Philosophic Works of Aristotle. These two are

the most reliable.

3. Diogenes Laertius, 200 or 300 b. c.

4. The Commentators on Aristotle.

5. The Works of Plutarch, (Pseudo.)

6. Plautus and the Neo-Platouists.



7. The Christian Fathers ; who often quoted from the

philosophic writers, their object being to explain the Scrip-

tures.

8. Cicero.

In addition to these a few fragments have come down to

us; in particular, from the writings of Xenophanes and

Parmenides and a fragment of a Sicilian philosophical po-

em. From these sources we learn something of their doc-

trines.

Greek philosophy, then, begins about 600 b. c. It has

three marked forms with distinct features:

The First Period of Philosophy is divided into three

parts :

I. Pre-Soeratic.—Scattered schools.

There were three parties in the Pre Socratic school,

speculative, independent, and original.

II. Combined transitory state ; under Socrates, Plato,

Aristotle,

III. The Post-Aristotelian [ihilosophy (to the f^latonic

inclusive). A cosmopolitan, Athenian philosopliy

spreading over the whole world. Acadeni}', Pere-

patetics, Stoics, Epicureans, called Disciplinae.
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CHAPTER I.

PERIOD I.—ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY.

Pre-Socratic Schools.

IONIC. PYTHAGOREAN. ELEATIC.

Key Note,

' Elements."

Thales, " Water." Born
35th Olympiad.

Anaximander,

Born 42d Olympiad

Anaximenes. " Air,"

(see below,)

Died 63d Olympiad.

Diogenes, " The Warm
Air." Born 80th

Olympiad.

Key Note,
' Numbers and Form."

Pythagoras, Born 49th

Olympiad.

Archytas, " Musical

System."

B. C. 504-460.

Philolaus.

Key Note,

TO ov,

Being.

Xenophanes, Born 60th

Olympiad.

Parmenides, Born 65th

Olympiad.

Zeno, Born 70th or 71st

Olympiad.

Melissus, Born 82d or

84th Olympiad.

I.—PRE-SOCRATIC PHILOSOPHY.

The Greeks easily noticed the difference between night

and day, then between the seasons : thus Astronomy arose,

with the ability to determine eclipses of the sun and moon.

Thought went beyond the (paci'Ofitua to the real. Hence the

universal tendency of the Pre-Socratic Philosophy was to

find a principle to explain nature. Nature is the most im-

mediate, that which first meets the eye. It is the most pal-

pable, that which first arouses the enquiring mind. At the

basis of its changing forms, beneath its manifold ap-
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pearances they thought there lay a first principle which

remaiued the same through all changes. The question thus

arose, what is the " d.pyrj " ? (a phrase used by Anaximand-
.er)—what is the origin of things ? The answers were three

in number, marking three different schools.

A.—The Ionic School.

Inquiry.— Iltpi (puas-ox; ; how things originate ; their es-

sential nature ; their dpy^^r^.

Method.—Analytic and empirical, not inductive
;
pro-

ceeded immediately from the observation

of a few facts to general laws.

Doctrine.—To solve the problem as to the o-jj-^ of all

things, we must seek for some element,

aTocY_^1ov. The o-p-yr} vvas the primordial

something endowed with motive and trans-

mutative force, so as to generate all the

variety of products, each successive and

transient, which our senses witness. It was

found in water, chaotic matter {anupov) and

air.

Tendency.—Pantheistic, did not distinguish between God
and His works.

1. Thales, (640-548 b. c.) contemporary with Solon and

Croesus. A citizen of Mdetus, born in the 35th Olympiad,

of Phoenician origin, which seems to be a clear proof of the

connection between Eastern and Greek philosophy. It is

thought that Moscus, said to have been Moses, was his

teacher; sometimes, indeed, he is confounded with Moses.

He traveled in Egypt and astonished the people by meas-

uring the heights of the pyramids by their shadows. Ac-

cording to him the dpyiij^ or " principle of all things," is

water. " From water and into water everything returns."

Lot us now look into his feelings and endeavor to find out

how he came to adopt this principle. He saw that every-

thing changed from what it originally was. Now he seeks

to penetrate beyond and beneath the mere phenomena of

change and find out the cause. It has been stated by Aris-

totle that he said that all things are nourished by water.

Now Thales, perceiving that daaipness belonged to the seed
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and nourishment of things, that warmth is developed from

moisture, and that all things are preserved by water, there-

fore argues generally that water must be the d.pyfi
—the plas-

tic living and life-giving principle.

The philosophical significance of Thales does not appear

to have extended further than the first principle. Subse-

quent narrators, hov:ever, relate that he set up the idea of

a world soul—some living power in the universe. Plato,

in De Coclo, says that he maintained that amber and mag-

net possessed a living soul, because they were possessed of

a moving povv'er. He is included among the seven sages

of Greece, He wrote ho books. It is reported of him that

he was the first to calculate an eclipse. (See Herodotus.)

His doctrine is dj-namical, not ineclianical ; its tendency is

pantheistic.

He believed in God. but did not separate God and His

works, and held that God was in all things. Those who

held these views were called Physiologists. {~sf)c (fhasoj;.)

2. Ana.ximander, (611-540 b. c.) Also a n;'tivy of Mi-

letus. He is represented as the coniiianion of Thales. The

first to lay aside the defective mode of oral tradition and to

commit the principles of natural science to writing. Mathe-

matics and astronomy were greatly indebted to him. He

was llie first to delineate the surface of the earth and mark

the divisions of land and water upon a brazen plate. The

invention of the sun-dial is also mistakenly ascribed to him.

Said to have been the first to calculate the size and distances

of the yieavenly bodies. The first to call the essential

essence of all things dpyjj. Committed his teaching to po-

etic writing, but they have not been i)reserved. This princi-

ple hedetined as the"uiilimited,eternal and unconditioned;"

as that which embraced and ruled all things, and which,

since it lay at the basis ot all determinateuess of the finite

and the changeable, is itself infinite and indeterminate.

He held that z6 dTzsioov, (rude space), the limitless,44*fi4H4e<^
*'*^'^

is the first principle in all things ; that tlie universe, though

variable in its parts, as one whole is immutable ; and that

all things are produced from infinity and terminate in it

What this philosopher meant by "infinity'' lias been a

subject of much controversy. If we follow the testimony

of Aristotle and Theophrastus, it appears to be only a mere
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philosophical expression for the same thought which the

old cosrnogonists have attempted to utter in their repre-

sentation of chaos

—

TO ficy/jia—a mixture of multifarious el-

ementary parts out of wliich individual things issued by

separation. Out of this chaos, to dTiecpov, arose thus the

infinite—a something intermediate between air and water

—giving order and form.

Thisdo;^;^' includes the fundamental contraries, hot, cold,

moist, dry, in a potential or latent state ; including further

a self-developing and self-changing force, and being im-

mortal and indestructible. From these contraries all ele-

ments are evolved. He thought the globe was originally

made of earth and moisture. By the heat of the sun, a

blazino- wheel, the moisture was dried up and left earth ;

but during the process living creatures arose from the fer-

menting bubbles, first in the form of fishes, and then as-

sumed higher forms.

Here we have an anticipation of modern theories, espe-

cially a dim view of the La Place theory.

3. Anaximenes, (557-500 b. c.) Also of Miletus. Is

called by some " the scholar;" by others, the companion of

Anaximander ; but there is a resemblance between his doc-

trines and those of Thales. He made air the principle of

all things. But by air and water we must not understand

chemical air and water. Water meant a li(piid state : the

air. a subtile ether animated with a divine principle whence

it becomes the origin of all beings. He held air to be God,

because it is diffused through all nature and is perf.etually

active. Perceiving that air surrounds the whole world,

that breath conditions the activity of life, and that the soul

rules us, he seems to have been led to take this position.

He is said to have taught, therefore, that all minds are air;

that fire, water, and earth proceed from it by rarefaction

or condensation ; that the sun and moon are fiery bodies,

whose form is that of a circular plate ; that the stars, which

also are fiery substances, are fixed in the heavens as nails

in a crystalline plane; and that the earth is a plane tablet

resting upon the air.

This IS all we know of the Ionic School. Their inves-

tio-ations related to matter rather than to mind ; they ex-
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plained all things r.rincipiilly by matter. Tliey were ^^ene-
rally called Physicists.

Their method, though empirical, differed from the Ba-
conian. They rose from few facts to the general law

; Ba-
con employed many facts, and rose slowly to the general
law. The theories of this school harmonize in this, that
the aeriform liquid and the solid substances are mutually
related, and one springs from the other, and that they
sought the origin of things in the elements.

Next arose

B.—The Pythagorean School.

This school was Dorian. It attempted a higher solution
of the problem— '' What is the original of all things?"
The proportions and dimensions of matter, rather than its

sensible concretions, seemed to them to furnish the true
explanation of being. They accordingly adopted as the
principle of their philosophy that which would express a

quantitative determination of proportions, namely, num-
bers, but disregarded qualitative determinateness. "Num-
ber is the essence of all tilings," was their position.

1. Pythagoras (540-500 B.C.) To him is referred this doctrine
of numbers. He was born at Samos, at an uncertain date.

Numerous tables say that he drew his descent from the Pe-
lasgians. He traveled in Egypt, and was initiated into the

mysteries of the Egyptian priests. During the latter part
of his life he lived at ('rotona, in Magna Grecia. Many
curious legends are related about liim. Ii is said that a

halo encircled his head, and that he had a golden thigh.

Wild beasts obeyed his call. He claimed to be omniscient
and ubiquitous, and to hold converse with a river god ; in

particular, he atlirmed that Hermes gave him the power of

recollecting his past existence, and of imparting this power
to others. At Crotona he founded a society or order for

the moral and political regeneration of the lower Italian

cities, planning to rule them by means of the highest intel-

lects. Through this society this new philosophy seems to

have been introduced, though more as a mode of life than

in the form of a scientific theory. He thought that the first

step towards wisdom was the study of mathematics, a sci-
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erice which coiitemphites objects, that is, numbers, which

are both corporeal and incorporeal beings, and, as it were,

on the border land between the two; a science which most

advantageously inures the mind to contemplation. He him-

self was at the head of a mathematical and political school

which he had instituted. He held a very severe examina-

tion of students applying for entrance ; he made a special

examination of their physiognomies
;
then, after entrance,

he enjoined silence for some years (a secret society).

The most probable explanation of the Pythagorean doc-

trine of numbers is that they are used as symbolical or em-

blematical representations of the first principles and forms

of nature, and particularly of those immutable and eternal

essences to which Plato afterwards gave the appellation of

Ideas. Not being able, or not choosing, to explain in sim-

ple language the abstract notions of [jrinciples and forms,

Pythagoras seems to have made use of numbers as geome-

tricians make use of diagrams, to assist the conceptions of

scholars. More particularly, on account of the analogy be-

tween numbers and intelligent forms, which subsist in the

Divine mind, he made the former a symbol of the latter.

He thought that the universe, as a simple system, was gen-

erated out of numbers, that is, revolved from west to east
;

the bodies moving in a regular dance. Of this universe,

tire holds the middle place ; or in the midst of the four el-

ements is placed the fiery globe of unity. Tlie earth is not

"without motion ; nor is it situated in .the centre of the

spheres, but is one of those planets which make their revo-

lutions about the sphere of fire.

Copernicus admits that this suggested to him the solar

system with the sun in the centre. Gravitation made a law

of numbers.

One of the curious doctrines of Pythagoras was that of

the transmigration of souls, metempsychosis, which was the

cause of the abstinence of the Pythagoreans from animal

food, and of the exclusion of animal sacrifices from their

religious ceremonies. This doctrine necessitated a belief

in the immortality of the soul.

People could not believe that the soul died with the

body, and as it must be somewhere, they believed that it

passed from one body to another. All knowledge is recol-
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lection, and, by extension of the argument, we must Ijave

been in a future state.

Among his followers were Archytus (504-460 b. c.) and
Philolaus.

The wiiole tendency of tlie Pytliagort'an [)hilosophy was
in a practical respect ascetic, and directed to a strict culture

of tlie character.

Views of the Pythagorean School.

''''

o.pi-q
—number—the essence of things—everything is

number," (Aristotle.) To be taken in the (1) material

sense, viz., numbers are the origin of things, and (McCosh)
thing's are the copies of numbers; (2) formal sense, viz.,

numbers are the arclietypes of things. Grote says that

numbers were not separate from things, but fundamental

in things.

Properties of numbers:

One, or ^di/oc=determining and indeterminate.

Odd numbers=determining.

Even numbers=^in determinate.

The lirst 4 numbers^lO.

The first 4 odd numbers^l6.

A mystic importance was attached to the number seven.

The fundamental conceptions of geometry correspond to

the first four numbers, e. 9., l=:point, 2=line, 3=8urface,

4=geometrical body; further 5=color, visible appearance,

etc. Geometrical forms were identified with physical ob-

jects ; e. g.^ a cube^earth, dodecahedron=water, and pyra-

mid=fire.

Pythagoras discovered the mathematical relations of

music. He was led to it by hearing the ring of the black-

smith's hammer.

The universe was a singlesystem generated out of num-

bers ; the world, a closed ball with a central point of fire,

called the hearth of the universe, or watch-tower of Zeus.

Around this centre were three divine globes
; (1) zo<T/ioc,

reaching from earth to heaven. (2) The space trom the

moon to the fixed stars. (3) The space from the fixed stars

to Olympus, the seat of the gods. Within the outer sphere

of fixed stars, composed of fire, like the centre, were ten
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bodies performing a regular dance, from which came the

music of the spheres. In (" 2 ") were Saturn, Jupiter, Mars,

Venus, Mercury. In ("1") were the Sun, Moon, and

Earth. Between the earth and the central fire was a coun-

ter earth, imagined to make up the round number ten.

This was called Antichthon.

There were ten categories or contraries to which the

actual varieties of the sensible world might be reduced

—

1. Limited and Unlimited.

2. Odd and Even.

3. One and Many.

4. Right and Left.

5. Male and Female.

6. Rest and Motion.

7. Straight and Curved.

8. Light and Darkness.

9. Good and Evil.

10. Square and Oblong.

C.—The Eleatic School.

The pliilosophers of this school step absolutely beyond

what is given by experience, and make a complete abstrac-

tion of everything material. This abstraction, the negation

of all division in space and time, they take as their princi-

ple, and call it pure being. The lonians, as a school, held

this to be a mere sensuous principle; the Pythagoreaiis,

that it was a symbolic principle; but the Eleatics reject

these views, and make as the fundamental thought the ne-

gation of everything posterior and exterior. Only being

is, and there is no not-being nor becoming. This being is

the purely undetermined, changeless ground of all things.

It is not being in becoming, but it is being as exclusive of

all becoming; in other words, it is pure being. This view

of being led to monism.

The question arises here, was Greek Philosophj' orig-

inal, or was it derived from an eastern source? Dr. Mc-

Cosh thinks it original. Others say that the earliest phil-

osophy was found nearer the east, and so there must have

been a philosoph3' in India, Syria, and Egypt. Also as the

Greeks got their letters from Phenicia, so they got their
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pTiilosophy there also. There is no evidence tliat they got

it from India. There was a philosophy in India, but it was
very vague. It is doubtful whether Babylon or Syria had
-a philosophic system, or even whether Egypt had, although
there was a religion constructed by the priests, who held

to metempsychosis, which was adopted by Protagoras and
Plato. Tliis, however, was a belief common to the entire

east. Yet just as Homer may have had precursors who in-

fluenced him, so Greek philosophy may have felt the influ-

ence of other lands, yet if so the Greeks assiniihited and
made thoroughly tlieir own whatever thought thev took.

Another important question arises,—how do we learn

of the Pre-Socratic scliools ?

People si)()ke in parables and wrote in poetrv. Frajr-

ments of Xenophanes, of Xeno, and several hundred lines

of Empedocles is extant.

Most important sources of knowledge, however, are:—
1. Aristotle, wlio often pr<3taced his treatises with an

account (^'f his predecessors, written in a fault-tinding

vein. He, however, understood their pliilosophv.

2. Diogenes Laertius wrote a History of Philosojiliv,

but did not understand philosophy, and so is relia-

ble only when he quotes.

5. Cicero, who gave an exact account of many philoso-

phers, witli quotations and Greek terms. He under-

stood their philosophy and strove to deal with them
honestly.

4, There exist con'mentaries on Ai-istotle.

•5. Plutarch, the historian, or, as some think, the pseudo

Plutarch.

6. Prod us.

7. The Christian Fathers quote lai-gely. Thus from

600-500 we know that three schools of great think-

ers appeared, the Physicists, the .\Jathcmaticians and

the Eleatics.

This school is called the Eleatic because it arose in Elea,

in Lucania, a country of Magna Grsecia. It was founded

450 B. c. The {)hilosophers of this school were

—

1. Xenophanes (born 536 B.C.) is considered as the orig-

inator of the Eleatic tendency. He was born at Colophon,

and emigrated to Elea, a Plioenician country in Lucania,
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He was a younger contemporary of Pythagoras. Inclulg--

ing, hoAvever, in a greater freedom of thought than was

usual arfiong tlie discijilea of Pj'thagoras, he ventured to

introduce new opinions of his own. and in many particu-

lars to oppose the doctrine of Epimenides, Thales, and Py-

thagoras. Like Homer, he was a rhapsodist, and his writ-

ings are characterized by somethiing similar to Homer's

power. He wrote a poem, some one hundred lities of which

are preserved. As we read them we are filled with a sort

of astonishment at his power. He considered matter as a

tiling of opinion, and set but little value on the inquiry

whether there was such a thing as matter or not. His in-

quiry was Tizpl (fuaeco:;. He appears to have first uttered the

proposition, " Everything is one"—iV y.o.i tiuv, without,

however, giving any more explicit determination respecting-

this unity, whether it is one simply in conception or in ac-

tuality. All liis arguments are divided into two heads :

(1.) God is all powerful and unchangeable, and the very

essence of things. '- This Deity," he said, " could not have

originated out of like or unlike : for if from the former, it

would be the same, and if from the latter, it would be the

weaker; lien(;e it could not have originated at all. This

was taking high and exalted views of God. He said that

if lions or oxen could paint, they would represent their gods

as lions or oxen. The Ethiopians conceive of their gods as

black ; the Thracians, as fair and with reddisli hair. He,

in particular, denounced the teaching of Homer and Hesi-

od, who sang of the robbery, adultery, and deceit of the

gods, charging these poets with having led the people to

worship low things. In his poem he looks at the Godhead

as wholly seeing, understanding, hearing, unmoved, undi-

vided, calmly ruling all things by his thought ; as one in-

corporeal, eternal being, spherical in form like the universe.

He says that God is of the same nature as the universe,

comprehending all things within himself, pervading all

things, but bearing no resemblance to man either in body

or mind. He did not distinguish between the creature and

the creator.

(2.) The denial of all beginning of being. He taught

that if there ever had been a time when nothing existed,

nothing could ever have existed ; that whatever is, always
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has been from eternit}', without deriving its existence from

anj" prior principle; that nature is one and without limit
;

that what is one is similar in all its parts, ^Ise it would be

many ; that the one infinite, eternal, and homogeneous
UJiiverse is immutable and incapable of change. He can,

perhaps, hardly be called a pantheist, but still he did not

perceive the difference between God, the Being and the

created.

He did not distinguish between zjidrrco and rzoiioj. lie

would reckon the works of God, not merely as his works,

but as the very essence of God. The works of nature, he

said, are as parts of God He say-, '' Everything is one.'"

Contemplating the world as a wliolo ha names the unity

which he finds, God. He denied the Pythagorean doctrine

of metempsychosis. No doubt Xenoi»hanes directed his

scholars to the highest wisdom, but along with the essen-

tial being he held some strange opinions. He maintained

the unity of thought and being, saying that to be and to

think are the same. His fundamental tenet was partly re-

ligious and partly philosojihical, a sort of pantheism orpaii-

cosmism. Nou ens is with him an absurdity. He had two

methods by which he constantly expiessed himself, his

/.oyo:: and oo^a. The former meant highest reason ; the lat-

ter, matters of opinion. Some things he said we could not

regard as essential truth.

He distinguished between uoit:; and o.tadr^azc::. The for-

mer alone gives us truth, the latter deceive us and so we
must go back to vo^i^ and Aoyo:;. Tliis school had a sort of

physical science discovered by do^o.. It discovered water

ajid eaith, and by these explained the universe. Yet there

was no certainty in it. We d') not know the realities of

things.

2. Parmenides, (519-460 b. c.) He is at the proper head

of the Eleatic School a scholar, or, at least, an adherent of

Xenophanes. He was born at Elea. At the age of sixty-

five he came to Athens, where he met Socrates, with whom
he conversed on the doctrine of ideas (according to Plato.)

He embodied his philosophy in an epic poem on " Na-

ture," of which we still have important fragments. It

opens with an allegory which was intended to exhibit the

soul's longing after truth. The soul is represented as drawn
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along an untrodden ro'ad to the residence of Justice {Scr/j)y

who promises to reveal everything to him. After the in-

troduction, the work is divided into two parts; the first

treats of the knowledge of truth, and the second explains

the physiological system of the Eleatic School. He hold*

two theories

—

(1.) A Theory of Truth.

(2.) A Theory of Opinion.

He drew a distinction between decisions, perception^

and intelligence (aladrjoc^ and Xoyo^). Thus we have a dis-

tinction between the material and the non-material. (1.)

All being is full of thought. (2.) The notion that being i&

imperishable.

The grand principle of his whole philosophy is, that

non-l>«ing is inconceivable; he held, therefore, that there

could be no vacuum ; and he was led, therefore, to the de-

nial of all motion and change— all was thought and intelli-

gence, without change or limit. He maintained that all

space was occupied with being. As duration and extension

are really indivisible, though divided into hours and miles

for convenience ; so being, though divisible in matter,

changeable, etc., is really continuous and immutable. The

existing has never come into being, nor is it perishable ;

there is neither past nor future, but all came from the same,

and is included in the present. As every ooming into ex-

istence presupposes a non-existence, therefore there could

be no coming into existence.* He identifies b uob^ and to-

o'y, thought and being. The Hegelians say that his to ov,

etc., was an anticipation of their doctrine.

There is a difference between Xenophanes and Parme-

nides. With the former, the essential being, to ov, was

God ; with the latter, the principle was a metaphysical

power or form. Along with his view of being, Parmenides

had also a view of nature—but this became merely a mat-

ter of probability. In the second part of his poem he

makes an attempt to explain the phenomenal world, and

give it a physical derivation. Though firmly convinced

that according to reason and conception, there is only " the

one," yet he is unable to withdraw himself from the recog-

nition of an appearing manifoldness and change. He ex-

plained the phenomena of nature from the mingling of two
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unchangeable elements, which Aristotle, though apparently

only by way of example, indicates as u-arm and cold, fire

and earth. Concerning these two elements, Aristotle re-

marks still further, that Parmenides united the warmth
with being, and the other element with non-being.

3. Zeno (490 b. c), a philosopher of Elea, called theEIe-

atic, to distinguish him from Zeno, the Stoic. He was
the disciple of Parmenides, and was the earliest (?)

prose writer among the Grecian philosophers. He is rep-

resented by Aristotle as the first to introduce dialectic dis-

cussions—something like our modern speculative philoso-

phy. His ingenuity seems to have been shown in arguing

against those who opposed the Eleatic School. He was a

firm defender of the fathers of the school. The main ob-

ject of his writings was to prove that there is a contradic-

tion in the very idea of motion. He endeavored to show
this by the famous example of Achilles and the tortoise.

He says there can be no such thing as motion for these rea-

sons :

(1.) On account of the infinite divisibility of space and

matter; for in order to the beginning of motion a body

must pass over an infinite space in finite time.

(2.) Because the slow cannot be overtaken by the swift.

(3.) The same body must be in motion and, at the same

time, at rest.

(4.) One and the same space might be both long and

short.

But we may easily reconcile all these by taking time

and motion together.

According to Aristotle, Zeno taught that nothing can be

produced either from that which is similar or dissimilar;

that there is only one being, and that is God ; that this be-

ing is eternal, homogeneous, and spherical, neither finite

nor infinite; neither quiescent nor movable; that there

are many worlds ; that there is in nature no vacuum.

His intention was probably to defend the doctrines of his

teachers, and show that these could not be denied without

running: into difficulties and contradictions.

If Seneca's account of this philosopher deserves credit,

he reached the highest point of scepticism, and denied the

exibtence of external objects.
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Some of Zeno's arguments were antinomies, deducing

from the same premises an affirmative and a negative con-

clusion.

^ 4. Melissus, of Samos, maintained that there was neither

^. /vacuum nor any such thing as production or deca}', and
'

' that the changes going on are but illusions of the senses.

Then do not trust to the senses : trust to the koyoz.

D.—The Intermediate School.

This is between the early school and Socrates. There

is no impropriety in this language. They may be called

intermediate because they cannot be put in either of those

mentiojied before. Here it will be well to consider the re-

lation of this school to the Eleatics. Being and existence,

the one and the many, could not be united by the principle

of the Eleatics. The Monism which they had striven for

had resulted in an ill-concealed Dnalism. Heraclitus re-

conciled this contradiction by afhrming that being and not-

being, the one and the many, existed at the same time as

the becoming. While the Eleatics could not extricate them-

selves from the dilemma that the world is either being or

not-being, this intermediate school removes the diificulty

by answering :
" It is neither being nor not- being, because

it is both."

2. Anaxagoras— born at Clazomense, 500 b. c, a date

which is inconsistent, however, with his reputed friend-

ship with Pericles. He is said to have gone to Athens

soon after the Persian war, and to have lived and

taught there a long time ; thus transferring philosophy

to that place. His connection, however, with the powerful

of the Athenians, profited but little; for not only does he

seem to have passed his old age in poverty, but he was not

even safe from the persecution which assailed the friends

of Pericles on the decline of his power. He was accused

of impiety towards the gods, thrown into prison, and even-

tually forced to flee to Lampsacus, where he died at the age

of seventy-two. Some foundation for the charge of impiety

was probably found in his general views, which, undoubt-

edly, were far from according with the popular notions of
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relio"ion, since he regarded the sun and moon as consisting

of earth and stone; and miraculous indications at sacrifices

as ordinary appearances of nature.

From his time onward, Athens became the centre of

intellectual life in Greece. From his intimate acquaintance

with Pericles, and other Athenians of high rank, he exert-

ed a decisive influence upon the culture of his age. He had

a work on nature written in poetry. He occupied himself

much with mathematics and the kindred sciences ;
espe-

ci-ally Astronomy, as the character of the discoveries attrib-

uted to him sufficiently shows. He is represented as hav-

ing conjectured the right explanation of the moon's light

and of the solar and lunar eclipses. It is said, also, that he

could see in the moon plains, mountains, and even human

habitations.

He accounted for chance as that of which we do not

know the cause. He sets up the idea of a world-forming

intelligence, poo^, absolutely separated from all matter and

working with design. He speculated on things as infinite

in number and different in species; but above these he

places a moving principle, voDc, intellect, and to this he as-

signs the organization of all things. We are not certain

what he meant. His views are much criticised by the an-

cients, especially by Socrates and Aristotle, because his

doctrine is of such a mechanical nature or character. Soc-

rates condemns him for calling in other elements besides

the yoDc. He admits mind as the ultimate ground of all

things, yet only resorts to it for the explanation of phenom-

ena whose necessity he could not derive from the casuality

in nature. Anaxagoras, therefore, rather postulated than

proved mind as an energy above nature and as the truth

and actuality of natural being. Still, I think he had a

slight glimpse of what has since been revealed in modern

science, viz., that -God works through nature. The whole

nature of the man leads us to think that by vou- he meant

God. Whether he gave the vo5c a separate place, or called

it in with others, has yet to be settled. No Greek philoso-

pher fully settled what came to be known afterwards.

Greek philosophy never had any idea of creation.
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Ideas due to Anaxagoras :

(1) Idea of seeds, xa. biio'.ofxtp7j. They were infinite in

number; of different species, which were not interchange-

able, though each contained in a hitent state the germs of

all the rest. An aggregation of a number of these seeds of

some one kind farmed a body of definite proportions and

chemical equivalents.

(2) Doctrine of chance rejected. He affirmed ru;^;^ to be

uudiscoverable by human reason.

(3) Mysteriousness of nature, arising from the uncer-

tainty of knowledge and untrustworthiness of the senses.

(4) The organizing voo^.

1. Heraclitus, a native of Ephesus, surnamed the Natur-

alist (o (fuacxo:;) and belongs to the dynamical school of Io-

nian philosophy. He flourished about 500 b. c, and died

in tlie sixtieth year of his age. lie assumed the title of

" self-taught " {ojjto dcoaxzoz) ; for being an aristocrat by

birth, he was too proud to acknowledge the services of any.

He was tlie founder of the " Flux " school.

He wi"ote a work on nature which was laden with apo-

thegms, and very much in the style of Bacon, but so ob-

scure that it gained for him the name of " the obscure,"

He says the end of wisdom is to discover the ground and

principle of all things, which he said was tire;—not flame,

but hot air, or vapor, of which flame was simply the excess.

This " principle " is a universal agent with no limits to its

activity; therefore nothing that it forms is fixed, and con-

sequently all things are constantly destroyed and reformed.

All is in a state of flux. We are all disposed of by Fate

(=God). The world is to be destroyed by heat, and out of

this is to come a new world. This doctrine tinged his phi-

losophy with melancholy. He said that birth is a calamity

because death is in life, and life is in death. He identified

fire with God, and made necessitj' rule. Fire is self-enkin-

dled and self-extinguished. On the ground of flux he de-

nied the credibility of the senses which reveal a continu-

ance, while in. reality all is change.

2. Empedocles, (500-440 b. c.) a native of Agrigeutum,

in Sicily, was a priest and a prophet. He is said to have
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committed suicide by throwing liirnself into Etna. He
wrote a doctrinal poem concerning nature, of which only
444 lines remain. His philosophy seems to be a mixture
of the Ionic and Pythagorean schools. He describes man
iis an erring fugitive and vagabond on earth, having flillen

from high dignity.

He taught that originally all was one ; that God was
eternal and at rest. He was tlie first philosopher to recog-
nize the four elements, earth, air, water and fire; and from
this time down these four elements play an active and prom-
inent part in all speculations. We iind them all combined.
All things are under one of these forms; either fiery, wa-
tery, solid, or gaseous. He combines air and water; fire

as the rarest and most powerful, lie held to be the chief,
<and consequently the soul of all sentient and intelligent
beings, which issue from the central fire or soul of the
world. He gives the fullest account of the physiological
i^ide. Operating upon tliese four elements he thought of
two active powers, love and hate, called in modern philo-
sophical language, attraction and repulsion.

We have, then, the activities of nature now introduced,
love [(pdca) " undying friendship," and hate, {vsJxo-} or "di-
viding strife." The elements of things are held together
in undistinguishable confusion by love, the primal force
which unites like to like. In a portion of this whole, how-
•ever, or, as he expresses it, in the members of the Deity,
which he held to be a sphere and a mixture—(T^aT^oac fjuy/ua

—without a vacuum, strife, t^er/o^, the force which binds
like to unlike prevailed, and gave the elements a tendency
to separate themselves, whereby the first became percepti-
ble as such : although the separation was not so complete,
but that each contained portions of the others. Hence
arose the multiplicity of things. By the vivifying counter-
action of love, organic life was produced; not, however, so
perfect and so full of design as it now appears ; but, at first,

single limbs, then irregular combinations, till ultitnately
they received their present adjustments and perfection.
But as the forces of love and hate are constantly acting on
«ach other for generation and destruction, the present con-
dition of things cannot properly persist, or combine forev-
er, and the world which properly is not the all, but only
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the ordeivd part of it, will again be reduced to a cliaotie

unity, out of whieli a new system will be formed, and so on

forever. There is no real distinction of anything, but only

a change of combinutiona. From all bodies minute parti-

cles are thrown oft" by repulsion.

No philoso[ther of his time recognized an intelligent

(Creator. Some say the Sheniitic race had a faint idea of

it ; but this is very doubtful. Revelation alone gives it.

He laid down the doctrine, '-' similia siniilihus percipiun-

tur,^' like is perceived by like. He held that the substances

themselves difter. In the impure separation of the ele-

ments, it is only the predominant one that the senses can

apprehend, and consequently, though man can know aU

the elements of the whole singly, he is unable to see them

in their perfect unity, wherein consists their truth. Em-
pedocles, therefore, rejects the testimony of the senses, and

maintains that pure intellect can arrive at a knowledge of

the truth. His moral doctrine is of a high character. He had

a knowledge of sin, and made a distinction between good

and evil. " Man is a fallen demon." "• I am an erring, wan-

dering one." As to the soul of man he called it a fai-m, a

quintessence of the four elements. He lield that tiie sout

migrated through animal and vegetable bodies, in atone-

ment for some guilt committed in its nnembodied state,

when it is a demon, of which he supposes an intinite num-

ber existed. Hence he maintained the doctrine ot the

transmigration of souls, or as he called them, " forms.
'^

He said that he himself had been in all forms. Mind was

from all eternity.

He forbade his tol lowers to eat animal food ; was he tlie

founder of Buddhism? There is an anticipation by the

Eleatics of the doctrine of the conservation of energy.

U.—The Atomic School.

1. Leucippus is generally believed to be the founder of

the school. He was born about 500 b. c. He held the ex-

istence of a vacuum ; in it were atoms, infinite in number,

and diverse in forms. According to him " the soul was a

mass of wind atoms." He distinguished between primary
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and secondary qualities of matter. He tended towards

atheism.

Democritus, the founder and niost illustrious of the

school, was the son of rich parents, and was horn about 460

B. c, in Abdera, an Ionian colon_y. He is represented as

the most learned and varied in attainments before the time

of Aristotle. He has been much studied in our time through

the influence of Grote. He belongs to the school of Comte,

His teachings were as follows :

1. From notliing, nothing comes. Nothing that exists

can be destroyed. All changes are due to the

combiniition and se[>aration of atoms,

2. Nothing hapi)eiis by chance : every occurrence has

its air to..

3. We have only atoms and the empty space in which

they move. All else is mere opinion.

4. Atoms are infinite in number and variation of form.

Th' y have lateral motions and whirling motions,

and when they strike that is the origin of the

world.

5. The varieties of all things depend on the varieties of

their constituent atoms.

6. The soul consists of three smooth round atoms, very

mobile, interpenetrating the whole body; and

from the combination of these comes sensation.

With him, time, space, and motion, were all eternal.

The atoms are ever whirling, and their movements produce

order, while some, more immaterial than others, produced

mind. He resolved all knowledge, all sensuous cogitations

into contact. Death consisted not in the destruction of

these atoms. He also believed that if there were a God, he

consisted of these tiery atoms. He introduced the hypoth-

esis of images, {zidoXa), a species of emanation from exter-

nal objects, which niake an impression on our senses, and

from the intluence of which he deduced sensation and

thought. These emanations were thrown off and then

seized by the mind, or, as he called it, aggregate of these

atoms. Sight and hearing accordingly arise from the im-

pression of a foreign body on the soul. He is therefore

the founder of the ideal theory of sense-perception. He

held thus that all bodies were sending off images, (Grote
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calls them ''effluvia,") emanations of some kind; tliese

were material, and reached the soul and were detained and

then perceived. This is the doctnne oi mediate perception.

This lead to a more etheresjl theory, that sensa^io-n wa»

a mere idea in the mind (Descartes and Locke). This was-

opposed bv Reid and Hamilton.

This doctrine (of atoms) of Democritns has been held by

many from his time to ours. The Epicureans held it. Lu-

cretius, an atheist, adopted it, and expounded it with great

ability. The Stoics also professed it.

Democritus did not deny the pi*esence of a God, al-

though his system does. Bacon showed that the atomic the-

ory is not necessarily atheistic, for the forms into which the

atoms are thrown argue something behind with a plan, and

also that these atoms were created. So Chalmers and Mill

say there must have been an arranging power. Newtou

adopted the molecular theory in another form. The dy-

namical theory is connected with it. Atoms, if they exist,

must be very small,

REMARKS ON THE PRE-SOCRATIC SCHOOL.

1. Method. This is essential in all {"tliilosophical treat-

ises. It is called by Bacon enn)irical, mingled with analyt-

ical and a. priori method. The Rationalists draw entirely

on their reason, while the Empiricists make use of facts.

They desired, but they failed, to construct a system on a

few facts. They (the Pre-Socratic pi)ilosoj>hers) made a few

observations but no experiments. The}' separated things

in thought, and they constructed them a priori.

2. As to God they were more or less pantheists. None

of them were atheists. None of them believed in a crea-

tion. All believed in something coeval and co-equal with

God. Some identified God with water, others with fire,

etc. Democritus made him of fire. Many held that he

was a metaphysical being.

3. They separated God from His works.

4. Tlieir speculations on moral subjects were dim and

obscnre,

5. Their view and speculation of the immortality of the

sold. They entertained the doctrine of metempsychosis

—
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of those who believed that the soul wasfire. Some thouglit

it was lost as such at death, otliers that it was absorbed
into the Divine Being. Their object was to discover truth.

The Greeks came to the conclusion that the senses deceive

us; to discover the truth was to go deeper than the sur-

face. Their aim generally was to find the cause of things.

One said the world was derived from a certain principle,

the name of which was unknown. Some called it o-pym.

some found it in water, others in air, still others in fire.

The Sophists.

Thought now comes into collision and sects begin to

contend, thus creating an interest. Now there arose a dif-

ferent class of speculators in Asia, Elea, the south of Italy

and other places. At the period of about 450 b. c. we find

a great activity of thought at Elea, Miletus, Ephesus, and

other places. Out of these cities arose a set of men called

the Sophists.

These were

—

(q^ ii^<^^<'- Protagoras of Abdera, 440 b. c, Relativity.

Gorgias of Leontina, jSTihilist.

^_PoIus of Agrigentum, Polytheistj

Hippias of Elis, Polytheist.

Prodicus of Cos, Moralist.

Thrasymachus of Chalcedon.

Euthydemus of Chios, ) t> , ^.iDi ,, ,, >jjrotliers.
lonysodorus '" " j

Antiphon of Athens.

These Sophists became professors, teachers, tutors, or,

in modern language, lecturers, going trora town to town

and giving instruction. They professed to be tea(;hers of

the young. At length they settled in Athens. They did

not prescribe any fee, but said " Give the value of what

knowledge you receive." They had no desire to inculcate

the truth, but simply taught a man to be able to know
something of other men's opinions. They taugiit that a

man may defend either a bad or a good cause. Their style

has ever been called " sophistic."

We have accounts given of them in the "Memorabilia,"'

in Aristotle, and in the dialogues of Plato. Since that

time it has been customary to speak of them in disparaging
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terms. A " sophist " is a term of reproach. By a sophis-

tical mind is meant one that does not want to know the

truth, and does everything conceivable and artful to keep

others from knowing it.

In later times, however, attempts have been made to

defend these Sophists. Lewes says that we have accounts

of them only from their enemies, and must not receive

them. Grote also defends the Sophists. He says the word

Sophist might have applied to Socrates himself.

This has given rise to a keen discussion in our times,

and we will now enter to some degree into it. The charg-

es against the Sophists are :

1. That they taught for money. The defence is that all

professors in modern times teach for mone}'. The mere idea

of reward had never entered the head of the Sophist. It is

said in their behalf that, while they did expect pa}', they

made no leyal demand for it. Yet it is to be said that, al-

though they did not make a spf^cial charge, still a remun-

eration was exi,)ecte(I, in proportion to the good they had

done. Their remuneration, tlion, was not a fixed sum-

And the Sophists, therefore, were in this respect free from

charge.

2. That they taught scepticism in religion and in all

things. This charge has some foundation of truth ; not

that they were really sce[itics, but that they had no belief

in anything. The men of the worhl began to look into

many philosophies, and pronounced them ingenious spec-

ulations ; so far then, they did not profess to know the

truth. There arose men who said that it was impossible

to distinguish between truth and error.

3. That they taught many wrong principles of morals.

There were, however, some good points. G-rote denies tlie

charge, and shows from the fable of " The choice of Her-

cules,*' which we owe to Prodicus, that they did teach co»'-

rect principles in morals. It is difficult to reach the truth

of this matter. But that they taught a corrupt morality is

not to be believed; if so, parents would not have sent to

them their children : -but still no true, high principle of

morality. The tendency of the system was to eiface all

distinction between truth and error. A young man might

practice either of these. They taught, however, liberality.
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4. That they did Dot seek to inculcate the truth in the

minds of their schohirs, (but taught them to defend either

side of a question ;) in short, that they were merely profes-

sional men, Hippias is said to have defended one side of

a question, and then to turn around and argue the other.

5. That their sole business was to promote immorality

among the young. This charge can be made. It was not

necessary for them to be bad men, yet theirs were not lives

of wisdom. They did not teach the young to be good, to

seek aiter truth ; but to seek what could make them the

most brilliant; for then they would get along well in the

world. The tendency of the system thus is to deface the

distinction between good and evil as well as between truth

and error.

6. That they were men to defend or learn to defend what
which they did not believe. These are sophists, and their

doctrine is "sophistic." Tlieir inquiry generally was :

" What is the most ingenious opinion ?
"

The apostle says the Greeks were seeking after wisdom
;

not that he condemned wisdom ; but the aoipla of Paul

evidently means this wisdom of the Greeks in comparison

with the true. The wisdom which he seeks is a peculiar

one; their wisdom was not truth.

What truth is there in these objections? In regard to

the first, Christ lays down the rule that " the laborer is

worthy of his hire." The second can hardly be proven.

The third is most likely untrue. As to the fourth, in that

respect they differ from all the older and contemporarv

philosophers. Their object was not to look after the truth

but only to advance their cause, and so they fall back on

Agnosticism.

Protagoras was the most illustrious of these, and his

doctrine was " Man is the measure of all things, both of that

which exists and of that which does not." In regard to

this, Plato says :
" They derive all knowledge from al'a&rjacQ,

and resolve all things into sensation ; and his own sensation

is to each individual his measure of truth." Again, Pro-

tagoras says :
" I can know nothing concerning the srods,

whether they exist or not, for we are prevented from gain-

ing such knowledge, not only by the obscurity of the thing

itself, but by the shortness of the human life.
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Grote has developed a theory of relativity which he as-

cribes to Protagoras : "Object is implicated with, limited

by, and measured by subject. The mind mixes itself up
with the object. As things appear to you, so the}^ are to

yon ; as they appear to me, so the^- are to me." Grote says

as far as the doctrine asserts implication of mind with ob-

ject, it is true.

He proposes another: " What is true to one man is

often false to another. That which is treated as infallible

truth in one part of the globe has nothing to do with the

other part; and when man speaks tlie truth he only says

what an individual thinks is true." Thus says Grote, in

relation to this second charge.

We are surprised to tind Grote repeating such jargon

concerning " subject and object." We cannot argue from

the existence of mind that there must be something to

think about; just as v.-e cannot argue that every woman
has a husband because there are such things as hus!)ands.

We cannot say what is the precise principle or doctrine of

the Sophists, or whether they had any or not. The fatal

part of the Sophistic doctrine is that truth varies with the

individual. Human knowledge is often partial, but truth

is the agreement of thoughts with things. If anj' one were

to affirm that there is no such country as (Treece, or that

Hayes is not President of the United States, or that

Washington never lived, he would be in error. "Still,"

says Grote, " no infallible evidence has yet been found."

We cannot obtain what a certain school calls " absolute

truth." It is said to seek for certain criteria. They did

not teach truth. We have a tost, however, to iind what is

truth and what is error, but we will not exhibit it here.

Gorgias the nihilist, held under that name what is now
called Agnosticism. His statement is : Nothing exists. If

it does exist, it is unknowable. If it exists and is cogniza-

ble, yet it cannot be communicated to others.

Hippias was distinguished principally for his rhetorical

talent, and is the exponent of Sophistical Ethics. Prodicus

was also a teacher of Rhetoric, and was principally noted

for his " Choice of Hercules." He was also foud of dis-

criminating between synonyms. He also treated somewhat

of Ethics. Of the other Sophists we know almost nothing.
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CHAPTER 11.

11.—COMBINED SCHOOLS UNDER SOCRATES,
PLATO, ARISTOTLE.

A.—Socrates.

The period we have just passed over is that of the

" Scattered Schools," Now come the "Combined Schools."

Socrates was the result of a reaction. He was a man of

great acnteness and humor, which he delighted to exercise.

He was opp(ised t'> pretense of any kind, and began to

doubt whether the sophists really possessed wisdom.

He was born at Alopece, a village near Athens, in the

4^} ^year4fT^ b. c. He died 399 b. c. His parents were of low

rank. His fatlier was a statuary, his mother a midwife

;

the former was named Sophroniscjus, the latter Phsenarete.

In order to understand his philosophy we must know his

personal character and history. To his personal character

especially does he owe much of his greatness. His personal

appearance was by no means prepossessing. He is de-

scribed as being short, with a flat nose and corpulent body.

From the first he was a remarkable man, and gave himself

to deep thoughts. He was a man of great affection and

attractions for the young. His great desire was to pull

down and destroy the false theories of others. He never

accepted compliments, was unselfish, and was never swayed

by the love of money. Wherever he appeared he was sur-

rounded by a crowd of listeners. He used to say, "I fol-

low the profession of my mother, and my business is to

draw truth from you and not to put it into you ; it is in

you if you ou]y knew it." He put many questions, and

would have many different answers from his pupils; thus

he would test them by making them contradict themselves.
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He loved to meet with a Sophist, as with Gorgias, and lead

him onward under pretence of learning something. Soc-

rates would ask Gorgias :
" What is eloquence, beauty ?''

and then harder questions, in order to get him to contra-

dict himself, and thus throw him into confusion. When
he came to a school he would assume the attitude of igno-

rance, and apparently would let himself be instructed bv

those with whom he conversed ; then he would put a series

of questions, such as : "You said so and so?" "Yes."
" And have you not said so and so ?" " Yes." " But these

two do not agree." So he would land them in perpetual

difficulties and confusion. This was his "irony " [eefjcouscu).

Now as to the circumstances under which he was edu-

cated. He seems to have been first a physicist, that is, of

the Ionic school. His admiration of Pythagoras was great.

But at length he became dissatisfied with their materialism

and turned his attention from physics and endeavored to

call away men's attention from these to better and higher

inquiries. He turned his attention to moral subjects, and

as Cicero says, " brought down philosophy from heaven to

earth."

In his method there are some peculiarities. There is a

sort of scepticism—not to say or understand, however, that

he meant to undermine all truth, but that he said it was

difficult to distinguish between truth and error. He was

distinguished for his love of truth, and eveii believed in a

God. He said that what was said to be truth was not all

truth. He differed from the sophists in this, that they said

truth cannot be found, so let us turn our attention to what

will be of use hereafter. Socrates said truth is difficult to

find, but it is the business of life to find it.

Our knowledge of Socrates is derived from two sources

or views, Xeuophon and Plato. In Xenophon's " Memo-
rabilia " we have him represented as a man of great ability

and common sense; a man of integrity, just and affable.

And yet we have not the whole of the man, because Xeu-

ophon could not rightly appreciate him as a philosopher.

In Plato we have described his delicate subtlety and skill

in questioning; hence we find him dealing with the high-

est problems. Still we are not sure how much is to be as-

cribed to the master and how much to the pupil.
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Now some may say these two views are different. But he
was distinguished for virtue and also for wisdom in search

after truth. Each man or historian gave what he under-

stood ; one did not appreciate dialectic subjects, and hence
we can trust Xenophon as a historian. But Plato was a

lover of the dialectics; hence he appreciated something
that Xenophon could not. We cannot, therefore, get the

true Socrates by reading one and not the other. Just as

in the life of Christ, the lirst three Gospels do not give a

complete view; a fourth must be added as a supplement.

But John writes as he was inspired ; not so Plato. Of the

latter's views concerning Socrates we must not be too cer-

tain.

Before entering upon the study of the Philosophy of

Socrates, let us take a brief review, and fix in our minds
exactly where we are.

We have seen that there were different schools in these

early ages, and many philosophers.

1. There were those who sought the d.f)y^q in some phys-

ical power, as air, water, etc.

2. There were those who thought they could reduce it

to the " Harmonies of Nature."

3. There arose the nietaphysical school—passing from

things that change to things that never change.

4. There arose an intermediate school and also an Atom-
ic school,

5. There arose a professional school, introduced by the

Sophists.

6. At this state of afiairs arose Socrates.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF SOCRATES AND PLATO.

L

—

Socrates.

A.

—

Method. This was avowedly dialectic, which he

got from Zeno, the Eleatic. He thought everything should

be looked at and discussed in various lights. Dialectics

corresponded somewhat with modern speculative philoso-

phy. It is difficult to define it. He was not satisfied with

things as they appeared, but wanted to know them as they

are, to know the rb ou, to slvai. This is not, as the Germans
say, the Absolute, but the Real.



Dialectics has a two-fold character—negative and posi-

tive. The negative is the well-known Socratic " irony,"

ecptoueca. . The result of this was only to lead the subject to

know that he knew nothing; and the great many of the

dialogues of Xenophon go no further than to represent this

negative result. The positive side is the so-called ob?tet-

rics, or art of intellectual midwifery, Socrates compares

himself with his mother, Phfenarete, a midwife, because

his position was rather to help others bring forth thoughts

than to produce them himself. Through this art of mid*

wifery he, by his assiduous questioning, by his interrogat-

ing dissection of the notions of him with whom he might

be conversing, elicited thought v.iiich had hitherto been

inactive.

Aristotle says Socrates introduced definition and divi-

sion, genus and species. These two, definition and divi-

sion, were the foundation of his philosophy. He enquired

into the nature of things, proceeding by definition and di-

vision. Some have said that he proceeded by Induction.

This must not be understood to be the same as Bacon's

method, nor that lie anticipated Bacon at all. Socrates,

starting from sotne of the most concrete cases, apd seizing

hold of some of the most concrete notions, and finding il-

lustrations in the most trivial occurrences, knew how to

remove, by his comparisons, that which was individual
;

by thus separating the accidental and contingent from the

essential, he could bring up to consciousness a universal

truth and determination : in other words, could form con-

ceptions. Hence, he appealed to facts only as examples.

For instance, to inquire into beauty, justice or valor, he

would start from individual examples of them, and from

these deduce the universal character or conception of these

virtues.

Thus his method was not a gathering of facts, as Ije

took only the individual thing. He called it the obstetric

method.

But, further, he enquired also what things are in them-

selves, discussing them according to their genus and spe-

cies.

B.

—

Doctrine. Now by this miethod he inquired into two

things ;
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1. The providence of G(^d {jipovoio). He had very hicyh

views on this subject; he not only believed in a God, but

that everything in the world was ordered and taken care of

by him. He appealed to the supernatural, and supposed
it guided him in all things, believing that it gave him inti-

mations even in spiritual aliairs. He hardly knew what
this oaciiovcov, as he called it, was; but, by looking within,

and by cultivating humility and toleration, the oucfxovco)^

could be invoked and known. He seems to imply, how-
ever, that this guiding spirit was not a personal being, but

a neater. Nor can we say what the oacftovcov was. Some
think it was the conscience ; some the practical instinct;

others the indirect tact. But we believe he refers it to the

supernatural. Theologians say he had a view of the Spirit.

Whatever it was, it had two aspects. It was without

and divine, and it was addressed to something within.

He believed in divinations and dreams. He speaks of

gods and their attributes, and, no doubt, did believe that

he was under the guidance of Divine Providence. As to

his actual belief in God, he entirely separated himself from

superstitious views. He did not hold to the fables of old.

He was both a polytheist and a theist. He believed in a

multitude of gods, or else he was a most wicked hypocrite
;

yet, while it was clear that he believed in " gods many and

lords many," still he believed in one ruling all. He want-

ed the people of Athens to believe that he worshipped

Apollo and all others; but while he believed all this, and

did it, he had a conviction of one God, high and superior

to all others.

2. The nature of virtue. He may be regarded as the

founder of Ethics. He was the first who inquired into the

nature of good and evil; still he inquired into the nature

of them only in a speculative manner. He is distinguished

from all the Pre-Socratic school by this : that all his dis-

cussions turned on duty. He could -not conceive how a

man should know the good and yet not do it. It was to

him a logical contradiction that the man who sought his

own well-being should knowingly neglect it. He identified

virtue with wisdom. His system of religion dwelt espe-

cially on justice, temperance, and fortitude. All virtues

were combined in wisdom {ao(fia). Can virtue be taught ?
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was a question discussed by him and the Sophists. He
denied it; aofla was a thing that could not be taught. He
referred it to God. It is in Him alone.

Now as to some points disputed about Socrates. For

example, was he a Utilitarian ? We do not think he was.

It does not agree in all respects with Utilitarianism. He
showed that virtue always led to felicity, (eyoa^/^ow'a), which

means blessedness, rather than liappiness or pleasure.

He supposed that knowledge was connected with a pre-

existing state, which in the change from that state to the

present had escaped the memory, and only needed a phi-

losopher to call it forth. He said that man had lost his

former knowledge, yet there was power in the mind to re-

kindle it again. He thought there was a place and time of

judgment and retribution. He believed in the immortality

of the soul. He left out the doctrine of the will, which

was first brought in by Aristotle. " If a man is wise he

will be virtuous."

Next, what was his belief as to the immortality of the

soul? His view as to what it was, was very dark and

vague. He felt sure that the soul would live after death, in

a certain state, but he could not tell what that state would

be. He thought that he would be blessed. When asked

by his friends what they should do with him when he was

dead, he answered :
" Just what you please, if you can

only catch me."

Next we view his trial.

C

—

Grounds of Accusation.

1. Thai he neglected the worship of the gods. This was not

true. He did worship the gods, and in the purest manner

he knew how. It may, however, have thus been somewhat

different from the general worship performed by the peo-

ple.

2. That he introduced new gods. He accounted for things

differently from the people. It is true that he worshipped

one God, which was a new feature.

3. That he corrupted the morals of the youth : By bringing

in of new customs and of a new mode of culture and edu-

cation. This charge was not well founded. He may have

undermined some theories, but he really taught high morals.
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He died a martyr. He might have escaped his fate by
bribery or by paying a fine, but he scorned the id^a of flee-

ing and breaking the laws of the state. Meletus, Anytus,
and Lycon accused him. He fully answered the first

charge. He had heartily worshipped the gods of Athens,
although a theist. As to the second charge, he could have
denied it ; 3ac[i6vcov was but a higher idea of the general

idea of God. As to corruption of youth, what was the

corruption ? He was pure. He defied his accusers, and
so died. All early systems look to him ; all following flow

out from him. He was the isthmus between the two.

He had a wide influence in his day. The youth eagerly

gathered around him. Xenophon was an admirer of Soc-

rates and became his biographer, though not properly a

philosopher.

We have now to make some closing remarks on the

scattered schools. We consider

I. Their excellencies.

1. They awakened thought. It was already coming
to the surface, but they promoted its growth.

Then one school did not swaj' the other, and
this characteristic has continued down to the

present time. The "Intermediate School"

might, however, owe something to those which
went before.

2. They anticipated truths. These truths were min-
gled with error, but they were, nevertheless,

started at this time. The lonians taught that

there were elements : the Pythagoreans showed
that there was some form which subordinated

the whole ; hence aros^ morphology ; the Ele-

atics brought out the existence of the unchange-

able. Anaxagoras noticed the voycaud the doc-

trine of chemical afiinity ; and Democritus was

the author of the Atomic theory, which is held

to this day.

II. Their defects. • i-Qu^^^^tt^^^ •

1, Their method was empirical., . They gathered a

few facts and rose to a general law. It was not

complete enough for induction.
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Whewell calls it the decomposition of facts.

It forms an essential part of induction, but taken

alone is a mere exercise of thought and gives no

result.

2. Their defective ethical views.

In none of these schools was there an ethical sci-

ence. The best the Pythagoreans could do was

to describe it as a square number. Socrates

was the father of Ethics.

Several schools ramified from Socrates, but Plato was

his greatest pupil.

There are several schools claiming origin from Socrates.

Of his followers we notice,

1. Xenophon, a soldier and scholar, the biographer o

Socrates. There is a discrepancy between his and Plato's

accounts of Socrates. Probably all that Xenophon says of

him is true, while Plato undoubtedly put many of his own
opinions in Socrates' mouth. Then this apparent discrep-

ancy is also largely due to the fact that the}' looked at Soc-

rates from different standpoints. Xenophon was not a

philosopher like Plato.

2. Euclid (noi the great mathematician) of Megara, who
was the founder of the Megaric, or Dialectic school. This

school took up the dialectic side of Socrates' character,

mixing his speculations with that of Parmenides : thus

giving, as it were, a new edition of the Eleatic doctrine.

3. Aristi[)pus of Gyrene, a colonial city in Africa, whose

school was, therefore, called Cyrenaic. He said that

pleasure was the greatest good. The system was, if any-

thing, Protagorean. Hence the Epicureans. It led to sen-

suality. These were called the " Moral Schools."

4. Antisthenes, who founded the school called Cynic,

whence the Stoic school. His doctrince was that virtue is

the only good. Pain is not evil. It led to the Pharisaic

school—Diogenes.

These schools sprang from the professed followers of

Socrates. But all were thrown in the shade by that com-

plete Socratist

—

B.—Plato.

Plato, the son of Aristo, was born 429 b. c. At the age

of twenty he became a hearer of Socrates, by whose advice
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he attached himself to tlie study of philosophy, and con-

tinued with him until Socrates' death. Then he left Athens
and went to Megara. He is supposed to have traveled very

extensively for ten years ov more. He visited Cyrene,

Egypt, Sicily, Phoenicia and, as we have reason to suppose,

Magna Grsecia. In this last place he became acquainted

with Pythagorean philosophy, which was then in its

"highest bloom." After these ten years spent in travel,

in the year 389 or 388 b. c. he returned to Athens and

taught philosophy outside of the city in the famous garden

of the Academy. Here he expounded his doctrines to all

who visited him.

There has been much speculation as to whence he de-

rived his philosophy. The following account has been

given of the various sources. Thirt}- or forty works arc

attributed to him, but some perhaps are spurious. Twenty
or thirty generally are acknowledged. Grote believes that

most works attributed to him are genuine. His letters are

]trobably spurious. He got his Ethics from Socrates, many
of his views from Heraclitus, his Pythagoreanism from

Archytas. Parmenides and Hermogenes, his instructor,

taught him the Eleatic doctrine; his method of discussion

he adopted from Zeiio ; while his iroi\yand doubt cm dark

subjects came from Socrates. To this we must add the

many ideas which his travels gave him, as for instance,

transmigration, which he derived from the East.

He may be said to have united two philosophies, to have

combined ideas and things, the constant "flux" of Hera-

clitus and the unity of Parmenides, with the order (xo<r/ioc)

of the Pythagoreans. He admired the Pythagorean theory

and also the " flux " theory. He enters between the two

systems and endeavors to harmonize them. His was an

original but not an independent mind. He combined all

his elements "ideas," "things," etc., in the one great

"idea," {ecoo^) and (coia,) using the latter term for deep

subjects. His great doctrine is, there is one crlia in the

Divine Mind, i. e., something that is supersensual and

supernatural, above all human things, but below all divine

things. Whether it was a creation or was independent of

the Divine Mind is unsettled. But it was before the mind

of God, and the grandest thing before it. Man once had
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knowledge of this idea, but had lost it by sin ; henee, he

believed in an original state of purity, a fall, and a state of

sin. The contemplation of thi& idea was, he said, the

highest exercise of the sonl.

His philosophy may best be considered under three heads

;

1. His Dialectics, (mode of inquiry.) 2. His Physics,

(what things are.) 3. His Ethics, (what things ought to

be.) These are mixed together in his dialogues, and some

have attempted to discover what treatises be wrote first,

what last, and what before he left Athens; but these

attempts have largely failed. His chief method was the

Dialectic. Many suppose his first work was the Phoedrus,

That it was the earliest, however, cannot be proved from

any internal evidence. His book on Laws was probably

the latest. The titles of his works are :

On Dialectics. On Physics. On Ethics.

^ Thefetetus.

< Cratylus.
•^ Gorgias.

Protagoras.
Parmenides,

, The Sophist.

Timseus. -

(Spurious.)

Minos and Hippar-
chus.

Letters.

Phaedrus.

Republic and Laws.x
Tlie Banquet.
Hippias.

Philebns.

Virtue.

There are a great many spurious works ascribed to him.

The Platonic Dialectics, a phrase from his Eleatic spec-

ulative philosophy, is much the same as what we now

understand by " speculative philosophy.'' It was all

arranged around the " true and good " and " essential

beings." He constantly distinguishes between oo^a and

intaxriirq. The latter means highest wisdom, and lies in

the mind like seed in the ground. This wisdom cannot be

reached except by thinking, by abstraction and by mathe-

matical training. Ab^a means things that might or might

not be; it is the possible. All physical speculation de-

pends on probability. He illustrates all this by the famous

example of a cave. In the front of the cave moved a num-

ber of figures; within was man chained with his back to

the light; the figures pass before the cave, but he cannot

turn and see them ; he can see only their shadows. To a

knowledge of the figures themselves,we must arrive by a

higher voDj.
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There are two great works written in modern times

upon the Platonic philosophy.

The first is that of Archer Butler, entitled " The

History of Greek Philosophy," His first volume is not of

much value, but when he comes to speak of Plato, he

enters freely into the spirit of his work. His exposition

of the ideal theory, in particular, is the finest ever drawn.

Butler here mixes some of his own high thought with that

of Plato, so that we are not quite sure that Plato is entitled

to all he gets. Butler had a Platonic mind of the highest

order, and hence his ability to appreciate thoroughly the

lofty ideas of Plato.

The second is the work of Grote, entitled " Plato and

his Contemporaries." He takes an entirely different side

of the question as to Plato's character, and this side of the

question he has thoroughly appreciated. He does not

seem at all capable, however, of contemplating Plato.

There are two sides to the mind of Plato

—

1. As seen in his search for truth, his attempts to set

aside error, and his employment of the Socratic irony. He
puts a series of questions, and shows by asking " Is truth

this, or is it that?" that we have not yet reached truth,

and at the close, instead of showing what is not truth and

what is truth, he shows that it is impossible to reach truth.

2. The positive side of IMato's mind, by which he seeks

to establish positive truth
;
(well developed by Butler.)

We cannot understand the philosophy of Plato without

understanding his ideal theory. It is not the same as the

modern ideal theory of sense perception. Let us put our-

selves in his position, and try to ajipreeiate his surround-

ings. He was in the midst of a varied class of thinkers,

some of whom held that all things had been from all

eternity, and would go on to all eternity; others that all

things were fixed, and there could be no change. These

culminated in Heraclitus, who said that there could be no

immutability. The senses cannot give us the true being.

Again, he turned to others, and found them holding that

things never change, and that all change was, not in our

minds, but in our senses. There might seem to be changes,

but they were on the surface of things which never them-

selves changed. Now, how could he reconcile these? He
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thought he would find a reconciliation in the Pythag-oreao

school, which taught that number would harmonize all.

But this view, says Plato, is a mystery ; and so out of this

chaos arose Plato's ideal theory. He employs the word'
£cdo(: and coifx instead of numbers, the word used by
Pythagoras.

Now let us consider the Dialectics or discussion of the

idea of Plato. We have given (a) general notice of the

idea, and (b) we proceed to consider it as related

—

1. To the Divine Mind.

2. To the Human Mind.

3. To the Physical World.

1. What relation does it bear to the Divine Mind?
Plato was a polytheist, but like his great master, he too

rose to the conception of one God. If you had asked Plato

what the idea of the Divine Mind or the Divine Nature
was, he would have said that it was the very essence of the

Divine Mind ; that it had been in the Divine Mind from
eternity, the model which it had before itself. Again, there

are passages in whiph he seems to make it independent of

the Divine Mind. Plato could not reconcile these two
views. If one asks whether virtue is a creation of the Di-

vine Mind or independent of it, no answer can be given.

We must, therefore, take the view as he gives it—that

there is a God and an idea. He developed a doctrine akin

to the doctrine of the Trinity, but not that of the Christian

church. Whether this idea of the Unity and Trinity orig-

inated in some of the eastern nations or with himself is not

certain. It is certain that he had the idea of an essential

God, and along with it the idea which is connect< d with

God. He had some idea like that of the Trinity. He said

there was

—

(1.) A God.

(2.) A ?.6yo^ (same as developed by St. John.)

(3.) A manifestation of the excellence of the idea.

Again, he held that this idea became manifested by God
in nature. Along with this Deity he had an idea of matter

not created by God, but existing coeval with God, and thus

matter was passive as opposed to active;—not the same as

" matter " now, but matter capable of receiving the impress

of God—over which God had no absolute power, for he
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conceives the possibility that matter might offer opposition

to the formative energy of ideas, and gives intimation of

the presence in the world of a principle in nature hostile

to God.

There was, in addition, a soul of the world, which is

intermediate between God and the world. This soul was

the only thing that God had created ; then it created gods,

demons, men, and the world out of matter.

Plato, in the Timaeus makes the sensible world to be

formed by a creator, after the pattern of an idea ; but in

this he lays down as a condition that this creator {<^'rj{xc-

oi>(>j6z) should find at hand a something which was

apt to receive and exhibit this ideal image. This some-

thing Plato compares to the matter which is fashioned by

the artisan; whence the name uAyj.

As to the doctrine of the origin of things, he held that

God was caused and evil uncaused. Evil did not and could

not proceed from God. He says evil comes from two

sources

:

a. From the soul of the world. There was a limitation

to the power of the soul of the world. This limited being

gave rise to limited things, which were therefore imper-

fect.

h. To the incapacity of matter, of liiirj. The soul could

not fashion this matter into beauty and perfection, because

it was incapable of these qualities. Divine goodness he

held to be the final cause of the universe, divine energy the

efficient, and ideas the formal.

2. What relation does it bear to the human mind ? He
held that the human mind had passed through a number

of forms, (like the doctrine of metempsychosis), and be-

lieved in a previous state of existence, a state of perfection

and a subsequent fall. A soul addicted to lust and animal

passions had formerly been in lower animals. It is true,

then, in a certain sense, tha^ Plato believed in a previous

state. He described the world as independent of God. He

held that every man had, in the depths of his nature, a pure

state of soul, but it had been lost to him in his degenera-

tion, and existed, therefore, in an imperfect form. The

way of reclaiming and rescuing it was by abstraction, es-

pecially by the study of mathematics and geometry, and
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still better by dialectics. These, he said, trained the intel-

lect, and as men's reason had been degraded and over-

whelmed by the body, it was the greatest achievement of

the mind to rise to the contemplation of the good, the true

and the beautiful. Therefore all the spirit of his researches

and his dialectics was to train the mind to rise to the con-

ception of these ideas. On this account he put a series of

questions to a slave, to show that by education a slave even

could be raised from a low state. He taught that all edu-

cation should thus elevate men by means of philosophical

and not by physical speculations. This is its grand end.

The vou^ or ^.dyoc makes man partake of the Divine being,

and by it we are all to rise and contemplate the eternal

pattern. Matter with him was co-eternal with God. The
soul apprehends the idea as essentially the same with itself.

He proves that

—

(1) There is a connection between soul and ideas,

from their homogeneity.

(2) This is attested by the longing of the soul for

perfection.

(3) It is for the philosopher to make abstractions

frorn the senses after the image of the ideas.

(4) The soul is as eternal as the ideas.

3. What relation does it sustain to the phenomenal

world ? His answer was :

(1) As man}' to one.

(2j As single to opposite,

/ (3) Simple to confused.

(4) Indivisible to divisible.

(5) Unchangeable to changeable.

(6) Divine to necessary.

(7) Absolute to the relative.

(8) Exemplar to copy.

(9) Good to display of goods,

(10) Object of science* to object of opinion,

(11) Original to participant.

,The sensible world was to him an important image of

the ideal. The idea stood to it in the relation of a pattern

or model. He employed several phrases to denote it, viz.,

the relation between the idea and the external world, such

Si8dfaip£(Tc^ or abstraction, fii&s^:^, communication or parti-
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cipation, and Trapdoecyfia, pattern, plan, or model. The state

of the external world was, that the soul of the world was
continually creatinor new things, and these things partici-

pated in the imperfections of the matter from which they

sprang. The great object was to elevate men to the con-

templation of this idea. He said that every object around
us had a participation in the idea. The more of this idea

that thing contained, the more perfect it was. Love was
highest and contained much of this idea. The Platonic

love consisted in seeing the idea in a beautiful man or wo-
man. Beauty was an embodiment of the Divine Mind.

The Platonic beauty consistsin a participation in this idea; a

thing is more beautiful because it has a clearer mold given

it by the idea. Beauty, especially when immaterial, was

contemplated by the Xofo^. Material beauty consisted in

exact proportion and adjustment.

Virtue was the love of the idea and of God, as embod-

ied in it. Socrates would have said it consisted in the per-

formance of active duties, but Plato sought the idea in ev-

erything.

We have said that his philosophy may be divided into

Dialectics or Logic, Physics and Ethics.

Physics means what exists and is.

Logic means how to reach an idea of it, and gives us the

nature of the idea.

Ethics means what ought to be.

We will now consider

The Platonic Physics.

Plato applied himself with much less zeal to physical

investigations than to those of an ethical or dialectical char-

acter. Only in one dialogue, the Timseus, do we find any

extended evolution of physical doctrines. Plato conceives

the world as the image of the good ; as the work of the

Divine munificence.

According to the above division of his philosophy. Psy-

chology would come under Physics. It is not fully devel-

oped. In all the schools we have some Psychology. In

the Eleatic school we have a distinction between aiadj^ici

and Ibyo!^^ and the <?6^a, or region of probable truth.

i^^4
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We'have a threefold division of Plato's theory of know-
ledge, that is, of the fticulties.

Psychological Divisions.

al'a&7jac(;. I Animal love,

voDc or XoyoQ. ^ \
Love.

ecxoffca.

tocduoia [niatc^.)

Explanation of the Table.

The first column would be our cognitive powers. Aia&q-

atz^ sensation ; ^b^a^ notions intermediate between ideas

and sensations ; voE/c, (^.o^'oc), idea. The philosophers of the

day reckoned Physics as the region of the doubtful, and
classed it under the oo^a^ and above this, Plato places the

The second column corresponds to our motive powers

of mind. Animal love {iTzdufir^xac^j) corresponds to what
we call the active powers; love, to the highest of all, and

means love in the absolute : while ^y/io?-, called " anger,"

was, in truth, the impulsive power of the mind.

In the third column, eixaa'ta, the region of shadows and

unrealities, where things have one form to-day and another

to-morrow ; dcauoca, the region of discursive thought, i. e.,

the faculty by which from something given, we reach con-

clusions; poT^a:^, the region where we live \u realities.

He believed in the immortality of the soul for four rea-

sons :

1. Because of its pre-existence. He believed the soul

had existed previously, and, therefore, would exist

hereafter.

2. The second argument was drawn from the fact that

soul has a different life from matter.

3. The simplicity of the soul argues its immortality.

The body may be separated into its constituents ;

the soul is simple and indivisible, and consequently

immortal.

4. The doctrine of contraries implies it. Life implies

death, and death, life.
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The Platonic Ethics.

lie drew his views from Socrates. Under this head he

includes Esthetics and Politics, which are discussed in the

Greater Hippias, Phsedrus, Banquet, Philebus, and in the

7th book of the Republic. With him Ethics proper con-

sisted in the contemplation ofthe one, the good. 0{>6v7j<tc^

(wisdom) was the highest virtue to him. Under this he

placed fortitude, temperance, and justice, the cardinal vir-

tues. Socrates made virtue consist in a voluntary intellectnal

act. Some have supposed the voluntary element comes in

Plato's Ethics, but it is vaguely, if al all. Socrates held

that no man was willingly wicked. Aristotle also gives a

place to will in moral good and evil. Socrates said that

virtue must be a gift of God, and could not be learned,

riato tries to show how it may be reached by abstraction,

and from this he rises to one God, whom he makes the

idea of good. The highest exercise of the soul, said he, is

that in which we contemplate the good of God.

He divided his Ethics into: 1. Esthetics. 2. Politics.

1. Esthetics. He is the first that regarded ^Esthetics

as an art. He discussed the subject of beauty. There was

a hnver beauty, he said, which could be seen by the senses,

and a higher beauty which could be seen by the Ttcavi^. But

the highest beauty.could be [)erceived only by the fovc- He
made beauty to consist in the possession of the idea by the

object; and things are beautiful only as they partake of

this divine idea. If man degraded it there could be no

beauty. Our aim, therefore, should be to train it, and thus

to rise to a contemplation of beauty.

Thus the Platonic Uros is tlie contemplation of the idea

in the object, or the desire to behold it, the highest exer-

cise of the mind was the contemplation of xdXkoz and -co

aya&bv. According to him beauty was communicated to the

soul of the universe by limiting it, e. _^., a.right-angled isos-

celes triangle, and other figures were emblems of beauty.

The virtue of Plato does not consist in pleasure (fidovrj)^

but,

1. In participation in the Idea which was originally

given to us.

2. It must be realized in affection, in actuality.
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3. It required reason and intelligence.

4. It most cultivate itself by practicing Science and tire

Arts.

5. Pure and painless pleasure might enter into it.

If we combine these we get the doctrine of virtue, ac-

cording to Plato.

All this was very intimately connected with his Esthetics.

2. Polities. He describes in h\s 7:o?.iTeca an ideal repub-

lic. This is represented as consisting of three classes of

men. The highest were rulers ; and the next, also, though

under these, ruled to some extent; the third was in a state

of hopeless degradation. His government, then, is an aris-

tocratic one, but an aristocracy of intellect. This was only

an ideal government which never did exist, nor could nor

should have existed. He has another political treatise called

the "Laws." In this be pictures a diflerent commonwealth.

In the " Laws" marriage is to be obeyed. In the " Repub-

lic " he abolishes the institution of marriage, and opposes

the living in pairs.

Plato gives us an ideal picture of a commonwealth. He
did not, however, mingle in the active affairs of political

life. He gives us in his Republic, his idea of a perfect

government. In his law treatise he laid down certain laws

which he thought should be recognized ; in the latter he

tells how to live under the existing state.

There is thus an inconsistency between his Republic,

on the one hand, and the Laws on the other. The com-

mon way of reconciling these is, that in the former he tells

us what ought to be, but in the latter how to act, and what

to do. The grand feature of the Platonic state is the ex-

clusive sacrifice of the individual to the state, the reference

of moral to political virtue. In a perfect state, all things,

joy, sorrow, and even eyes and hands, must be common to

all ; that the social life may be, as it were, the life of the

individual man. (See Schwegler, page 104.)

He divided the people into three classes :

1. XfjTjfjtazKTzai—The ignorant men or the artisans.

This must mean the masses, who were

subject both to the councillors and rul-

ers. He had no idea that all could be

raised to the highest standard.
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2. ^Epaovptxoi.—The executive class, or military rulers

under the chief advisers, t^ 'f
/C/..^<d-^ :.^

3. BouhuTixoe.—The counselors, or intellectual,/, e., the

aristocr.acy. •..- - , .v.^r ->•,. ,• • -.

Placing these opposite the divisions in the. above t4ble,

we have three classes or ranks: that of the ruler corres-

ponding to the reason, that of the watcher or wanior an-

swering to spirit, and that of craftsman, which is made pa-

rallel to the appetites or sensuous desires. To these three

ranks belong three separate functions: to the first, that of

making law, and earing for the general good; to the second,

that of defending the public welfare from the attacks of

external foes ; to the third, the care of separate interests

and wants, as agriculture, mechanics, etc. From each of

these three ranks and its functions the state derives a pe-

culiar virtue, viz. ; wisdom, from the ruler; virtue, from

the warrior; and temperance, from the craftsman, so far

ab he liv^s in obedience to his rulers.

In summing up the philosophy of Plato, let us enume-

rate his excellencies and defects.

His Excellencies,

1. His style. He is called " Homerus Philosophorum."'

We have found no such writer in ancient or modern times.

Thuc3'dides, the model historian, resembles, but cannot

equal him, Cicero is not so elevated; iior do any of the

great poets equal him. Plato proposes to banish poetry

from his Republic, as tending to influence the passions,

but he does not banish it from his own writings. Plato

descends with dignity from the greatest heights to the

lowpst familiarities.

2. His mental qualities. He embodies a wonderful

comprehensiveness with remarkable acuteness. We have

sorfie minds as acute, but none combine the two in such

harmony. He comes down to answer an opponent, and

tears his argument to pieces, and a moment after rises into

the most lofty speculations. His ideal theory is an example

of the comprehensiveness of his intellect. His analysis of

the opinions of others illustrates his great acuteness.

3. The great and noble truths iu his system. These are

seen

:
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a. In his Dialectics. (1.) He says there was an idea be-

fore the Divine mind, and (2) that this idea was wrought

out in nature. Each plant assumes a particular form, and

so every leaf. Every branch leaves the parent stock at a

typical angle. (3.) Thus there is a law, and all these t^^pi-

cal forms are under law, and man can discover this law.

Now, we say it is in the office of science to discover this

law of order. The difference between the modern and the

Platonic science is that Plato thought this law could be

discovered by looking into the mind. Francis Bacon

shows that that cannot be. He says that we must reach it

by careful observation of particulars, and from these rise to

laws and forms. Man is not the magister, but the minister

of nature. Bacon's end was the same, but his means were

widely different. Even as there is an idea in nature, so in

the human mind; and man can rise to true forms trans-

lated from the Idea of Plato. These ideas in the mind are

fundamental principles underlying belief.

b. In his views of beauty, which were higher than those

of man}' modeiMi philosophers. He is the father nf the

Esthetic science of his day. He connects beauty with the

Divine nature. He and Socrates were constantly seekii'g

the essential being. He would saj', " God is shadowed

forth in his works." He calls things without beauty zd

a7Te:f)a^ " things without form." But when the idea comes

upon a thing it becomes beautiful. Beauty thus is gaining

something out of the waste, and putting an idea and har-

mony upon it by means of the idea. Beauty consists in

proportion and adjustments. He says the beauty of certain

triangles consists in all the elements of formative power,

and in all the harmony of parts. This contains an immense
amount of truth, and, in later times, became a favorite

theor}'. As there is an objective beauty in the world

around us, there is also a subjective taste which may be

brought forth and cultivated.

c. In his Ethics. (1.) He traces the morally good to an

eternal reality, (2.) and connects it with the Divine nature.

It is a heavenly gift and being lost is capable of beine re-

stored. (3.) He says, but not in the same sense that Moses
said it, that man was created in the image of God, and

therefore could discern between good and evil ; he does
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not deny the doctrine of conscience, (4.) H» acknowledges

a fall and an opposing principle in man's nature, which he

represents by the illustration of two steeds harnessed to a

chariot; one of which goes straight forward, but the other

is constanth' flying off. Plato places beauty on a level

with morality.

His Defects.

1. Lack of system, and an exuberance of theories ana

fancies. By far the finest exposition of these theories is

given us by Archer Butler, who seems sometimes to mix
his own views with those of Plato. A different view is

given by Grote, whose object was to show that there were

intonsistencies in Plato's philosophy ; but, being reared in

the school of Comte, he could not appreciate that philoso-

ph}'. Leibnitz has the same difficulty. No one has 3^et

fully evolved Plato's system
;
perhaps Plato himself could

not have systematized his own mind. We cannot get at

his ideal theorj-.

2. Defects in his method; it is analytic rather than in-

ductive. It is often said that Socrates and Plato proceeded

by the inductive method, but this is a mistake. They did,

no doubt, look to facts, but only as examples. They took

first a phenomenon, and tried to explain it; they said,

" Let us inquire what it is. Is it this or is it that?" Then
they got some idea and looked to facts as examples. For

instance, they saw a beautiful statue and inquired, " What
is beauty?" Thus they obtained a rude idea, and traced it

to the Divine mind. They found " God manifested in his

works." Bacon, on the contrary, collected facts, and let

these facts suggest the law.

3. Mysticinm in his expositions and errors in his views.

This is seen

—

a. Dialectics. As to his ideal theory. What this is, is

a disputed point, and ever will be. It is like a magnificent

cloud tinged with the bright rays of the sun; appearing

now distant, nearer, ever shifting, ever changing. It is

not, however, to be regarded as independent of God. This

idea is to be found everywhere; as Plato says, "in the

very dust of the earth." In modern times the microscope
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confirms it in beautiful crystalline forms, which it reveals.

So this idea pervades the air, for it, too, is full of germs of

animate being, read}^ to spring into life when put in favor-

able circumstances. But whatever this idea is, Plato did

not see how to obtain it. or how we were to rise to the con-

templation of God. Aristotle blames him for placing the

idea above things instead of in things. We fail to under-

stand the objection. There is no idea independent of par-

ticulars; but is gathered from singulars by induction.

b. Ethics. (1.) As to Beaut}'. There is no general beauty

after all. It is a quality in objects. He thought by con-

templating an object of beauty, he could rise to its abstract

idea. Beauty is not an abstraction, but is after all in the

body, in the forms and colors. He looked at beauty merely

in the abstract. This error was corrected by Aristotle.

Besides he placed beauty as high as good.

(2.) As to Morality. In this respect he errs.

a. In making the highest exercise of the soul to consist

in the conten'plation of the good, whereas it consists in tlie

contemplation of the Good Being. This led to Neo-

Platonism, and tliey called this state of abstraction ecstacy.

This error did not appear until later.

b. He had not sutKciently deep views of sin as volun-

tary. This applies to Socrates, who said that good was a

fi>rm of intelligence. Plato had a view of some primitive

sin. But while he had a view of a fall from some higher

state, he did not have the true idea of sin as its cause. He
identified it witli metempsychosis.

c. He does not see the way to elevate the mass of man-
kind. " To the poor the Gospel is preached." With Plato

it was only the few to whom it was to be preached, the

poor not included. He had selected a few whom he would

elevate ; there was no idea of elevating the masses. His

was a system of intellectual oligarchy. Plato was an intel-

lectual aristocrat. How difiterent from the doctrines which

Paul presented in the same city! Plato taught that men
were unequal ; Paul that they were equal before God.

d. His commonwealth was utterly impracticable. His

system was ideal and Utopian ; it has never been put in

practice. There is no liberty of thought or of action in it.

This de legibus is a mere theoretical treatise. Such a com-
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monvvealih as his is to be ruled by men who had obtained

the highest excellence in philosophy by contemplating the

Grand Exemplar. Such rulers tbe people would not have

trusted, for the rulers would undertake what the masses

would not. In fact his whole theory never should be put

in practice, for

—

e. His whole system of government was an intellectual

oligarchy, which took away man's freedom and did not

allow every man to think tor himself.

/. He permited in his Republic a promiscuous inter-

course of the sexes. He did not favor marriages. A man
was not to love or even to know his parents, for that would

make him weak and effeminate. He did not see that the

family relation was a part of God's plan. There was, how-

ever, no sensualism, or what is known as " free love," in

his system.

g. In his writings are many immoral passages: as bad

as any Byron or Shakespeare have written, and such as no

Christian writer of the present day would pen.

C.—Aristotle.

Aristotle, (384-322 b. c.,) was born at Stagira, a sea-

port in Chalcidice. His father, who claimed descent from

^sculapius, was a phj'sician and friend of the king of

Macedonia. He became a disciple of Plato at the age of

eighteen, and was the most illustrious of his scholars, being

called by him his " thinker." He had no tendency to ad-

mire praise, or to agree with any one, but was of a carping

spirit. He had more sagacity, and less of the ideal ten-

dency, than his master. His speculations differed from

Plato's; yet some passages in Plato seem to have given

rise to some of his thoughts. After the death of his mas-

ter he vyent to Hermo, in Mysia, thence to the court of

Philip, where for ten years he was tutor of Alexander. He
afterwards went to Athens, where he taught in the Lyceum.
He is charged with atheism, his god being a metaphysical

deity. Leaving Athens he went to Chalcis, where he died.

The minds of Plato and Aristotle were of a different order.

Each was typical, and it is said by the Germans that all

minds are either of a Platonic or Aristotelian order. This
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assertion is rather surprising, but full of truth. Plato is

running over with theories. He made a general view of

things a grand view, whether accurate or not. He was

speculative and theoretical. Aristotle was especially gifted

with the discursive faculty; he is eminently practical, and

many of his theories are in anticipation of modern philoso-

phy. The one was the imitator of the ancient, the other

the type of the present. Aristotle sought to be accurate

;

Plato to get general truths. Plato would run a thing up to

a certain point with great acuteness, and then he would
break off and leave his pupils befogged in mysticism.

Aristotle would not be satisfied, but would try to go

further. For example: As to his view of memory. Plato

says it is to be accounted f(ir by the doctrine of metempsy-
chosis. "No,-' says Aristotle, " but by the laws of associ-

ation, by contiguity and contrast."

Aristotle was great in all branches. He founded man}'

and expounded many more. Ethics was founded by

Socrates; Political Science by Plato; Natural History by

Aristotle. He founded, also, Historical Criticism and

Logic, at least the name did not exist before him. He did

not found Metaphysics, but one of his most important

treatises is written upon it. He was the founder of Psy-

chology ; true, it existed before him in a very rude state,

but he first endeavored to give a full anal3'sis of the facul-

ties of tlie mind. His sole aim was not to speculate, but to

arrive at accuracv.

The Philosophy of Aristotle.—Peripatetic.

He was a pupil of Plato, yet differed widely from his mas-

ter. It was the tendency of his mind to differ from others.

He said he respected Plato, but truth much more. He is

characterized by categorical opinions, and he endeavored

to establish them by subtle arguments. Plato was not

willing to submit his theories to any accurate tests, while

Aristotle was auxious to test everything, and to express the

truth accurately. Aristotle had a nomenclature peculiar

to himself. His philosophy is contained very largely in

his phraseology; he uses the same phrases in all his works.
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We will not, in this place, dwell on his physical investiga-

tions, but will confine ourselves to his philosophy.

His philosophy comes under three heads.

1. Logic=^the search after truth.

2. Ethics= " for what ought to be.

3. Physics= " " is.

He made a distinction between the sciences which are

theoretical and practical. The distinction is not the same

as that between science and art. (Hamilton doubts whether

this distinction has been correctly drawn by Whately.)

We begin our review of his philosophy by looking at

His Metaphysics.

He had a treatise on this subject which passes under his

name, but is not so called by himself. The phrase r« ixzrd

xu. (fL)(T:xd\ii supposed to have been used by one of his anno-

tators, Andronicus. It relates to subjects beyond Phj^sics.

The name he gives it is " First Philosophy," a happy phrase,

because he assigns to it a special field of inquiry into "first

truths," that is, truths which have their faith in them-

selves. It is the deepest of sciences, and the last reached.

We must first know the other sciences, as developed be-

fore we come to it. According to him his " First Philos-

ophy " treats of being.

He argues, if there be an eternal substance, then Phys-

ics would be first; but if there be an immaterial and eter-

nal essence, which is the ground of all being, then must
there be an antecedent and universal philosophy. But
when he is inquiring into entity, he is in reality inquiring

into causes.

31eihod of Writing. Introduced the logical processes of

Division and Definition (used by Socrates), He begins with

these, and then gives historical and critical sketches of em-
inent philosophers writing about the same matter. Lastly,

he unfolds his own views.

Distinctions, a. Between oXr] and eloo^, matter and form.

Matter is independent of God. Upon the uXyj God placed

the £?<5oc, which latter in all movement is the logical prin-

ciple.

h. Between causes.
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There are four causes of Aristotle in inquiring into en-

tity.

Tlie word " cause " is used vaguely by him ; more so

than in modern times.

A cause now is understood as all that is necessary to

account for and explain a phenomenon. Aristotle's causes

were,

1. Material

—

i^ ob {ttju okr^v xac -6 uTzoxecjuevov.)

2. Formal

—

xa/T 6 [ttjV obaiav xat to tc qv eluac.)

3. Efficient

—

[><p' ob {o&eu q cLpyiq r/j^ xiuijasco^.)

4. Final

—

oc o (ro oy ivextv xat to dyad^ou.)

These causes were universally received for about one

thousand years.

He illustrates his meaning by a statue. Suppose it in

the temple of Hercules, in a niche. He inquires :

1. What was the matter out of which it was formed ?

It ia marble. This, then, is the material cause. The same

may be established in regard to anytliing else, as trees, etc.

2. What is its form ? It is a demi-god. That is the

formal cause.

3. What is the efficient cause ? The hammer and chisel

of the sculptor.

4. What was the tinal cause ? On account of what was

it formed ? To adorn this niche in the temple.

Now this same thing he finds in nature. Look- at a

tree. The material cause is the matter which it draws from

the ground and atmosphere ; but it has a form peculiar to

itself; this is the formal. The efficient cause is the chem- h

ical and vital power; its final cause or purpose is to raise

an idea of beauty in our minds, to give shade and fruit.

Everything, in short, has these four causes.

e. Between attributes in the universe.

1. Juvafjui;^ " capacity." " Power " is too strong a word,

as we shall see. This is allied to the formal cause ; like

the statue in the block of marble ; it is there in the quarry,

but in the state of dbvajjuc.

2. It comes forth into iuepyeia or " activity." Interme-

diate between these two there is a third phrase.

3. EvTsU'j^eca ; readiness to act. When I hold a piece

of chalk in my hand it has dbvafxcq to fall to the ground;

when it falls it is ivepyeca ; when on the point of falling,
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between the time of withdrawing the hand and the time of

falling, there is iurzXey^eca. Here is the doctrine of the con-

servation of forces. Coal has the capacity to give heat, a

iiuvafxcQ; when just tumbling into the fire it has ive^o^'era.

There is thus a potential and and an actual energy in forc-

es. When this potentiality comes forth into actuality, it is

ivk{)ytia. When ready to act, kvxzlifeia. The result of the

three is l/)^a, works; that is the completed deed; a fixed

tendency or Iqt^ is the result of an tvipyeca.

Example of a watch spring:

Auvaiu^\s, steel unform9d.

^Euipysia is formed spring working.

' EvTtXe-j(^s.ia is formed spring not v;orking.

" Efjya are works.

" E^cQ is habit, tendency to g*^.

He anticipated modern philosophy and science, but cer-

tainly he has set forth some things on this point that have

since been proved.

There is a distinction between ore and dcovc. The one,

orr, inquires what a thing is, the other, dcorc, how it is. The
latter inquires into causes.

He hiid a distinction, also, as to priority. When one

thing is prior to another it is in five respects, namely, time,

nature, arrangement, dignity, and causation. So much for

his metaphysics.

His Psychology.

He has a treatise on the fo-^rj, or vital principle. Not
what we mean by the soul

;
plants and animals have a

ipo)(rj in this respect. He begins with an inquiry as to what

genus to refer it. Is soul a substance, quality, or quanti-

ty ? Are all souls of the same species ? He then examines

the theory of atoms, in the discussion of which he treats

Democritus with great respect. " Everything was formed

from atoms, and all comes to one soul." He was, then, a

materialist. He defines (poyij ^q " the first ivzeU-j^eia of a

. natural, organic body, which body has life potentially"

—

in duvafMz. "

He says better, " It is that by which we live, feel, and

reason." Notice his peculiar phraseology, which would be
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unintelligible did we not understand his peculiarities. A
body having life in ouvatic:;, it conies forth in IvzeXs'/^eca^ and

thus is fo-j^/j. He sa^^s the soul is not separate IVom the

body, but is an act of the bod}'. The soul is not niere

matter, but both a /oj-oc and an eiooz. It has the three

higher causes, leaving out the duvafxt^. It has several qual-

ities.

1st. The Nutritive power. The division of the facul-

ties of the soul are regulated according to the division of

living creatures. The nutritive faculty, the properly of

vegetables, and sensation, the prc^perty of animals, are steps

to the development of the human soul. The soul itself is

nothing other tlum the union of the different activities of

an organic body in one common end. He gave the first

arrangement of the faculties of the mind.

2d. The Sensitive Power, ul'a&rjacz. The proper objects

of sense are two

—

(1) Those apprehended by one sense.

(2) Those apprehended by more or all.

This is also the distinction between " proper y>ercepis,"

i. e., by one sense ; and " common [)ercepts," by more than

one. This is the modern distinction between primary and

secondary qualities of matter brought into use by Locke.

The primary are extension, etc.; the secondary, smell,

color, sound, etc. The " common percepts," given by him

are the same as primar}- qualities given by Locke, Descar-

tes, Reid, and Sir William Hamilton, viz.: Motion, rest,

number, figure, magnitude.

Motion we obtain by touch and sight, and all the rest

by motion.

He accounts for the apparent deception of the senses,

by saying that not our senses, but our inferences from them

deceive. He goes over the senses one by one to show this.

The principal ideas given by sight are three; color, shape,

and vision ; sound, by hearing. Touch is the most import-

ant, as it gives us our knowledge of matter as matter.

Through the senses, he says, we get form, and not the

matter; meaning that matter does not enter into mind.

But Hamilton thinks he held the doctrine of mediate per-

ception. This cannot be. Let us inquire for a moment
into the term "common sense." By it w§ understand
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good sound sense, an ordinary but still a very extraordi-

nary thing, homely but very desirable. In the philosophy

of Aristotle, common sense means the common percepts

that are perceived by all senses. We have examined two

faculties, the nutritive and the al'ff&eai::. There still remains

a

—

3d. The faculties of spontaneous memory, fjturjffi<:, and

reminiscence, dvdfxvrjatz. When will calls up something

that does not now exist, we call it memory. The difference

between spontaneous memory and reminiscence is this:

spontaneous memory is such as we have in dreams
;
remi-

niscence is when the will begins to direct. Under this head

he gives the analysis of the laws of association of ideas.

These he reduced to three—similarity, contrast, contiguity.

We cannot call up a thing by a direct act of the will,

except by these laws. Hobbs is the modern discoverer of

these laws. Hamilton erroneously thinks that Aristotle

hinted at our modern law of redintegration.

4th. Along with memory he places (pavxaaia. The ob-

jects presented by this is the (pdvraafxa, or image. Dogs

barking in their sleep is an evidence of ipo.vxaaia. They

see an image in their sleep. The word has been corrupted

into fancy and phantom, which do not express the mean-

ing. Philosophers are trying to convey it back to its orig-

inal significance, (pavraata must be carefully distinguished

from the power of forming conceptions.

5th. Above all these faculties he places the voDc, mens,

or intellect. The vdi>c seems eternal. He divides it into—'

Nolx; 7iocrjTix6(:, creative or active, and iVoDc Tia&rjtcxoQ, re-

ceptive or passive.

In regard to knowledge, man has a ouvanc^. The boy

and the infant have it. Suppose a boy have a natural

taste for mathematics, that would be a dovafjui;. The dwa-

fitc, can be developed ; it takes the shape ivxzUyzat when he

has the readiness for knowing. When called forth it be-

comes an i.v£f}jeca. He takes up ajiother discussion, whether

the intellect is the recipient of forms. He holds that it is.

" The place of ideas and forms," he says, " is in the intel-

lect." The intellect is the xokoq ecdaiv, place of forms ; but

in capacity, owa/ju^, and not in actuality, iuipysca, nor in

readiness for action, iuxs/J^sca. This capacity is innate.
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Many capacities are never developed, but still are capable

of development. Hence we shall stand up for original

ideas. He was not a mere sensationalist.

The Logic of Aristotle.

Aristotle is the founder of Logic, although he was in a

measure anticipated by Zeno, the Eleatic; just as the Co-

pernican system was by Pythagoras. Logic, to Xoycxbu lui-

f)o^, TO. koyad, was first used by the Stoics. Zeno founded

dialectics; Socrates spoke of deduction and definition. In

India there was a logic of five parts. Archytas' writings

on Logic are forgeries. The logical treatises of Aristotle

are six in number. These were never collected in one

work; but together they constitute the "Organon."
Strange to say, he has given us no definition of Logic.

The six treatises are :

KaTsyopcai, divided into the ten heads or categories,

which is a bold attempt to classify human knowledge.

Some have attempted to give us a new classification, or

to modify the old, and Mill has tried to develop a new set.

The famous categories of Aristotle are :

Substance [ouffia], Quantity {Tzdaoi^), Quality {ko7ov), Re-

lation {7Tf)6<TT:), Place (/Toy), Time {TzoTe), Situation (xsca&ai),

Possession [e-^eiv), Action {ttoisIu), Suffering {Trdafeiv),

The arrangement is objective, that is, what may fall

under notice. Everything must come under one of these

heads.

'£jo//3yv££a treats of the interpretation of language as an

instrument of thought. As instruments of thought, sub-

ject, predicate, copula, and inference are necessary. In the

first part the elementary parts are treated; in the second,

he treats of the compound parts; proportions, definitions,

and judgments. He does not distinguish between concep-

tion, judgment and argument, but supplies such a distinc-

tion.

AvakuTcxa npoTspa. This and the next are the analytic

books in which he treats of the syllogism. It is, according

to his peculiar meaning, the analysis of the argument. It

is, after all, the correct analysis of the mode of reasoning

of the human mind. It cannot very well be improved.
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though Mill and Hamilton have attempted it. It does not

profess to be a new mode of reasoning. Its plan is simply

to bring together two terms by a third term, and to see if

they agree or disagree.

'Jva/.OTr/.a uarepa, in which he shows the application of

conclusions, and what can be demonstrated from them.

Tomxa oiahxrixd. A speculative philosophy which he

narrows to the logic of the probable. It is to be distin-

guished from another use of the word " dialectics."

loifcazaxoi kkiy/^oc^ an exposition of fallacies. He distin-

guished between Formal and Material.

The Ethics of Aristotle.

Socrates was the founder of this science. He discussed

it with great interest, and tried to show that virtue always

leads to happiness, and that ignorance is wickedness.

Aristotle's bdoks are as follows: Book I. An inquiry

into the end, ri/oc, at which all men aim. He said it was

liappiness, not pleasure, which he defines thus :
" An ener-

gy of the soul according to the best virtue in a perfect life."

It is difficult to understand. It means something perma-

nent, eternal. It is more than a ouva/^rc, 't is an ivipysia.

" Man is happy only so far as he energizes." It cannot be

praised, for to praise requires a higher standard.

Books II. and III. Virtue. His definition is plausible,

but not satisfactory.

Virtue, dper^, not the same as the Roman virtue, which

means braverj', nor quite so pure as our virtue. He defines

it thus :

" It is a (1) habit, scfc, founded on and exercising delib-

erate preference in a mean relative to ourselves; (2) defined

by right reason, and according to the definition of a man
of moral wisdom."

Let us look at some of the words of this definition. The
word for virtue is dpsrij. This was an i^c^, that is, a dis-

position of the mind and a choosing. It is not something

natural, but acquired. Socrates represented it as consist-

ing in wisdom. Aristotle says its seat is in the will. *'A11

the virtues," he says, " are means between the two ex-

tremes." Thus liberality is a mean between extravagance
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and niggardly conduct; courage, between rashness and

cowardice.

But it is determined by Xoyo^ what it is. " It is defined

by right reason." Notice, then, he brings in the will and

the reason. Conscience he makes an exercise of the rea-

son. In particular there is a union of will and understand-

ing.

Book IV. A discussion about the will. It is not ex-

haustive. He distinguishes between three kinds : ^bolr^atz^
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CHAPTER III.

POST-ARISTOTELIr\N SCHOOLS.

After Aristotle arose especially four sects called by Cic-

ero disciplinae, who professed to follow either Plato, Aris-

totle, or Socrates.

I. The Peripatetics, who regarded Aristotle as their

founder. The}- are so called frorrj his habit of walk-

ing about as they talked.

B}* them his doctrines were carried to Arabia
;

thence to Europe, where, during the Middle

Ages, his philosophy reigned supreme. It fell

in the sixteenth century.

The commentators on Aristotle were :

Andronicus.

Alexander the Aphrodicean.

Philoponus and Simplicius.

We must know these in order to understand Aristotle

completely.

II. Academy—professed to follow Plato: divided into

three branches.

1. Old Academy ; Xenocrates, Polemon.

2. Middle Academy ; A*«etrtaus, Cicero.

3. New Academy ; Neo-Platonists of Alexandria.

Socrates and Plato taught two systems; the one search-

ing, the other dogmatic. The former is taken up
by Grote, the latter by Archer Butler.

Plato had two sides, the positive or ideal, and the nega-

tive or doubting. The latter was taken by the Aca-
demics. Speusippus was the first, and taught 347-

339 B. c. He was followed by Xenocrates. These
are of the " Old Academy." Next arose the " Mid-
dle Academy," the members of which did not follow
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Plato so closely. Arcesilaus (315-241 b. c.) was the

founder. Then came a later school, the " New Ac-

ademicians," of whom Carneades (214-129 b. c.) is

the founder, but Cicero, who attended the schools

at Athens, and whose comments are the most valua-

ble records we have, was the most illustrious mem-

ber of the school.

III. Epicureans.

1. Epicurus (340-270 b. c), of Samos, self-educat-

ed
;
professed to follow Democritus, but gives

atoms free will. From love of philosophy he

came to Athens 306 b. c. His philosophy was

wide spread.

2. Lucretius—his greatest follower; great influ-

ence in Rome ; one of the causes of decline of

the Roman Empire.

Epicurean Philosophy :

a. Physics—Adopted Democritus' atoms ; most re-

fined were media of perception. Epi-

curus was not an atheist, but his school

became so.

b. Psychology—Dwelt on the senses. He placed

above them a 7ifi6Xr^<l'c::. Above the

names and by them, man has an antic-

ipation which brings to the mind a mo-

tive £(oo/ov, of gods. Lucretius, how-

ever, was an atheist.

c. Ethics—Highest aim or final end is -^oovrj, pleas-

ure. Virtue is the best means of reach-

ing it, and vice of losing it. This was

a popular philosophy ; and adapted to

the wants of men in general, It led to

sensualism.

IV. Stoics.

When Paul went to Athens he found the Stoics

and the Epicureans the two leading sects, both

of which opposed him. Stoicism was a self-

righteousness, making its followers, not only

right before God, but equal with God. Epicu-

reanism held up pleasure as an end. The found-

er was Zeno, of G^tiwus in Cyprus, who, read-
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ing Xeiiophon to drive away melancholy, was

led to philosophy.

He went to Athens 320 b, c, and joined Crates,

the Cynic, who taught that there was no other

good but virtue. He lectured at the Izod.

He was followed by Cleanthes, of Assos, in the

Troas. He was Zeno's scholar. His abilities

were slow, but profound. He has a hymn to

Zeus, pantheistic but grand.

Next came Chrysippus, of Soli, in Silicia. He
was a man of excessive aeuteness. He bore the

same relation to the Stoics that Zeno did to the

Eleatics. He wrote five hundred lijies a day,

composing seven hundred and &?:© works. The
Philosophy pleased the stern Romans. Cato

was the first Roman Stoic ; then came

—

Seneca, tutor of Nero, contemporary of Paul;

a half Academician.

He was an elegant writer, almost as eloquent

as Cicero. Setieca was the brother of Gallio,

who " cared for none of these things." This

may have been the common sentiment of the

times. There were two other illustrious mem-
bers of the school :

—

Epictetus, (90 a. d.), an educated slave, wlio

,^'~'' wrote a good book; and
^^^ M. Aurelius Antoninus, a Roman Emperor of the

second century. He wrote unoitvqixaxa^ ra ecQ

kaoTou, "Meditatiojis upon himself." It contains

the highest maxims of heathen morality. Pride

is the only motive capable of reaching this high

model.

The Philosophy of the Stoics. They first clearly an-

nounced the division of philosoph}^ into

—

1. Logic or Dialectics : the mode of enquiry.

2. Physics, which treats of things that are. It in-

cludes psychology and theology.

3. Ethics, which treats of things that ought to be.

(This division of philosophy, though perfect, is

practically useless.)
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1. Logic. The Stoics were great logicians, espe-

cially Chrjsippus.

!N. B. Theophrastus, not Aristotle, introduced hy-

pothetical reasoning.

The Stoics laid great stress on hypothetical and

disjunctive reasoning. Categorical reasoning is

only a modification of this.

Discussed also what was the origin and test of

Truth :
" Nil est in inieUectu quod non priiis fuerit

in sensu." Here they assumed that there is

above the senses a disposing principle, i^hjuopi-

xop. P\ato' a XoycaTixdv, Aristotle's zorvai ivvo/ar

—

common sense). The Stoics were not sensation-

alists.

2. Physics, largely a priori. It assumed two sub-

strata, agent and patient. The former equaled

God, and was intimately connected with the

other, matter. This latter cannot cohere with-

out the active principle ; neither can the latter

inhere but in matter. Both are separable only

in imagination. (Balbus Lactantius.) They

taught that there are four elements, tire, air,

water and earth.

The world is not infinite; the space beyond our

sphere being assigned to fire, the heavy ele-

ments were unable to rise.

History of the World

—

1. World is wrapped in fire.

2. Redeemed by moisture.

3. Fire consumed, rarified, purified the lower

elements, filled the vacuum, and then re-

ceded.

4. Then came the atmosphere, and from it wa-

ter. This sinking down, the land came
forth. Finally vapors arose and aether was

produced.

5. In water seeds were germinated, generating

the world.

6. Infinite succession of conflagrations (Exttu-

p(o(Tc(:) with intermediate cycles of repose.

This was an anticipation of the star-dust theory.
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They tanojbt that the gods are first formed, then

the other objects of creation.

Nature of the Gods.

The Stoics identified the gods with fire, but that of a

more etherial nature than what we perceive. They attrib-

uted to them moral, active, and intellectual powers. Plato,

Saturn and Mercury were supposed to be renewed by fire.

They believed in a npbvoto., procidentia, and a pre-ordained

connection between things. This, they held, was revealed

by augury. They distinguished between Fatum 'dndi Neces-

sifas, holding the former, denying the latter. Fatum was

spoken by God, and being the best possible, could never

be changed. There is no defect in the world, because it

could not be better; and no real evil, because all things

are for good.

Immortality. The soul is separately immortal, till the

ixTtufjcoffc;, when it is merged in the fire, to issue at the next

period.

3. Ethics.

Virtue is the highest and only gond.

Virtue was to live according to nature : i. e., there is

a perfect plan in nature, and we are to fall in with

it. M. Aurelius Antoninus says: " If anything

else be supposed good, and anything but its oppo-

site evil, we land in contradiction." Pleasure is

not good, pain is not evil. Regulus was happy in

the barrel of spikes. Seneca says: "Never seek

pleasure, nor shun pain." They opposed the

Peripatetics, because they thought pain to be an

evil. Only the part of the body suffering is af-

fected : the soul is calmed by the jye/jtovixou.

TeAOQ, finis. Thej^ were struck "with the beauty and

harmony in nature, and with all things acting

toward some end. They thought it the highest

duty to co-operate in this grand harmony. Hence

the expetible, '•'per se," is to live agreeably to

nature. [Zeno, ZyjU b[xoXoyoopevo)i; rr^ ipvaec.'\ Thus

they became keepers of Zeus.
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III practice these doctrines brought themselves into

difficult}'. They resorted to distinctions, napd

00^a.

Between Determinate, Positive, and Indifferent.

Acafopd and docdipopa ; things either distinctly

good or bad, or things to which no morality at-

tached. These latter were :

a. UpoTjYixtva, to be chosen : such as life, health,

strength, beauty, wealth, honor, nobility, etc.

^. 'ATiporjfitva, to be rejected : such as death, sick-

ness, etc., contraries to the former,

y. Neither (a) nor [^ ;) all intermediate things are

simply docdfofja, or indifferent.

Chrysippus connects all immediately with the intel-

lect, which, he says, produces them. In every

passion there is a notion ; hence they are gov-

erned by intellect. He does not distinguish

(pdwaajia^ and general notions. They form the

idea of eradicating the passions by d-d&eta^ be-

cause they are perturbations repugnant to our

nature, ra Tidd^q^ exorbitant appetites. N. B.

—

"They ought to be controlled, not done away

with. Bat Stoics gave will no power over them."

—McCosh.

(3). Suicide they thought right, bnt on other grounds

than those of J. S. Mill. Their ground was in-

capacity for more pleasure: "When a man can

no longer fulfill a good purpose, or lives without

aim, he may consult the gods, i. e., auguries, etc.

If they favor his design, kill himself"—Cato.

Answer :

a. Man has no such right.

/9. A man may seem to have no end to serve, and

still have an end to serve, perhaps by the example

of his suffering.

Pleasure and Good. These sljould not be placed upon a

level, as in the Epicurean system of morals. Pleasure should

never influence as a motive, though it may often follow as

a consequence of virtue. Nor is pleasure a part of the

highest good. The negative character of happiness con-

sisted in peace of mind and freedom, from disturbance.
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Highest Good is Law. Our obligation to God, as a law,

follows from our natural and rational character, as con-

formable to the arrangement of nature.

Emotions and Virtue.

Emotions are irrational impulses transgressing the right

mean. Emotion is a movement of the -fj-ftfioiitxov, contrary

to nature, and therefore wrong. They are called fortli by

the imagination, of which there are four faulty cases.

Idea of Virtue. Negatively, is defined as the being

exempt from emotions; positively, a rightly ordered reason.

It is an inseparable combination of will and knowledge;

the former being indispensable to practical activity.

Conclusion and resume of Ancient f^hilosophers :

A. The Peripatetics had but little influence.

B. Stoic philosophy held a very important place. It

represented the high moral element, and as such it

was adopted by the higher Romans. There was a

very artificial system of morality, virtue being the

only good.

C. The Epicurean philosophy had a mighty influence

among the Romans. The higher Romans adopted

Stoicism ; the lower classes fostered Epicureanism,

as the lower morals of such towns as Herculaneum

were defended and endorsed by it.

D. Academics. Neo-Platonists in Alexandria took up

the " liighest points in Plato's doctrine ;" but as to

the other Schools, they were eclectic.

The Alexandrians adopted the positive side. —><-~'<--'^-

They took Plato's ideal theory, and said the highest

exercise of mind is the IxaraacQ., the immediate be-

holding, the intuitive contemplation of the good.

Such philosophers were :

(1.) Philo Indaeus, in Paul's time. Used the word
XoyoQ.

(2.) Plotinus, (205-270 a. d.) He wrote much, but is

of obscure note.

(3.) Porphyrins, (233 a. d.) Author of the five logi-

cal divisions: genus, difterentia, species, property,

and accident.

6 c
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(4.) larnblichus, of the fourth centnrj. Theosophy;

wonder-workers.

(5.) Proclns, of the fifth century. ^ -' ^ ^ ^

The first century was characterised by opposition be-

tween the Christian and heathen philosophy. After

Justin Martyr many affinities arose between them.

He was followed b}'^ Augustine and Origen.

At Athens, 522 a. d., by order of Justinian, the heathen

schools were closed. Philosophy went to the Ara-

bians. They brought it back to Europe. Christian

philosophy introduced the idea of creation and holi-

ness.

Close of Ancient Heathen Philosophy.

Alexandria was at this time one of the moSt populous

cities of the world. It was full of all nations. About the

time of Christ there were 300,000 Greeks, 300,000 Jews

and others, within its walls. There, too, was the famous

Alexandrian library and museum. Then the East and the

West met and fomented, and a school arose which tried to

choose the best traits of the philosophy of the East and

that of Greece. It was called the Eclectic School and be-

came the Neo-Platonic, which took the ideal side of Plato,

the side of positive truth.

They said that the mind, by a contemplation of the good

and true, could rise to a higher state, called ecstacy, that is

an immediate gaze upon the one and the good. They set

themselves against Christianity by setting up something

higher. They said that it brought down the pure and

good to the level of our low nature. The views of the

Bible, they said, were anthropomorphic.

Heathen philosophy expired in the emptiness of Neo-

Platonism. This was one of the last forms which Grecian

philosophy assumed. It was an eclectic spirit drawing from

East and West, from India and Persia, and the analytic

philosophy of Greece. It allied itself with miracles, and

became a system of imposition. It had i.o influence upon

the great mass of men ; and even among its votaries it

spent itself in mere abstraction.
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Christians hold that the contemplation of the good God

is the highest exercise which the mind can reach. This

school closed 522 a. d., at command of the Emperor Justi-

nian. It had existed since 600 b, c.

Rise of ChristiaxV Philosophy.

It rose among the disciples of Christ in the second

century.

Transition period

—

(1.) The Christian idea. The turning of self-conscious-

ness upon itself forriis the starting point of the new philoso-

phy. The self-consciousness had not yet become sufficiently

absorbed in itself to look upon the true, the Divine, in any

other light than as separate from itself and belonging to all

opposite world.

Neo-Platonism tried to overcome this separation, but all

in vain. Christianity took up the problem. It assumed tor

its principle that the human and Divine could be united in

one. The speculative, fundanient.l idea of Christianity is,

that God has become incarnate ; and thus it unites the two.

(2.) Scholasticism. Christianity naturally came in con-

tact with the contemporaneous philosophy, especially witli

Platonism. In the ninth century an attempt was made to

continue Neo-Platonism with Christianity, though it was

not till after the eleventh century that there was developed

anything that might be properly termed a Christian philos-

ophy. This was the so-called Scholasticism. Its great

effort was to reconcile religion and the reflecting self-con-

sciousness, or faith and knowledge.

Such was the transition period of the Christian philoso-

phy. The first example of the Christian philosophy is

—

<*: Justin, the martyr. He was born 103 a. d., in Palestine,

an<l died a martyr, 167. He wrote an apology on the

Christian religion while retaining certain elements of

Platonism. He was a Platonist before he became a Chris-

tian, but he was not allied with Epicureanism or Scepticism.

But gomehow, Christianity was often thus allied with Pla-

tonism, to its injury. Epicureanism and Stoicism did not

associate so much with Christianity. Men admitted philos-

ophy, and a false one, into their religion. This charge

cannot, however, be made against Justin.
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Origen. He was born at Alexandria 183, and died 253

A. D. He was a man of great genius, strong mind and good

character. For many yf ars he was at the head of the Alex-

andrian Scliool. He was noted for his great speculative

capacity. His great work was "First Principles." There

are some very profound s[)eeulations in this, and som.e

truths. He sought to combine Christianity with Neo-

Platonism and tlje Eleatic [)hilosoph3'. He desired some-

thing grander than the latter. He unfolded a system of

development and identified Jesus with the highest develop-

ment. To Ijim Bishop Bnller owes the suggestions for his

great argument.

Tertullian. He was born at Carthage. He was at first

extremely hostile to Christianity. He was deeply impressed

by the courage of the martyrs. After his conversion he

wrote a work of very great power, called the " Apologyof
Christians."'

Augustine, (356-':i30 a. d.,) was the most profound

thinker and influential theologian of the early church. His

influence was confined mostly to the West. He was the

wayward son of a pious, praying mother. By profession

he was a rhetorician, and followed the philosophy of

Aristotle. In the meantime he was given over to vice

All along, however, he was convinced that he was in the

wrong and against God. At length he became a Christian.

As a speculative thinker he was equal to Kant, Locke,

Aristotle, or Descartes. His psychology was ahead of his

times and entitled him to a rank with Aristotle and Leib-

nitz. Lastly, all great theologians examine his writings to

see what were his views on various topics. Thus we find,

in the border country between philosophy and religion,

certain great thinkers; a'ld we find men all going back to

Aristotle through them. Augustine introduced all the im-

portant views of the Middle Ages. The Schoolmen took

their views of Aristotle from him. (We call them School-

men, not Fathers, after the ninth century.) He had more

influence over the thought of the Middle Ages than Aris-

totle, though, to some extent, he got this by applying Aris-

totle's views. So the doctrines of the latter were accepted

through him. According to Hamilton, he originated the

doctrine of the association of ideas, and defined beauty as
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the result of Iiannotiy and design. He originated the argu-

ment for the existence of God. He reduced all laws of

association to the one law of beauty.

We have now the introduction of a new philosophical

element:—the idea of God and his attributes; the relation

of knowledge to faith; the nature of God and of the in-

finite. The idea of God as holy and infinite was as new as

it was Ofrand.

PERIOD II.—THE MEDIAEVAL OR SCHOLASTIC
PHILOSOPHY.

It is represented as beginning about the sixth century

and lasted one thousand years. It was brought about by

the decay of the Roman Empire and extended to the light

which broke in upon the sixteenth century. It began

when the barbarians broke in upon the haunts of civiliza-

tion, breaking up those institutions which vrere fettering

freedom of thought. True it is that the people were sub-

ject for a time to more barbarous laws; but the desire for

knowledge excited among the barbarians by their subjects,

soon led to the planting of schools. Thev besfan to be

established in the seventh centurj- in common with monas
teries. In France, duritig Charlemagne's reign, ten o^

eleven of them were founded. At that time Europe was

very ignorant. Alfred the Great tells us that in his time

but very few priests could understand the formulas in their

readings, much less write their names. In this state of

things the church introduced monasteries and universities.

The course of study at one of these was twofold:

1. A trivium, embracinggrammar, dialectics and rhetoric.

2. A §wa(/r?nMm, embracing geometry, arithmeiic, music

and astrology.

These were called the seven liberal arts. Their dialec-

tics included logic, and was represented as a woman of

awful countenance, holding a serpent in one hand and a

hook in the other, /f^^-'-^-^-^--

^

'js^ii*^^

At Oxford the student received a smatterinsr ofgrammar,
then the dialectics and categories and rhetoric followed.

Few ever studied geometry. Music was subservient to the

..-s-«-^
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church service. Astrology was filled with mysticism and

speculation.

But even this formal introduction attracted many. Ox-

ford had three thousand scholars in the year 1200, and

afterwards had thirty thousand durins^ the reign of Henry

HI. ; and during that time there were ten thousand at

Bologna, and twenty-five thousand at Paris. At the pre-

sent time, as far as respects Oxford, there are not half as

many. It is clear, then, there was a great thirst for learn-

ing, though there was not much to he learned.

The philosophy of the Middle Ages consists of two

things : logic, and the application of logic to theology.

We shall speak especiall}' of the latter. They did apply

logic somewhat to physical science, and sought to construct

a system of physics. Their philosophy, however, consisted

chieflv in the application of logic to theology. No one

looked, then, for physics. It is to be remarked that their

knowledge of Scriptures was second-lnind, for their kiiowl-

edge of Hebrew was small, and but few could read in the

original. They studied by translation. They applied logic

to this translation, placing the subjects of the Bible, as well

as all other things, under some of Aristotle's categories.

They tried to put them under heads, and some of their

divisions are yet in use. The}- kept up spirited discussions;

and it is to them we owe many distinctions found in all

modern theology, distinctions found in every branch, which

Mill says cannot be set aside. But now let us turn more

especially to the logical discussions. There were several

who were engaged in these.

John Scotus Erigena (800-877). He wrote a work called

"De Dwlsione NaiurcE'^ His great ideas were of oriental

origin. His writings are by some attributed to Dionysius

the Areopagite. He was Irish, and not Scotch. With him

God is all, and nothing but God is real. He thus lands

himself in Eastern pantheism. He is not truly a school-

man ; that philosophy dates from the opening of the next

century. Porphyry says, " I Ayi-»h to speak of genus and

species, whether they subsist in the nature of things, or are

mere conceptions; whether corporeal or incorporeal."

Boethius says, " They are real existences." — __
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Roscellimi3 was n native of^France, wlio lived in the

eleventh eenturv. He decided tlie question started by

Porphvry in a different way from Boethius. He wrote a

work on " Faith in the Trinity." He is represented (we

hear accounts of liis doctrine from his opponents only) as

maintaining that genera and species have no real existence,

are only words. Bnt said his opponents, " How do you

account for the Trinity? for this makes the persons in the

Godhead mere names." He said there were three different

gods. He was persecuted for his opinions and had to flee

from his country. St. Anselm opposed his erroneous doc-

trines and refuted them. Roscellinus was a. Nominalist.

Aristotle was not a Nominalist.

Anselm (1033-1109) was a Realist. He came from

Aosta, in a valley of the Alps, and studied in Normandy.

He entered the order of St. Benedict, and afterwards be-

came Archbishop of Canterbury. It IS to him we owe a

famous argument, a priori, that has been discussed by

Descartes and others, tor the existence of a God. It is

taken from the text, " The fool hath said in his heart, there

is no God.'' If the fool says so, he shows that he has a

conception of God, forms an idea of divinity. Whatever

is conceived is in the intelligence; but a conception, than

which no greater can be had, implies a corresponding

reality. Man has an idea of >q perfect , kweg ; hence, this

idea has a reality, that is, God exists. It has been replied

that man can conceive of an island in the middle of the

ocean, but that does not argue the existence of the island.

Anselm, however, does not argue from the mere concep-

tion, but from the peculiar nature of the conception, " than

which no greater can be conceived." The original is found

in Augustine. Confusion arises from the " than which no

greater can be conceived." Whatever man conceives, he

thinks there may be a greater. We think that the univer-

sality of the conception is sufficient proof.

Abelard (1079-1142), a native of France, born .near

Nantes, opposed both Realism and Nominalism. He was

educated at Paris, being a pupil of Roscellinus. No one

has yet been able to deterrnine what his opinions really

were. His distinctive doctrines are:
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a. He is now spoken of as the founder of Conceptnalisni,

which says that general notions consist not in real things,

but in conceptions of the mind. Cousin says he makes one

fight with the other. To the nominalist he opposes this

principle, that nothing exists but individuals and particu-

lars. To the realist he shows there is no real substance

but tbe individual, lie maintains that universals cannot

be only words, for they must be something, while words

are nothing. But " universals are neither words or things,"

says Cousin, "they must be only conceptions of individuals."

6. The relations of faith and reason. Anselm said,

"Cretfg ut intelligas.'' Abelard said, '^ InteUige ut credas."

Tbe relations of faith and reason is one of the great con-

troversies of the day. Hamilton maintains that the basis

of all knowledge is faith. Mansel, in " Bampton Lectures,"

uphold's Anselm's view.

c. Theory of abstraction. "The individuals have re-

semblances which the mind can perceive, and an abstrac-

tion being made of their differences, classes can be formed.

This is distinctly Conceptualism."

Abelard was said to be the greatest of the Schoolmen.

When he taught in Paris, he had three thousand students,

and when he returned to the country they followed him

and dwelt in tents.

He enjoyed u wonderful po[)ularity, but led a troubled

life, because he became obnoxious to some of the leading

ecclesiastics of his time, especially fet. Bernard. He was

opposed by

—

Peter Lombard. He was born iti Lombardy, studied in

Paris. He died 1160. He was called " Magister Senten-

tiarum." His work, four books of Sentential, was a collec-

tion of the opinions of the Fathers upon principal points.

It was long used as a classical text-book. It was the cha-

racteristic of an age that was bent down.

John of Salisbury (1110-1180) was born in England.

He studied in France. He tells us logic was the reigning

scieiice in his time. He has given us the fullest descrip-

tion of Nominalism and Realism, but complains that the

youth spent too much time iu idle controversies upon ele-

mentary rules and forms. He wrote often in poetry. His

works are in four or eight volumes.
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i'^-^^ Albert of Colo.^iie (1193-1280) was called Albertus

Magfiius. He wrote on TJiiiversals and Conditionals, and

endeavored to introduce Aristotle's doctrine, combining

them with the reasoning of the Sclioolmen. His pupil was

—

Thomas Aquinas (1228-1276), the '-Angelical Doctor,"

adhered to the doctrine of Augustine. He wrote Sumina

Logica, in which he taught to embrace all doctiine, divine

and human. He exalted the understanding as tlie highest

principle. He wrote a treatise on morals and logical sub-

jects, besides commentaries on all the philosophy of Aris-

totle. His writings are very elaborate. His defect is that

he endeavored to do too much. He is the highest authority

of the Church of Rome, an(i Vv^as a man of great ability.

John Duns Scotus, the Doctor Subtilis of the schools,

was a Franciscan and (iifiered from Thomas Aquinas, who
was a Dominican, on the basis of free will and predestina-

tion. The Franciscan monks opposed predestination. He
exalted the will as the highest principle. Both were

Realists, but Scotus held that the universal existed forma-

liter, while Aquinas that it existed realiter. His pupil was

—

William of Occam, who is represented as the reviver of

Nominalism. He is called Venerabilis Inceptor. Dean
Mansel says he was a Conceptualist. His logic is very valu-

able ; the most valuable of the Middle Ages, says Mansel.

In the 15th century philosophy began to decline. This

was due (1) to the growing taste for physical science under

Roger Bacon, Galileo, Francis Bacon and others; (2) to the

rise of Greek learning. Greek books were spread over

Europe at the downfall of Constantinople; and (3) to the

universal spread of the philosophy of Aristotle.

A Realist is now rare. We have one—a Mr. Morris.

Nominalists are numerous, as Whately, Hobbes, Hume and

Stewart, Mill. There are also many Conceptualists, as

Locke, Reid, Kant, Hamilton and Brown.
There is a truth in Realism; for if individual thinsfs

are real, common attributes are also real. Without gen-

eralization and naming, the work would be lost; thus there

is a truth in Nominalism. But it is the conception of ob-

jects possessing common qualities which is the universal,

which makes a class one. When this is present, all is pre-

sent; when wanting, all is wanting. Realism errs by ex-

L_^^
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cess wlien it says the universal can exist separate from the

individual. Nominalism errs, not in common terms, but

by overlooking common properties. Conceptualism is the

true theory when not misrepresented. It was because

Locke tried to find some mental image that he failed.

Mill, who is not favorable to the Schoolmeti, says that the

the distinctions thej' drew were perfect. We are daily usijig

them.
Discussion is now between Conceptualists and Nomin-

alists.

Medieval Philosophy.

A Review of its Developments.

It began in the 6th century, was confined chiefly to mo-

nasteries and universities. The philosophy of these School-

men consit-ted in the study of pure logic, and in the appli-

cation of logic to theology.

A. Logic having been investigated by Aristotle, was

put in its present form by them. They discussed, among
other things, Realism, Nominalism and Conceptualism.

There is a truth in each.

1. In Realism. Universalia ante rem.

(1) The mind has a tendency to resist general concep-

tions.

(2) The individuals die, while the typical forms exist

independently

(3) Moral law always reigns. It is prominent.

Their error was in ascribing to univer^als an existence

independent of the singulars. This, however, was the or-

thodox doctrine of the church. It resembles the idealism

of Plato, the objective reality of the universals. Plato

maintains the existence of the idea in the divine mind.

2. In Nominalism. Unwersalia post rem. (Aristotle.)

Words certaitjjy aid the mind in abstract reasoning.

But is forgotten by those holding this doctrine, that these

must be of objects in the mind, in order to get a general

term in the apprehension of a class. It is forgotten that

classes exist in nature. This is the revolutionarj' doctrine,

and bears the same relation to Realism as Aristotle to

Plato.
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3. In Conceptnaiisin. Unirersalia in. re.

This is the true theory, but it takes a wrong form when
it regards the conception as an idea or image, from which

we form the chxss. It also errs ifitoverh:)oks tlie utility or ne-

cessity of signs. If it avoids these errors it is true; for in

general notions, the essential thing is to group objects by

common properties. We get from things tli«imselves, that

by which we are able to classify them. This is the inter-

mediate opinion.

B. The second feature of the mediaeval pliilosophy was

the application of logic to theology. Under this we iind

many protcniiid subjects discussed. St. Augustine reigned

in theology as Aristotle did in logic. lie was the author-

ity on all points of doctrine. The principal feature of this

discussion lies in Anselm's argument for the existence of

God.

B}' discussing the relations between Reason and Faith

and tlie reality in universals, the s.choolmen [a) preserved

the seeds of knowledge, tli rough those long middle ages,

and {b) ihay kept alive a spirit of thinking, and thus those

who followed them had their faculties shaipened to a won-

derful degree. Their scholarship was high.

A good picture of these times is found in " Romola."
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PERIOD in—MODERN PHILOSOPHY.

CHAPTER I.

TRANSITION TO THE MODERN PHILOSOPHY.

. The emancipation of Modern Philosophy from the

bondage of Schohisticism, was a gradual process. Just a»

soon as the fundamental premise on which the Scholastic

theology and method rested, /. e., ihe rationality of the

dogma, was abandoned, the whole structure fell to inevita-

ble ruin. Yet, notwithstanding, Scholasticism was not

without its positively good results. It had grown out of a

scientific impulse, hence naturally awakened a free spirit

of inquiry and a sense of knowledge. It made th'^ object

of faith the object of thought, and thus opened a sphere of

doubt and investigation,

Tiie revival of classics contributed positively and [)rom-

inently to that change in the spirit of the age which mai-ks

the beginning of the new epoch of philosoi»hy. The study

of the ancients had almost entirely ceased in the course of

the Middle Ages. But now the study of the classics in the

original was revived. Thought took a difi'erent forni. Some-

times a Platonist arose, ]>rofessing the lofty theories of that

great writer, wearied of the study of the Aristotelian logic.

In Germany, also, classic studies found a fruitful soil.

Melancthon was impressed with the Scholastic philosophy.

Reuchlin and Erasmus labored in the classic movement;

and though it was hostile to the Scholastic impulse, still it

favored most decidedly the growing tendencies to the Re
formation.

To all tlie above causes and symptoms of the intellect-

ual revolution of this period should be added the starting

up of the natural sciences and the inductive method of ex-

aminino nature.
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Rocrer Bacoi! (1214-1256) is said by some to have anti-

cipated Francis Bacon. While he anticipated Francis m
the study of physical science, he (ii 1 not l.y down or pro-

ponnd any system. He may have known, as did Aristotle,

that the mind beiran with particulars and proceeded to gen-

erals. But he did not furnish a system out of this, nor did

he show that he understood the inductive method. He

was always discontented with the Scholastic spirit. lie

was superior to Francis, in that he actually turned to phys-

ical investigation and saw the importance of science better

than Francis. But he gave no laws for its prosecution.

Francis Bacon now gave a great impulse to the study

of nature. Galileo had begun before his time. Francis was

the son of Nicholas Bacon, who held the great seal of En-

gland durincr the reign of Elizabeth. • He was born in Lon-

don, 1561. '"At the age of thirteen he entered Trinity C.)K
^ ^g^-^^x^^

lege, Cambridge. He and Newton have given it its repu- ,

taction. At the age of sixteen he left with a profound con- (/

tempt for the studies puisued there. He traveled on the

continent for a time and then devoted himself to the study

of the law. He was made Lord High Chancellor of En^

gland and Keeper of the King's Seal under James L Be-

fncr too ambitious of fame, he was subsequently e.xpelled

from these offices. He died in 1626, with a character which

has not been without reproach. Pope says of him, " ho

was tlie greatest, the meanest and the wisest of mankind."

In 16^05 he published his first treatise, " De Angnienfis

Seientarumr i'> 1620 his ''Novum Oiyanum:' Then he

sought to combine all in his " Instauratio Mugnar

lx\ his first work he discourses on the hindrances to

learning, the advancement of learning, the places and books

of learning.

Errors and Obstacles to Science.

' e' He arranged these under four heads, calling them euno-

la. What he meant we cannot exactly tell. Some think

he used the word in the Greek sense, " false appearance ;"

others prefer the Latin, " objects of false worship."

1. Idols of the Tribe, [Idola Tribiis). These are those

common to all mankind. They spring from human nature.
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Thej are of two kinds :

a. When one is under an influence greater than the

love of truth.

b. Wlien, being under tiie influence of trntli, one is

hurried on to careless and hasty generalizations, e.g., the

propensity to geiiLM-alize-feimtaiPf; •' The mind is like a mir-

ror, not a plane mirror that reflects ol»jects just as they are,

but one of uneven surface, which combines its own figure

with that of the object whicli it represents." It is applied

as against the tendency in men to build up more ou the

superstructure than the foui.dation will bear, e. <;., tlie at-

tenijit made toexj)lain all mental })henomena from the laws

and i'acts of electricity. The materialistic and atomic the-

ories and the modern doctrine of development are further

examples of this. TJiere are many other absurd conclu-

fiions drawn in the present century, some of which claim

to be founded on the principles of Verulam.

2. Idols of the Den {Idola Specus). They arise from the

peculiar eliaracter of the individual as to his country, age,

religion, profession, personal character, etc. "Each man,"

6a3's Bacon, " lias his own den, which refracts and impairs or

obstructs the light of nature, in the dimness of which stands

a divine idol." Sojue minds observe dilt'ei ences ; others

likenesses. The farmer maintains tliat there is nothing

like farming. The merchant thinks he is all-important.

Books tell us there is nothing so desirable as literature.

There are some things peculiar to lawyers, to soldiers ; and

certain tilings are prejudicial to students.

3. Idols of the Market Place {Idola Fori). There are

errors resulting from universal habit in the use of terms,

which we have either not distinctly agreed upon, or which

we do not clearly understand. We are often misled by

language. They arise from the intercourse of society, "pre-

judice of th.e company." Men believe that their thouglits

govern their words, but b}' a certain reaction their words

govern their thoughts. Locke and D. Stewart treat of this

error. Condillac refers all evils to language ; but there

may be evils of thought, as well as of language.

4. Idols of the Theatre {Idola Tlieatri). Those which

rise fiom the dogmas of famous'actors and false systems of

philosophy. In the opinion of Bacon these are like so
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many forms or shows, dressed up like comedians, and
broug'lit n|»on the stage of the worhl. lie had a special re-

ference to Aristotle. Little did lie think, when lie wrote

it, that his system would be perverted, as Aristotle's was,

and he be accused fur his " ItMa 7 hentri." Yet it was even

so. Tliere are persons now who give undue place to Ba-
con.

5. And now, in this age of speculation, we feel like add-

ing another set of idols, Idolu Desertorum, " Idols of the

Wilderness." These arise from too great a sjiirit of inde-

pendence. Men striving to f.ithom the unknown fall from

the direct way, and dejtart from tlie truth.

In the De Arf^nmftis Bacon e.\i)ounds the province of

science, and gives a classitication of the sciences.

A. As to the Sciences.—lie divides them according to

the faculties of the mind. lie has three faculties

—

1. Memor}'.

( Secular or Civil.

History
<j p^egular Phenomena.
I Natural. < Monstrosities.

Arts.

2. Phantasy

a. Fine Arts. ( ^^^^-^_ ^

/

3. Reason,

Narrative.
Poetry. <| Dramatic.

( J'arabolic.

a. Divine Philosophy. Our knowledge
of God, founded on Revelation, is not

knowledge, but faith. Natural Theol-

ogy, although sufficient to refute ^\ the-

ism, is incompetent to establish reli-

gion. "We ought not to submit the

mysteries of God to liuman science or

reason, but to raise the things of reason

to God."

b. Human Philosophy.

a. Physics. Contemplating what is

inherent in matter and transitory,

discovering two of Aristotle's caus-

es, material and efficient.
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/?. Metaphysics; by \vhi(;li, through

tiiial causes, we rise to the con-

teni[ihition of God. Two causes

are here discovered, formal and

final.

B. As to knowledge.—The test of the value of science is

by its fruits. It is good in itself, but if it bring not

forth good fruit it is not u genuine science, e. g..

Light is a good thing, but we value it for what it

shows us.

Method.

In the Organvm Bacon expounds his method, which

some metaphysicians credit to Aristotle. But while Aris-

totle was in truth following the method, yet his was noan-

ticii)ation of Bacon. Bacon said there were two modes of

reasoning in use, and both were defective. The " Nonim
Orgnnum'" Si^X aside the methods formerly em|)loyed, the

empirical and the rational.

The empirical began with the investigation of facts, but

only a few facts ; and then rises immediately to general

laws, rearing a j^j-ramid on its point.

The rational method proceeded from pure thoughts to

the nature and laws of things, and to the construction of a

system of the universe. Now, Bacon undermines b;)th of

tliese and t;d<es up the method of" induction." There are

means ernplo^^ed, but only after a h^ig course of induction

and careful observation of facts. He condemns the School-

men because they deal with word-; an 1 not realities. He
was prejudiced, also, against Aristotle, against whom a re-

action was then in progress. This reaction continued three

hundred 3'ears, even down to our da3'.

His system is especially developed in his logic. The

key-note is found in the opening clause :
" Man is the

minister of nature, not the master." Man is not to set

himself above it. He says :
" We must proceed by obser-

vation and collection of facts." These must be properly

noticed and registered. Here he is seeking a condensation

of facts. You must observe even those things and facts

which seem opposite to laws. You must not set aside any,
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but collect iill. Out of tliese facts gather first of all minor
axioms. These axioms, as we call them, are not those so

called by Euclid. But then iie does not mean first truths.

Euclid meaiis common concepts of common opinions. Ba-

con meant the same as we mean by law i. e., generaliza-

tion. We must seek these minor axioms, and then not <ro

on too rapidly. Both determination and precision are ne-

cessar\'. Then we rise to middle axioms ; these arc useful

in the common affairs of life, being general statements;

then to major axioms; finally, to " forms " and " causes."

B3' forms he [irobably means the properties of things,

which make them wliat they are. Thus by the form of

heat he means that which makes heat what it is. lie speaks

of motion as the form of heat, lie used Aristotle's four

causes. He had an imperfect knowledge of how they could

be applied to mind.

Bacon had two maxims :

1. "In proceeding you must make necessarj- rejections

and exclusions."' He means by that, to take phenomena
and generalize

;
you must then make distinctions. This

would be now called " analysis," or, as Dr. Whewell says^

" decomjiosition of facts."

2. " You must co-ordinate facis, and beware of antici-

pating nature." lie suggested a tabula rasa of mental phe-

nomena. Ills plan was promoted as much by his genius as

by his precepts. In his view of the mind he did not clearly

see self-consciousness.

Review and Conclusion of Francis Bacon.

Ilis great work, " Instauratio 3Iajim " is not complete.

It was to be composed of four parts. He is the author of

what is called the iiew method. 1 believe it is a branch of

logic, and not a metaphvsical or phvsical science in a lar<re

sense. We owe that method to Bacon ; not to say that it

was not thought of before ; Aristotle did think of it; every

one that thinks or reasons does. By the process of induc-

tion men discovered the state of the weather. We owe to

it the discovery of the heavenly bodies. Aristotle used it

in his natural history. Wh ..t I claim for Bacon is :

1. lie iirst made it a subject of reflex investigation.

2. lie first gave an explicit and decided account of it.
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3. He fir!?t set rnen ont on a systematic pursuit. Al-

most better tlian his metliotl was the spirit lie bronglitover

science. His method has stood the test of the excellencies

of a system. As it is shown in reliijion tliat faith should

be made known by works, so in philosophy faith should be

made known by works. B.icon has been misunderstood.

He has been represeted as saying that science is to be ap-

preciated only as practical, and valued only for its fruits.

He takes his analogy from religion. His eystem cannot be

fully understood by any one not acquainted with the doc-

trines of religion. He likens science to faith. Faith is to

be tested by its works, not valued by them. So Bacon

says faith is to be tested, not valued, by its works or fruits.

He holds we must mal-ce some decomposition of facts. We
must not leap at once to highest ground, to highest gener-

alizations. He said we may rise also to final causes. What

was the i)rec'isc teaching of Bacon on final causes ? Aris-

totle and Bacon agree. Bacon uses the causes given. He
allots to metaphysics formal and final causes. He despised

those who mi.xed up final and efficient causes. In the very

age in whicli Bacon lived, Harvey argued for the circula-

tion of the blood, frcmi the e.xistence of final causes.

(Best edition of Bacon by Speeding
)

He was not so great in life as in ability.

Macauley makes three charges against him :

1. Of courting the nobility.

2. Of betraying his friendship for the Earl of Essex.

Bacon warned Esse.x, and sought to stop him in his mad

career. It has been proved that his estate, supposed to

have been given him, was in compensation for his services

as a lawyer, or his own by hereditary right.

3. Of taking bribes. In answer, it is urged

—

1st. That others did so at that time, and it was not then

thought criminal.

2d. That most of them were given to his servants, as

perquisites, which Bacon never got himself. But he con-

fessed his fault with deep humiliation and contrition. In

ehort, he is not as great morally as intellectually.

Tabulated estimate of Bacon as a philosopher.

!i^fc<</^ A. E.xcellencies

—

/ 1. His method is the true one, used in all science.
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2. We owe it exelusivel}' to him. Aristotle bejjan

with particiihirs wliich were exani|)]es. The
experitiients of Roger Bacon and Galileo did

not develop the theory, though emploj-ing the

method of induction.

3. He gave a stimnlns to the study of nature.

4. Kept inquirers from error, who mixed speculation

with induction.

5. Had an enlarged spirit and comprehensive mind.

6. Had a good mode of exposition, style witt}', full

of fancy a»id imagination.

7. It is wrong to say

—

a. That he was a sensationalist. (Started by

Locke.)

b. That he discarded final causes, for he gave it

place in metaphysics.

c. That he valued science exclusively by its

practical fruits: science is good in itself,

but if it brings no good fruit, it is no sci-

ence.

d. He sets highest value on *' forms." The '-f
(Sc^-

highest aim of all science is to discover

them.

B. Qualifications.

1. Men observed and practiced induction before him,

e. /., Archimedes, Galileo, and the Babylonian

astronomers.

2. Improvements in the exposition have been made
by Stewart Mill and Hume.

S. Wrong in thinking that inventions may be made
by mere art or industry.

4. Unjust toward the Aristotelian method,

5. View of final causes defective.

6. Classification of science imperfect.

a. The faculties in many places blended.

b. His list of them very imperfect. He mingled
the sciences and the arts,

7. Imperfect views of conducting mental sciences.

Descartes remedied this.
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CHAPTER II.

RENE DESCARTES.

Rene Descartes was born March 31st, 1596, at La ITaje,

in Touraine. At an early age he entered a Jesnit College

at La Fleche, passed through philosophy, and graduated

with little favor. Like Bacon he foni'd little satisfaction in

his studies, except to find out his own ignorance. He was

a volunteer in the Imperial army, serving nnder Maurice

of Orange and Tilly. Descartes was twenty-three years

old when he began to investigate truth for himself, in his

solitary quarters on the Danube, lie laid down four rules

for his guidance. lie was a great mathematician, author

of the idea that geometry treated of the relation of quan-

titv. He first expressed geometrical curves by algebra;

hence, formed Algebraical Geometry. At thirty-three he

retired to Holland, and there courted retirement, not hav-

ing found sufficient mental freedom in Paris, whither lie

had gone after leaving the army. But be was persecuted

bv the divines of the Utrecht University, Bo^thius charged

him witli pantheism. Christiana invited him to her capital,

whither he went. He returned to Paris, and died in 1G50,

at Stockholm. The period of Descartes' philosophy was,

therefore, the first half of the 17th century. He was the

first to give an explanation of the rainbow. As a mathe-

matician he stood by the side of Newton. He was skilled

in physics, whose phenomena he explained by the theory

of vortices. He invented the geometrical and analytical

methods in mathematics. But he acquired his great fame

as a philosopher, the " Father of Modern Metaphysics."

His principal works are

—

1. " Method of Conducting the Sciences." " Set

aside all prejudice and prejudices." " Believ6'

naught unless you have sufficient evidence,""

(1637.)
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2. " Meditations on First Philosophy." (1641.)

This came from Aristotle. He, like Bacon, uses the

Aristotelian phrases. We would call it metaphysics. It

was an investigation into causes for the right conduct of

life.

3. " Prinoipia Philosophice.^''

4. " His Responses."

These were made to the criticisms of Gassendi, of

France, Ilohlios and others. Tlicj' are very hrief and

pointed ; and to them we must look for a thorougli know-

ledge of his philosophy, and the exact distinctions of his

system

He has been charged with drawing from Bacon; but it

is not so, for he quotes Bacon only once, and that in an

iHiimpoi'taut discussion.

Philosophy of Descartes.

His method of rightly cdnducting reason in the sciences,

some supposed to bo an induction applied to the human
mind; this is an entire mistake.

The Cartesian is tlie joint " dogmatic and deductive

method.

He makes an ahsumption in that he is dogmatic; so

that he may have something to start from.

He adduces certain other truths from this assumption.

This is deduction.

In short, he was a great mathematician. Mathematics

are founded on assumptions, as in Euclid. We do not think

this to be the right method m philoso]ihy. He felt himself

not entitled to assun)e anything till he had tested or ex-

amined it. He must not onlj- doubt what otliers believed

in and said, but also what he himself believed in must be

doubted. Hence the Cartesian doubt. This was not scep-

ticism, but a simple doubt of ail till proved, a simple state

of hesitation. Doubting is thinking, therefore he laid down
tiis fundamental assumjttion,

" Cogilo, or DiMio, ergo sum." From this he deduces

his entire system. It is objected by eminent meti that it

is unfortunately exi)ressed, for in the erfio there is an infer-

ence, a reasoning. Hnbbes, Gassendi and others reduce it
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to a syllogistic form. Whatever thinks is ; I think, there-

fore I am. The assumption is found in the supposed ma-

jor premise. Cousin defends it, malungcogito a mere prim-

itive judgment. Emanuel Kant has a profound and pow-

erful criticism on it. Are we to regard it as a process of

reasoning? If it is so, it is either pefi/io /rn'ncipii, ov its

conclusiveness may be doubted. It the " cor/ito'' be under-

stood as embracing the " ego," that is, be understood " ego

cogito" then the ego is evidently involved in it ; is in fact

assumed, and the proof is a paralogism. If it means any-

thing short of this, then it might be ditiicult to establish

the accuracy of the inference. Thus if the " cogito" does

not embrace the ''ego," it is not clear that the conclusion

follows. He should have assumed neither alone. Or, are

we to regard the statement as a sort of primitive judgu'ent,

as Cousin says, not implying mediate reasoning or a mid-

dle term ? Taken in this sense, it would seem that the

connection between thought and existence is involved in

our knowledge of self as existing, rather than that the know-

ledge of self issues from the perception of the connection

between thought and personal existence. Or are we to

look on the expression as simply a mode of stating an as-

sumption ? In this case the word ergo—the usual symbol

of interence—comes in awkwardly ; besides, the truth to be

assumed is not the complex judment, " cogito, ergo sum,^'

but the fact revealed to consciousness of" ego cogitans," '• I

catch myself thinking." Now from this idea of self he

gets something without himself. This idea is of such a

kind that just as in the very idea of a triangle it is implied

that all the angles must be equal to two right angles, so

this idea of myself is of such a kind as that there is implied

the existence of something without.

Argument for Divine Existence.

He finds within himself this idea. He assumes that

the mind has an idea of something else. It is the same

argument as Anselrn's, but in a different form. He finds

in himself the idea of the perfect, and argues that in this

idea the existence of something infinite and perfect is im-

plied, and there must be something to correspond to this;
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hence a God. Or in other words, he argues that in this the

idea of a God is comprised, as the equality of the three an-

gles of a triangle to two right angles is comprised in the

idea of a triangle. This is the great a priori argument.

He has another argument for the Divine existence in what
he assumes as a fact, that God has implanted an idea of tlie

infinite in our minds.

This is a posteriori. He has now derived

—

1. His own existence.

2. The existence of a perfect being.

Mind and Matter.

He now finds within himself two ideas

—

1. The idea of space or matter.

2. The idea of mind—Leibnitz adds potency.

The essence of the former is extension, of the latter

thought, feelings. Thought iiere is meant to stand for all

emotional phenomena. These preliminaries are essentially

distinct in the mind, and all human ideas belong to the one

or the other. Therefore he concluded that the substances

whose fundamental attributes are respectively thought and

extension, are themselves necessary distinct. Matter fills all

space. There is no such thing as a vacuum. In his brief-Re-

sponses," (Descartes was not a voluminous writer) he gives

an argument for and against the possibility of a vacuum.

It is argued by some against him that there must be motion.

Descartes says space is like a circle: one body occupies

the space before another goes out. He rejected indivisible

elements.

He has, then, two ideas in the mind. But now he asks

does matter really exist ? The idea of the perfect does im-

ply the subjective existence of a perfect being, but the idea

of the existence of matter does not imply or argue that,

there is matter. How reach it, then ? The idea of exten-

sion and of the existence ofm.atter is in all minds. I could

not make it. It was from God who made mind. God who
is perfect implanted it there, and would not have permitted

such an idea to arise in the mind were there no correspond-

ing object. How would he deceive us? It would be a

contradiction to suppose it. Hence he finds his argument
for the existence of matter in tlie Divine veracity.
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Malebranclie, the Christian Plato, did not admit the

consequences which Descartes inferred. " The idea of a

body," he said, ''did not involve the existence of a body."
Bein<r a Roman Catholic, lie held the doctrine of tra:isub-

etantiation, which saved him from Idealism. Berkeley,
*'tlie great Irish metaphysician," felt himself attracted to the

doctrines of Malehranche, whose monastery he visited

while travelinir in France. The latter is said to have died

from the irritation caused by the discussion.

We c:innot [trove that there is matter. We perceive it

intuitively, immediately. But this did ?iot suit this mathe-

matical man. lie makes a single assumption and builds

all over ir, and thus assumes too little. Reid, in the next

centurj^ did better, and said we must assume the existence

of matter, as well as the existence of mind. It is substan-

tially said by Hamilton that we know matter immediately
;

and that it is for men to assume, not merely " coqito,'' but

to inquire what are the things immediately known. The
great inquiry now is, what can we legitimately assume?
As, for example, some tliink that paraliul lines can never

be proved but must be assumed.

Seat of the Soul.

Descartes supj.osed the soul to be situated in the pineal

gland in the centre of the brain. Since the other parts of

the brain are dtnible, if the soul were in any of them, all

percci)tions would be double. These views are unsup-

ported b}' proof, although IIuxle\' sets value upon this.

U Innate Ideas.

He says that they are not found in the minds of child-

ren and savages, but that they had a capacity for them.

The two tests are clearness and distinctness.

Descartes was driven to consider the lower animals as

higher forms of automata. Prof. Huxley endorses him,

either in jest or earnest.

Attributes and Modes of God.

Descartes drew the distinction between attributes and

modes of God, maintaining that everything which exists is
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a mode of God ; hence, his conception of God includes sin

and like ideas.

Substance.

Descartes and Spinoza differ from Locke in not makinw
substance a support, but that which exists in itself Des-

cartes, however, admitted two sul)stances, mind and mat-

ter; Spinoza, most consistently, only one.

Estimates of Descartes as a Pliilosopher.

A. Excellencies

—

1. Spirit of independence. He submitted every

opinion to a sifting examination.

2. His method was the doii^maiical deductive, of

wliich he is a fine exan)ple.

3. He drew the distinction between mind and mat-

ter more clearly than ever done before,

4. He taught us to look within.

5. Correct in his assumption of innate ideas.

6. He was right in giving idea of au infinite and

perfect being a prominent place. Aristotle

in liis Physics mentions two aspects of the

infinite, that which is be3'ond our widest con-

ception, and that to which nothing can be

added.

Defects.

1. In Method (a) incorrect for mental science. It

is appropriate for mathematics, but not for a

science of scattered facts, [h) He assumed
too few principles. He built a pyramid ou a

point: He assumed mind, but not matter.

Reid claimed both. This is the superiority of

the Scotch school.

2. His tests for innate ideas are unsatisfactory.

"We can clearly and distinctly conceive error.

3. His way of arriving at matter is circuitous and
wrong. •' Veracity " is not conclusive.

4. He reared the theistic argument on too narrow
a basis, lie based it on the idea of the per-

fect. To comj)lete it it is necessary to bring

in the teleological argument.
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5. His view of body is defective; body has energy.

as well as extension.

6. He separated mind and body so far that they

conld not interact. He made men and brutes

mere machines.

The Cartesian School,

The most illnstrions of this school was Malebranche;

not so clear a writer as Descartes, but an able philosopher.

His philosophy had two peculiarities :

I. Occasional causes. This resulted from his acceptino-

Descartes' distinctions between mind and body. It is this.

Man is not a true cause but an occasion. When 1 Vvill to

move my arm, my mind cannot move the arm, but God
moves it.

Objections to this are (a) when murderer will his deed,

God performs it. (6) It differs from our ideas of causation,

i. e., same cause produce same effect.

Malebranche drew a distinction between sentiment and

idea. Sentiment is human and personal ; idea, like Plato's,

divine and impersonal. He distinguished between primary

and secondary' qualities of matter.

II, Vision of all things in God. We see extension,

space, etc., in God.

Port Royal Logic is the best work of this school ; in it

the distinction between the extension and the intension of

a motion was first drawn.
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CHAPTER III.

BENEDICT SPINOZA.

Benedict Spinoza was born at Amsterdam in 1682. Ho
died in 1677, at the age of fortj-four. A Jew by birth and

education, he was taught in his boyhood to read the Old

Testament and Tahnud. In his youth he exchanged these

pursuits for the study of physics and of Descartes, yet he

was dissatisfied with the consistency of the Cartesian sys-

tem, especially with the consistency of the logic. He
thought it should go further; this led him into pantheism.

lie soon came to an open rupture with the Jews who
excommunicated him. He then left Amsterdam and

settled near Leyden. He finally went to the Hague, where

he spent his life in the greatest seclusion, devoted wholly

to pursuits of study. He never married. He supported

himself by grinding opera-glasses, which his friends sold

for him. He was invited to a professorship at Heidelberg,

with full permission to teach as he chose; but he declined,

because it would involve him in controversy.

He proposed to proceed on the doctrine of Descartes.

Descartes had defined substance as that which needs

nothing else in order to its support. Spinoza modified it,

*'By substance," said he, "I mean that wl.ich is in itself

conceived by itself, i.e., that of which the concept can be

formed without having need of the concept of any other

thing." In other words, that which is self-comprised and

is conceived by and tlirough itself alone. He started with

this, and comes to the conclusion that there is only one

substance, oi which all other things are only the attributes

or modes. He argues in a mathematical \\i\y with a great

array of distinctions and word-quibbling. He built his

whole philosophical system upon this idea of substance.
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His definition of substance. ''• Per suhstanHam intelligo

id quod in se est et per se eoncipitur, hoc est, id cujas conceptus

non indigrt concepta alterius rei a quo formari debeat." Tl>.ere

is a whole a<rgTegate of things jiinililed in this definition.

That which is in itself is one tiling; that wliich is con-

cerned by itself is anotlier thing, lie says, "if there be

two substances they must be either like or unlike. If

altogether like, they must be one and the same thing ; and

if unlike, liow could they produce each other, for like pro-

duces like." To meet him the disciples of Descartes drew

many distinctions. They did not mean to sa3' that substance

was independent of God; as to its cause, it might need a

Divine being to create it. Thus the predominant idea of

Descartes was cause; of Sj)inoza, substance. Spinoza

clothes substance with extension and thought. Descartes

had two substances, body and mind. "But," said Spinoza,

" we cannot liave two substances, for like j)roduces like."

What he finds in man, he also finds in God. God is the

highest extensive concept. lie makes him to have percep-

tions essential to his nature, and always present; eternity,

goodness, infinity. Thus, through Spinoza, we get our in-

troduction to modern speculative pantheism. It did exist,

no doubt, before, but he was the real founder of it, and the'

first to develo[) it. It is difficult to get hold of, for it

assumes various forms. But with Spinoza, it is both pliysi-

cal and spiritual. He draws a distinction between attri-

butes and modes of extension ; attributes are what are

essential to things; modes are mere adventitious exhibi-

tions of the attributes. The objects in this world are

hence modes of the Divine Being.

lie introduces the doctrine that there is life in every-

thing. It rises as we go from matter to animals, and ia

highest in man.

His Ethics.

He begins with definitions and then gets axioms, pro-

ceeding in the "joint dogmatic and deductive method,"

thus drawing a number of propositions. These axioms

are not always legitimate, and his definitions often very

faulty. This led him to many monstrosities, from which
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all shrink. His doctrine banished all idea of accountability.

and all fear of a judgment day, and broke down the founda-

tion of all morality; and yet he was a man intoxicated

with the idea of a God.

Let ns sum up his peculiarities.

1. He was a great system builder, proceeding on the

Joint dogmatic and deductive method, setting out from

assumptions, definitions and axioms.

2. He professes to follow Descartes, but it is doubtful

whether he argues from the Cartesian, view of substance.

They draw a distinction, and say that they did not mean to

say that substance had no need of God to sup[»ort it, as a

cause of it; but being created, it did not require any other,

substance to uphold it.

3. His definitions are arbitrary; his axioms not self-

evident. He endeavors to show that things could not pro-

duce each other, urdess alike. We see this contradicted in

tlic polar forces, where like produces unlike. Why should

not God, then, produce a universe different from himself?

But causation does not exist in likeness, but in power. We
are not sure that things altogether like are the same.

Every one thing has an individuality of its own. He \va»^P^^^

met in this way. Take two drops of water exactly alike, ^ 'ij^

are they the same ? No ; they are numerically different, if ^^--1,,

tliey differ in no other way.

4. He overlooked principles as clear and certain as those

he proceeded on, c.(/.

—

(1.) We know self as dittering from non-self

(2.) We know our own personality; L e., we are persons.

(8.) We carry along with us a sense of responsib'.lity

arising from conspience, which gives us a sense of law to

which we are accountable to a being different and higher

than ourselves.

These truths have no place in Si»inoza. But we must

always carry these with us. They are the principles which

undermine pantheism.

5. He constituted a hideous system. He did not shrink

from any consequences to which his system led him, i. e,y

God stole, killed, committed adultery, when man did.

(1.) He recognized no distinction between the Creator

and the creature. To meet him we must examine his as-
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sumptions, which being overturned his whole system falls.

(2.) lie made Jio distinction between good and evil.

Sin, adnlteiy, cruelty are all niodificatic^ns of God, and are

sanctified by Llim. fie modified the Old Testament to

suit his own views, adopting all tliose passages in which

God is represented as being present in all his works. " In

him we live and move and have our being."

In Great Britain we find a number of eminent men in

the first half of the seventeenth century ; such as

—

Lord Herbert of Cherbury (1581-1G48). He was a

deistical writer, an original but not a clear thinker, cer-

tainly not a graceful writer. He was a man of great learn-

ing and rare dignity of personal character. He wrote a

treatise, "i>e Veritate," an elaborate pleading in favor of

deism. He also endeavored to show the analogy of things.

He says there are innate ideas in the mind, some of which

he derives from religion. His five common notions of

natural religion are: (1.) That there is a God; (2.) Tluit

he ought to be worshipped
; (3.) That virtue aiid piety are

the chief elements of worship; (4.) That repentence is a

duty; (5.) That there is a future life, with rewards and

punishments.

Then we have a body of English divines who mainly

discussed the question between Aristotle and Plato, not yet

as between Locke and Descartes, concerning the nature of

ideas. They held that the idea was something in the mind
and born with it. In this there is much truth, but also

much confusion ; deeper than sense and experience.

Then there were the Cambridge Piatonists, all of whom
maintained that there was something in the soul prior to

sense, but requiring sense to call it forth. This they were

fond of describing as connate or connatural.

Henry More wrote an apology, called '' Conjecttira Cabal-

istica." He held intellectual intuition as the source of all

philosophical knowledge ; and maintained that all true and

legitimate notions, which philosoph}' possesses, proceeded

from Divine revelation. Reality, he said, consisted in ex-

tension, &c.

Ralph Cudworth, (1617-1688), the author of "The In-

tellectual System of the Universe," which was translated

into German. He maintained innate ideas in the sense of
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Plato, and derived therefrom a proof of the Divine exist-

ence. He distinguished between occasion and cause. He
also defends the doctrine of " immutable morality," dis-

covered by reason.

Among the Puritans were

—

Richard Baxter, who appeals to first principles of mo-

rality. [Vide Intuitions, p. 8G.]

John Howe, chaplain to Cromwell, wrote various theo-

logical books, among which was his " Living Temple." In

this he shov/s the state of thought at that time. Locke was

regarded as a reformer, when he opposed those divines.

Cudworth stands up for an immutable morality discov-

ered by reason, and, like More, distinguishes between oc-

casion and cause. The Puritans, generally, applied the

first principles, intellectual and moral. Thus Baxter says

:

" And if I could not answer a sceptic who denied the cer-

tainty of my judgment by sensation and reflexive intuition,

yet nature would not sutler me to doubt. By my actions

I know that I am, and that I am a sentient, intelligent,

thinking, ruling and operative being.
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CHAPTER IV.

JOHN LOCKE.

John Locke (1632-1704). He was the oldest son of a

father who always exacted the jjreatest respect from his

sons. lie was educated at Westminster School and Christ

Church, Oxford. We are still shown the mulberry tree he

planted, and beneath which he loved to sit. lie did not

approve of the course at Oxford, and was sorry he ever

went there. Writing to Lord Peterborouirh, he would

have him omit nothing that would develop the mind. He
never had a profession, but applied himself to the study of

the physical sciences, and especially of medicine, Dugald

Stewart says it was the best preparation for his mind. He
undoubtedly saw the necessity of applying to the stud}' of

metapliysics the inductive method of Bacon. In 1664 he

accompanied Sir Walter Yane, as his secretary, on a dip-

lomatic mission to Brandenburg. He described his expe-

rience with a good deal of humor, as his letters show. Re-

turning to Oxl'ord in 1666, he refused a flattering offer,

made him by the Duke of Armond, of considerable pre-

ferment in the Ii-ish Church. He thought himself not able

to fill the place, and declined on the ground that he did not

experieijce that "internal vocation," \»'itliout which no one

ouglit to enter the priestly profession. In 1666 he became

acquainted with Lord Ashley, afterward the Earl of Shaftes-

bury. This acquaintance brought him into intimate rela-

tions with Halifax, Sheffield, and others. Iti 1670 he

sketched, for a number of his friends, the first jdan of his

famous EsHay on the Human Understanding. The com-

pleted work appeared in li>o9. In 1672 he was nominated

/ -c
"' and elected Secretary of Presentations, whicli office he lost

at the first fall of his patron. In 1675 he visited France for

his health, and his journals and letters are not only valua-

ble for the accounts, though unfavorable, they give of the
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Frent'li society at that time, but also are execedinjrly amns-
ii\2^, animated and gay. In 1G83 Locke went to Holland,

where he found a safe and tranquil retreat during the evil

days of tyranny and persecution. In 1G85 he left Amster-

dam. At this time he wrote his famous letter on "Tole-

ration." In 1G87 he first [irinted it in Latin. The Revo-

lution of 1688 was the triumph of those free principles of

which Locke liad been the proclaimer and martyr; and he

now returned to England in the same fleet which conveyed

Queen Mary from Holland. He was now appointed a

member of the Council of Trade. On his return to En-

gland, he became acquainted with Newton and others era-

ployed in the })ul)lic service.

He had several good treatises on different subjects. Af'-

ter short service Locke retired from [)ublic employment,

and for some years took up his residence with an accom-

plished and intellectual woman, Lady Masham. He died

October 28th, 1704. When about to die, he said that he

had spent a hajtpy life.

IIis Persgi^al Appearance and Character.

Prominence of bones and features, an e.xpressio!! show-

ing decision. His very look sliows lie cannot be dishonest.

He thinks for self. His personal character seems to have

been one of those which approach perfection as nearly as

can be expected from our fallible and imperfect nature.

He lays down rules for the guidance of the thinking pow-
ers. But he did not attach so high a place to the feelings

and moral power. He was a little too self-dependent. If

he iiad learned to distrust his judgment more, he would

have done better. Still we always feel we are in a pure at-

mosphere when we are with him.

IIis Style.

V
,A

L

Good manners are the blossom of good sense. The losi- /^^"^^

of kindness in the heart leads to ~i44-jnanner&. His style

was rather that of a man educated in and by the world;

not that of a student, but plain and eoDversatioual.

^'-^^'—^L^K CkL>^'
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Essay on Human Understanding.

In this he shows all his powers of close deduction and

accurate observation. His object was to give a rational

and clear account of the nature of the human mind ; of the

real character of the idea and the mode in which it is pre-

sented to the consciousness. (See Shaw's Manual of Eng.

Lit., p. 249, el seq.)

Analj'sis of the Essay.—There are four books, viz.:

1. Showing that there are no innate ideas, neither spec-

ulative nor practical.

2. Showing how our ideas do spring from the materials

that come from sensation and reflection.

3. Treating of the nature and properties of language;

of its relation to the ideas of which it is a vehicle; and of

its abuses and imperfections.

4. Treating of knowledge, its degrees, extent and real-

ity.

A Summary of his Philosophy.

He begins by showing that there are no innate ideas,

then leads us to the definition of ideas. He says, " Ideaia

that which stands for whatever is the object of understand-

ing when the mind thinks. I have used it to expiess what

we mean by " phantasm—notion or species."

Book I.—A Negative Treatise.

(1.) There are no innate speculative ideas or principles.

He takes an example from the Scholastic principle of coa-

tradiction. " It is impossible for the same to be and not to

be at the same time." The infant has no such principle

before the mind, and the savage cannot understand it.

Therefore the child and the savsige have no innate ideas.

In his position regarding innate ideas, he opposed Lord

Herbert, of Cherbury, who held that they existed.

(2.) There are no innate practical principles. There is

no common consent as to moral truth. He cites the views

of other nations : at Sparta, deceit was encouraged; in In-

dia, infanticide, iiut perversions of these practical princi-

ples do not prove their non-existence, any more than dif-

ference of opinion proves absence of intellect.
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(3.) He takes up certain ideas supposed to be innate,

and shows that men do not agree on them ; e. g., he shows

that some men have no c?o.n©efl4on of the. idea of God.

But there may be innate rules or princi[.les, even if not

innate ideas. There are connate ideas and fundamental

hiws of human belief. He shows that no positive ideas are

objects of understanding.

Locke is right when he says there are not innate ab-

stract idea or general maxims in the mind before conscious-

ness ; but there ar^ innate principles there, working asap-

tftudes or tendencies which enable us to distinguish the

true and the good. These generalized maxims are discov-

ered by induction.

Book II.—Positive.

He here shows how we get all our ideas from Sensation

and Reflection. " Extei-nar'and internal sensations are the

only passages which lean iind," said he, "to the under-

standino-."" " They are the only windows whicli let light

into the dark room. Would that the pictures would stay

there and be orderly !" He makes tv.o inlets, then, of the

soul. There is an old maxim, ''Nihil est in intellectu, quod

vou jnias fuerit in sensu," which Locke has been charged

with maintaining. But this is a mistake. lie has two in-

lets ; the one internal, the other external. By them we

receive all our materials for ideas. He set out to show

that. Locke's Sensation =«r<T^jj<TfC=Reid'8 " perception "

=Modern " sense-perception." His Reflection=our Self-

consciousness, without power of self-cognizance.

We have ideas from sensation and from reflection. He

made sensation equal to sense-perception. Reid afterwards

distinguished between them. This shows that Locke was

not a Sensationalist.

The ideas obtained from Sensation are primary, those

from Reflection are secondary. Hence comes the great dis-

tinction between primary and secondary qualities of mat-

ter. The primary are extension, Solidity, Figure, Motion,

Rest, Number, Situation, Texture. From these come afl

our ideas of body. The secondary qualities are such as

color, sound. Primary are found in body, in whatever
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state it is. Secondary are not. Reflection gives us alF we
know of mental and ijpiritiial states.

From materials thus furnished, our faculties work out

ideas. These facultie? w-ere:

1. Perception; that which perceives the idea; equals

simple apprehension. It seems at times as if he made the

idea and perception different, although he insists that they

are tlie same.

2. Retention ; meaning the same as memory \ retains

ideas.

3. Discernment; distingitishes between ideas.

4. Comjiarison ; by which we perceive resemblances.

5. Composition ; which puts old things in new sliapes.

6. Abstraction ; which separates a part from the whole.

7>.Volition ; by which we will to do a thing.

-''^ow, by all these we form out of the materials fur-

nished all that is possible. His first ideas are either simple

or complex.

1. Simple, in the sense of original. These we get from

sensation and reflection. They give us:

a. Space, given by two senses, sight and touch.

b. Time, solely derived from reflection, i. e^, reflecting

upon ideas passing in the mind. Consciousness has to do
only with what is in the mind. Memory must come in to

.give idea of time.
'^

2. Complex, because they are fashioned by the mind by

joining the simple. These are his three categories:

a. Substance. Here he gets into difficulties. His views

are obscure. He does not deny substance, but says the

mind is necessitated to believe in something underlying

qualities, that is, substantial snhstaucG. Stiliingfleet charged

bim with undermining the doctrine of the Trinity.

b. Modes, such as triangles, gravitation, etc.

c. Relations. These are well classified : whole and part,

cause and efl'ect, etc. He speaks, also of adequate and in-

adequate ideas.

Ideas of power and infinity. In contemplating things

without us, we find one producing the other. The idea of

power comes from sent^ation and reflection. Outside, we

see tlie blow; inside, we know we move the arm by voli-

tion. Hume says, "that power, being deiived from the
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eenses, is merely miteccdonts and consequents." Tie tlnis

«nderniines the true theory of cause and eftect.

The idea of infinity is derived from sensation and reflce-

tion. The infinite is a purely negative idea. It is tliat

which lias no bounds. His language is inconsistent and

vague. He touches upon the association of ideas, but does

not expand.

Book IIL

In his third book he treats of the relation of ideas to

language. He follows out Bacon's view that many errors

come in from language. In fact he is so absurd as to say

that it is doubtful whether we get from language more

good than evih D. Stewart carries out and exaggerates

this view. Cousin justly criticises them, showing that the

error lies not in the language but in the confusion of ideas,

which causes the confusion of language. He inquires as to

what is the meaning of abstract and general ideas, and he

fails to distinguish between them. The Schoolmen did

this very perfectly. N"evertheless, he distinguishes between

phantasm and general notion. He is in fact a conceptualist.

By idea he means simply an image. He inquires into lan-

guage. He laid down many important maxims relating to

error.

Book IV.

In the fourth book he gives his definition of knowledge.

The true definition is the correspondence of iileas with

other things. But he defined it :
" The P^»;^pti£!l o/ the

agreement or disagreement of our ideas with one another."

Looke~was a.Realist, but he could not be so consistently.

His definition of knowledge as the correspondence of ideas,

not to objects, but to each other, lands him in Idealism.

We can never perceive ideas of themselves. Tliese come

in from without, and we cannot prove they correspond.

In the same book he treats of intuition. He says that

intuition is the immediate perception of the agreement or

disagreement of our ideas. Intuition, with him, consists

merely in the comparison of ideas. He treats also of rea-

son, and confounds it with reasoning. Then he examines

, w^'O
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the philosoptiv of Aristotle, and shows himself not well

acquainted with it. lie treats of reason and faith like

Abelard. He magnifies reason, but says that foith often

transcends reason. He said: "We believe many things

not contrary to, but above reason." He was a sincere be-

liever in the word of God. Locke's views of the syllogism

were defective. He seemed to consider it a peculiar kind

of reasoning, whereas it is really only the unfolding exiAi-

citer what is contained implkiter in all reasoning. H was

met on this point by Archbishop Whately.

)XX^^\j

,

Locke's Excellencies.

L His spirit of independence; his candor and love of

truth.

2. We see that he is following professedly the right

method. It is that of observation. He was the

founder of modern psychology, as Aristotle was of the

ancient.

3. He set aside forever certain views of innate ideas,

such as Descartes and Lord Herbert held :

a. In the sense o( images.

b. In the sense of abstract notions, or general notions.

c. In the sense of principles before the mind as prin-

ciples.

4. He has given a most admirable account of the way

in which, by abstraction, the mind gets its ideas from

-^ v-( I materials. This is given in the second book, which

on this account is very valuable.

5. His most useful remarks are on the relation of words

to ideas ; vide Book III.

6. His particular expositions were often better than his

sj'stem as a whole, e. 7., his intuition and demonstra-

tion.

7. He has important remarks op every metaphysical

subject. %-^\ z-^^*-.- "^-^ ^'^^ 0-7--/^^^*^ ci*«-

We have seen that just previous to Locke's appearance

all philosophers thought it necessary to protest against the

authority of Aristotle and the Schoolmen. Bacon and

Descartes were very much dissatisfied with the instruction

given in the colleges, because of its unfruitfulness and sta-
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tionary character. The continual disputes about modes
and forms, universals, identity, etc., had weaned the mind,

and there was a realistic reaction. Grotius and Puften-

dorf, in Holland, had recommended the stud}'^ of nature as

more profitable. The latter applied himself to law and
jurisprudence. There seemed, also, a desire to apply to

the investitration of the human mind the experimental

method, which has been so very successful in physical

science. This was the question when Locke, in an upper

chamber, was attempting to solve a knotty problem for

some friends. He concluded it would be best to examine
our own abilities before we attempted to solve such sub-

jects.

The Deficiencies of Locke.

1. He might have arrived at more truth had he sus-

pected himselt a little more. He was a little too self suffi-

cient, too confident in his own powers.

2. He begins with too resolute an intention to derive

all our ideas from sensation and reflection. He begins

with his theory and tries to establish it by facts—a faulty

method of procedure. Mill has defended him, but unsuc-

cessfully.

3. He commenced with the discussion as to the origin

of ideas, before considering the ideas themselves.

4. He overlooked those native principles of the mind,

such as that of cause and effect, which underlie the exercise

of the faculties. There is something which constrains the

mind to seek the cause after the effect.

5. He did not see that these principles themselves fur-

nished ideas.

Perhaps we may here, as well as anywhere, speak of the

origin of our ideas. The old Stoic maxim is that all our

ideas come from the senses. Some people have charge(J

Locke with endeavoring to maintain the same; but he ex-

pressly names the two inlets, sensation and reflection. Now,
thinking, moral approbation, etc., you cannot get from the

senses; and Locke was too keen a man not to see this.

*' No," says he, " we get them from reflection." Can we
get them from either of these two ? No. He was met by
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Leibnitz, a ven- able man, wlio takeis np his essay, chapter

after cliapter, and criticises it, " Time," saj's Locke, " we
get by reflection on the siiceossion of onr ideas," But
without time, liow can you know there is succession.

6. It follows that his attein|»ts to exi)lain time, power,

the iniinite, iirid moral good, leave out tlie pecnliarity of

the idea ; e. g.^ the explanation of moral good leaves out the

obligation^ought. lie did not meet the risii>g scepticism.

7. In the use of the word "idea" he confounds the

phantasm, which comes from the reproductive faculties,

and notion, which comes from the comparative faculties.

The distinction had been msido by the school'?, but he con-

founds these throughout his essay.

8. lie sup|)osGs the mind looks rather at ideas than at

things. His definition of knowledire is " agreement or dis-

agreement of our ideas with one another." This brings us

away from realities, and lands Ids doctrine in Idealism,

though he was far from professing to be an Idealist.

9. His view of knowledge is very defective, lie calls it

agreement between ideas, whereas the mind begins with

things,

10. His views of the necessary principles of mind as

axioms, maxims, etc., are especial Iv defective.

11. His account of the ideas and natui-e of moral good

is very defective. Moral good lie gets froiii the idea of

pleasure and pain, witii a moral law superadded. But
where this law ?

Locke's Essay was vigorously opposed on its first ap-

pearance. He was met in his own day by Stillingtloet,

Bishop of Worcester ; but v;as not van(piished. Stilling-

fleet maintained that Locke's account of substance was not

deep enough, and that he o{)posed the doctrine of the

Trinity and of the immortality of the soul. It was said

that he had not laid suflicient foundation for virtue and

morality, Moore and Cudworth maintained that there

were deeper foundations than Locke's.

Locke's Contemporaries.

Dr. Samuel Clarke, a man of vast erudition, of great

logical power, and discursive ability. He was a friend of
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Sir Isaac Newton, and developed liis philosopli}'. He j)ro-

ceeded in a niathcuiatieal iiiaiiner, like Descartes.

1. lie demonstrates the existence of a God and Ilis

attributes.

2. He <r\\'Gs virtue a place among mental perceptions,

and defends free-will and responsibility. His view of virtue

IS that it " consists in the fitness of things, or a C(M)gruitj

of relations." He neglects the distinction and j)rior dis-

cernment of good ends from bad. This view has been con-

demned by the Bnflerian School and modern moralists as

being too limited and confined.

In 1704 he delivered the Boyle lectures, in which he

brouglit forward his celebrated argument a priori for the

being of God : grand in conception, but, like all arguments

of that class, resting on the a posteriori element, expressed

or implie<l, for he assumes as a fact that man has an idea

of space and time. This he says is a necessary idea; and

when we come to inquire into the nature ot s[»ace and time,

they must be either substance or modes. They are modes

of a substance, and that substance is God. His is a rational

view of morals. He and Newton represented time and

space as qualities (which is a mistake) and then represented

reason as a guaranty that these qualities implied a sub-

stance in vvhich the}' adhere, i. e., God. Clarke ai'gues

powerfully that space and time are realities, but makes

them attributes, properties or modes of an eternal sub-

stance, God.

Butler (1692-1752) was the greatest ethical writer in

those da3's. He treats of appetites and aliections. Affec-

tions are Benevolent, altruistic, and Personal, egoistic.

Above all these he places Conscience, which he treats of

more fully than ai.y other writer before him. He makes it

supreme over all voluntary states of the mind.

Excellencies.

1. He classified motive powers as appetites, affections

and conscience.

2. He showed that man is not a purely selfish creature.

3. He demonstrated the supremacy of conscience.
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Defects.

Are negative rather than positive.

1. He does not see that the deeis'lon of conscience does

not make an action good or evil, but that as the eye it

simply perceives the quality of the act.

2. lie does not state that virtue implies an act of the

will.

3. He does not distinctly show that conscience con-

demns.
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CHAPTER V.

BERKELEY AND HUTCHESON.
[

George Berkeley was the Bishop of Cloyne, in Ireland,

his native country. Born in IGS-lr^nd died in 1752. He

was educated at Trinity College, Dublin, and acknowledged

to be a man of great ability. Like Plato's, his system is

put in the mouths of interlocutors, and thrown into the

form of dialogue. Ilisgrand object was to defend religion,

both natural and revealed, from the materialistic tenden-

cies of the times. It is doubtful whether he did it much

service, however, for it can be defended on other grounds.

He was a gieat mathematician, and was continually reason-

ing upon the subject. He tried to prove to mathematicians

that there could be no such thing as infinity, aiid argued

about the minus quantity, lie became a high favorite with

all parties. He was beloved by Swift, Steele, Addison and

Pope. Bent on philanthropic projects, he conceived a plan

of Christianizing the American Indians, by establishing a

college in the Bermudas. Alter living two years in New-

port, R. I., lie gave up his design, and returned to England.

VVhile in America he wrote the " Minute Philosopher."

His most injportant contribution was his new " Theory of

Vision," which was published about 1709, and in which lie

showed successfully that the eye is the percipient of noth-

ing but colors; and again, that the mind is not directly

cognizant of distance. This latter perception is not intu-

itive. This he was enabled to gather from the famous Che-

selden and Franz cases. [See '79'8 Notes on Psychology,

p. 28.1

His Principles of Philosophy.

I. 1. Theory of Y'lswu, [vide supra]. 1709.

2. Idea. His idea is an image which has its exist-
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ence in God. Ther.e can be no idea of abstract-

ions. He is not a Nominalist nor a Realist, but

an Individualist.

3. In every state we know ourselves as existing.

II. That the existence of substance cannot be proved ;

that this idea serves the purpose of a support. He denies

substance to matter and gives it to mind.

III. Matter. The common idea of his theory is that he

denied the existence of matter. But this is a great mis-

take; in fact, he expressly states that he does believe in

matter, just as you or I do, and believes in it thoroughly.

Says he, •' That whicii I see, hear and feel doth exist—that

18 to say, is perceived by me. I no more doubt it than I do

of my own being." But he differs as to what is matter,

and adds : " I do not see how the testimony of the partic-

ular sense can be alleged as a proof of the particular ex-

istence of anything which is not perceived by sense. Now,

you say there is a substratum which I do not see ; but here

we differ. I do not believe in the existence of a ' substrat-

um.' I say it has an existence as an idea. 'iMiat of un-

thinking things without their esse, is percepi [esse est pei'cepi),

nor is it possible they should have any existence out of the

minds of thinking things that perceive them. When we

d«» our utmost to conceive the existence of external bodies,

we are all the while contemplating our own ideas." Some

one put the question about things in a desert, where no one

could see them ; and he answered, they were before the

contemplation of God. He says, " I believe matter exists,

but not the same matter." He strove to undermine the

Materialist. " You make," says he, " matter to explain

mind, but you must have mind to perceive matter." Many,

even of the present day, are going back to him and cling

to his theory. Many followers of Sir Wm. Hamilton, and

especially his successor, Mr. Frazer, incline to his doctrine.

Estimate of Berkeley as a Philosopher.

A—Excellencies.

1. He was a man of great purity of character. He was

a poetic genius, though his poetry was written in prose.

He was a man who set a high aim and steadily pursued it.
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2. He established the fact that, intuitively, we do not

know objects at a distance. There had been anticipations

of these views. The}' were confirmed by the Cheselden

case. Berkeley held tliat to the intant, intuitively, a solid

mass will appear a surface.

3. He showed that the mind could not bear an adequate

idea of a general notion in the sense of a phantasm. He
landed himself in Nominalism.

4. He drove to its logical consequence Locke's doctrine

that the mind is originally the percipient of ideas only.

5. He was right in saying that there is no substance in

the sense of a substratum or support. Locke maintained

that there was something invisible underneath, which kept

the properties in their place and supported them. But
there is no reason to support this substratum ; no proof of

it in the consciousness or senses. Neither is there anything

in the reason that requires a belief in it. Substance is that

which has being, permanence and potency. This is suffi-

cient ; and Berkeley did good by putting it on this basis,

and renjoving the substratum. [^Vide Princeton Beview,

January, 1873.]

5—Defects.

1. His theory was a failure, for it did not meet the ris-

ing scepticism and materialism of the day. He wished to,

but failed.

2. The mind may have an intellectual notion which is

higher than a phantasm. We can conceive of things as

possessing common properties; e. g., rose. We cannot

think of the same rose as being red and white at the same

time, but we can abstract the quality redness from it, and

apply it to a class of roses. This he did not see,

3. It is quite true that we are not to suppose that there

is anything in the object but what we cognize. .-But, in

opposition to this, we do know the object itself, and we
know it as a substance, that is, as having being, perma-

nence and potency.

SCOTTISH PHILOSOPHY.

There is a unity in its method and spirit. It has three

points which distinguis'h it.
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1. It proceeds on the metliod of observation, professedly

and really. Ancient speculations did not proceed on the

method of induction ; no doubt they had some facts, but

the phenomena served only as a starting point with them.

They proc<^eded on a dogmatic-deductive method. But this

spirit was banished by Bacon and Newton, and the estab-

lishment of the Royal Society in London. Bacon said his

method was applicable to all sciences, both of mind and-

matter. By it one could arrangii a history and tables of an-

ger, fear, etc., just as well as we can form tables of natural

things. Tiieir employment of the inductive method was

slow. Some say Descartes proceeded on it, but it was not

so; for, although he made use of facts, it was only as a

starting point, and not to deveh^p laws. Hobbes did not

pretend to go on this method. Locke proceeds very largely

in observation, but he nowhere professes to follow induc-

tion, lie tries to establish from facts a preconceived the-

orv. We claim, then, that the Scottish school have the

honor of first following the inductive method, systemati-

cally and throughout. The schools in France profess to do

it, but only as "Empiricists." Rcid and Stewart an-

nounced that the mind was to be studied.

2. The Scotch Philosophy employs self-consciousness

as the instrument of observation. Bacon had no clear idea

or apprehension of the instrument to be used. In respect

to means of observation, we are greatly itidebted to Des-

cartes. He taught men to proceed on the great internal

deas. Locke also appeals to the internal sense. But the

iScottish school took a step beyond all the rest; they are

thus distinguished from those who try to explain mental

action by physiology. There is nothing, however, in the

school to disparage the close in.«pection of the body in con-

nection with the mind. But physiology was too little ad-

vanced at that time, and not in a state calculated to give

much philosophical knowledge. The Scottish school stren-

uously maintained that it was not by mere chemical anal-

ysis but by inward feeling that we know our mental opera-

tions. Introspection, however, is irksome and difficult,

Vi'hen thought is rapid or feeling intense. We must take

a survey of the thoughts of others, and from their actions,

conversations, and the looking on the steadj' flow of our
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own ideas, discover our mental operations. Reid thus of-

ten refers to the action of otlier men,

3. By the observation of consciousness principles are

reached which are prior to and independent of experience.

This is a g:reat characteristic of the school, distinguishing

it from empiricism and doo-maticdeductive method and a

priori observations. It maintains that we can discover

principles independent of experience. These are somewhat

differently described by different men of the school. Reid

designates them as common sense: Stewart as "funda-

mental laws of thought and belief:' llutcheson calls them

"moral sense;" Brown, " principles of induction ;" Ham-
ilton, " a priori forms or conditions."

The above-mentioned school has thrown much light

upon the mind, the association of ideas and the classifica-

tion of mental phenomena, throwing aside error and estab-

lishing fundamental truth. The transcendental Germans
have gone to extre:iie. The Scotch is the philosophy of

consciousness. We do not maintain that they discovered all

truth or all discoverable truth. Sir William Hamilton dis-

cusses many great subjects, yet to many they are unsatis-

factory. Reid and Stewart thought to establish philosophy

after many years of patient labor and research. Brown
and Hamilton departed from this method and established

systems.

Merits.

1. Valuable contributions to English literature.

2. It has done much to keep the world from error.

3. Classification of the faculties is of great value.

Francis Hutcheson (1694-1746). He was the founder

of the school. His father was a Scotchman, who emigrat-

ed to the northeast of Ireland, where Francis was born.

His father's name was Alexander Hutcheson. Francis was

educated at Glasgow. He followed Shaftesbury. He pub-

lished many works, dwelling on his (Shaftesbury's) works,

especially on the moral sense. Locke had two, one an ex-

ternal, the other an interna] sense. Shaftesbury introduced

others.
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Hutcheson's Philosopht.

He dwells on the native and moral parts of man's na-

ture more than any other. He especially discussed "Sense

of Beauty " and " Sense of Virtue." By this moral sense

we have our original ideas.

His definition of sense :
" Every determination of our

minds to receive ideas is independent of our will." \_Vide

Ueberweg, Vol. H., p. 392.]

His Classes of Senses.

1. Externa] Senses, universally known.

2. Pleasant Perceptions, arising from regular uniform

objects, e. g., pleasant imaginations.

3. Public Sense, our determination to be pleased with

(the happiness of others. This inward passion cannot be a

sense.

4. Moral Sense, by which we perceive virtue or vice in

ourselves or others ; e. g., benevolence.

5. Sense of Honor ; a sense of approbation, ideas of de-

cency and dignity.

He says this enumeration is not sufficient. There are

other senses in certain circumstances. We have now five

senses. Locke gave us two inlets to the soul.

He nextshows how secondary grow upon original desires.

These secondary must arise from the original in propor-

tion to the strength of the latter. The secondary imply

the primary. James Mackintosh says he seems to be the

first to give the secondary senses.

He shows also how we get association of ideas. He does

not stand up for beauty in the nature of things, independ-

ent of the perception.

Excellencies.

Ist. Founder of Scottish School, although Hamilton

gives the honor to Gershom Carmichael.

2d. Spread a taste for elegant literature and philosophy

over Ireland and Scotland.

3d. Opposed the selfish theory of humanity.

4th. Brought in Moral Sense.

5th. Element of truth in all his writings.
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Defects.

Ist. Moral Sense not happy phrase. It is an inlet of

knowledge, but not like bodily sense.

2d, Virtue consisted in benevolence, thus leaving out jus-

tice. Edwards improved this by making it love.

3d. His Ethical system is derived too much from hea-

then or pagan philosophy.
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CHAPTER VI.

DAVID HUME.

D.Tvid Hnme (1711-1776) was born at Edinburgh, a

place rendered romantic by Scott. lie was the second son

of Joseph Hume, a lawyer. There are two accounts of his

life; one by himself, the other by Mr. Burton. Neither

throws light on any important question. He entered the

University of Edinburgh in 1723, and desired to be a Stoic.

What his precise course there was is not known. He had

a great passion for literature. ITe mentions certain papers

which he intended to publish ; no doubt his pliilosophy.

In a letter written to his physician he gives an account of

his going over to scepticism, and he begins by saying he

always loved literature and letters. He liked poetry and

philosophy. He designed to study law. At one time there

seemed to be open to him a new field of thought. But in

1729 all ardor was lost; law appeared sickening to him.

He thought this coldness sprang from idleness and laziness

cf temper, and intended to keep on in the same course till

he overcame it. Having become disgusted with the law,

he attempted to fortify himself by reilectiojis on death, the

devil, and pain ; but only to ruin liis health. Having read

many books on morality, he undertook the improvement
of bis temper and will, as well as liis intellect. He endeav-

ored to be self-righteous and stoical. A perfectly wise man,

however, is not self-sufficient. He resolved to choose an

active life, a merchant's. He V7as tirst with Gilbert Elliot,

at Bristol, and afterwards traveled on tlie continent. He
wrote a treatise on " Human Nature " while in France

(1739). In it he develops his system of the human mind,

now acknowledged by Mill. From this treatise we have

—

His Philosophy. Hume begins this 1739. All the per-

ceptions of the human mind resolve themselves into two
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classes, impressions and ideas. The difference between

them is in tlie decree of foix-e and vividness with which

they strike tlie mind.' Those wliich enter with much force

and violence are imjiressions, and they are passions, etc."

By ideas he means the faint images of impressions, which

occur in themselves. But he errs in placing together under

impressions our passions with our sensatioiis.

Impressions must imply something to be impressed,

and the act of impressing. His very language contradicts

him. "I always catch myself," he says, ''with a percep-

tion." (Sec infra.) But we always have the same evidence

that we never perceive a perception without a self as per-

ceiving. Kant unfortunately admitted that mind begins

with the impressions of ideas, and must afterwards strain

reason to arrive at its conclusions. We can never perceive

anything but the perception, but we always observe self as

perceiving. Hume was not an advunce on Hutcheson.

Order of Ideas.

Memory. B3' it impressions come forth as they were

before. It merely re-produces our ideas. He leaves out

the fact that we recognize them, as having beeti before the

mind in time pat-t. For imagination the ideas are stronger

and more lively.

He has three associating principles or laws :

1. Resemblance.

2. Contiguity in time and place. [These two he gets

from Aristotle.]

3. Cause and Effect. This is his own. His " Cause

and Eflect " is redundant, for according to his principles

cause and effect are merely contiguity in time and space.

Complex Ideas. lie represents them, wnth Locke, as

consisting of substance, mode, and relation, and are formed

from simple ideas.

1. Substance. He shows that we have no idea of sub-

stance distinct from qualities, nor the substance mind apart

from its operations or perceptions. His view of substance

is that given by Locke. A substance with him is " a col-

lection of particular qualities united by imagination." He
seems to suit facts to theory. He discards the idea of sub-
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stratum. We can as little know the qualities as the sub-

stances separately.

2. Modes. He examined them by the doctrine of ab-

stract or fi^eneral ideas (propounded by Berkeley). " They

are merely particular ones annexed to a certain term." But

when the singulars are real, tlie universals are real. Pie

overlooks a very essential attribute.

3. Relations. Next he has a very subtle discussion

about space and time. It is from the disposition of visible

and tangible objects that we receive our ideas of space.

Substance and mode are seen in one concrete act. Time
we get from the succession of our ideas. He says we can-

not form any idea of a vacuum, and that we can never

come to a minimum idea. But neither is space nor our

idea of space divisible, for space is continuous ; and in the

perception of objects we jterceive them as occupying space.

He wanted to undermine the certainty of mathematics. He
maintains that tilings such as lines atul angles are in ge-

ometry mere ideas of the mind. He sums u[) thus :
" As

long as we confine our speculations to the appearances of

objects we are safe; but if we go be^-ond this in our inqui-

ry, I am afraid we are unsafe in most of our conclusions."

Now, as regards existence and knowledge, he argues

that we can never advance a step beyond ourselves. This

Hume argues logically in his principles. The result he

reached was that as long as we contine our speculation to

the a{>pearance8 of objects, without inquiring into their real

character and operations, we can never be embarrassed in

any question ; but if we inquire beyond the appearances,

we land ourselves in scepticism and uncertainty. Hence

we cannot get beyond relations.

His relations are seven in number:

1 Resemblance, 2 Identity, 3 Space and Time, 4 Pro-

portion, 5 Degree, 6 Contrariety, 7 Cause and Effect.

He divided these relations into two classes.

1. Into such as depend entirely on our ideas compared

together, e. //., resemblance, contrariety, degree and pro-

portion or quantity. Tiiese never go beyond the ideas.

2. Those which do not depend on our ideas, oxjuch as

may be changed without any change of ideas, e. g.y the

otber-fe®!', identity, space and time, cause and effect.
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In identity and time and space we can never go beyond

what is present. The senscb, therefore, can never discover

the real existence of olyects. lie holds that we know noth-

ing of the relation of cause and effect. The belief in the

existence of an ol)ject gives no new ideas besides those in-

volved in our idea of an oi)ject. lie finds it difficult to ex-

plain the nature of belief. The difference between belief

and credulity is only vividness of the idea. But our imag-

inations are often brighter than our memories. lie makea
this difference to consist solely in its lying in thought. A
person who has lost an arm tries long to serve himself with

it. He employs this theory to explain our belief in the na-

ture of cause and effect; tlie one having always been with

the other in experience, the effect gives a vivid idea of the

cause. This is his explanation of wliat is implied in pow-

er. " Ideas of cause and effect are derived from experience

presented in such relation that we cannot lielp but perceive

a lively idea of it."

His definition of cause. An object present and contig-

uous to another, and so united with it, that the idea of the

one determines the mind to form the idea of the other; and

the impression of the one to form more lively ideas of the oth-

er. He views causation in two lights, Objective and Sub-

jective. 014eciiv^&l3' it is mere invariable succession of im-

pression, as e. g., a lighted match and the burning wood.

Subjectively he makes it a mere expectation caused by cus-

tom.

He dwells on secondary qualities. He does not believe

that we perceive our inner, bodily frame. Why have we
coherence of impressions ? Thought slides from one im-

pression to another, and we mistake^ the series for a single

one. Mind is but a collection of different imi)ressions, con-

nected by relations, but not endowed with unity.

Unfortunately the opponents of Hume have not always

met him on right grounds and proper points. They have al-

lowed that we have no idea of power. Causation is not to

be regarded as a connection between cause and effect ; but

a power in substance (the cause) itself to produce the ef-

fect.

Two rv^»asons for dwelling on Ilume are, that

—
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All later speculations must proceed from where he left,

and that in tlie reaction ai^ainst Idealism many liave re-

turned to Hume. Huxley says that he followed not Comte

but Hume.

Hume said he was pre{)ared to discuss the question why

we attribute continued existence to an object, though it is

absent from our senses. He shows that the senses give us

only present pei'ceptions, and rejects the notion that we can

immediately [>erceive our bodily frame. The thought, ac-

cording to laws of association, slides from one |)erception

to another. " Mind is but a collection of different impres-

sions, united together by certain relations." We cannot

argue from our perceptions to the reality of objects them-

selves. There is then an antagonism between reason and

the senses. Reid opposed him, by showing that sensation

led us intuitively to believe in an external thing, and the

states of mind lead to self. It is better to say we know the

external object directly, and are conscious of self in a cer-

tain state. Accor<ling to Iliiuje all arguments for the soul's

immortality are extinguished, and the identity we ascribe

to mind is merely fictitious. His theory of causation un-

dermines the ibrmation of natural religion. We can answer

him by saying that an effect implies a cause. Kant de-

prived himself of this argument. Hume would make us

seek a cause for the Divine Being; but our intuitive con-

victions will lead us to seek for a cause only of a new event

or change.

In the second part of his works he treats of the passions.

In book third he treats of morals ; and here he starts his

utilitarian theory, which is better developed in his " Inqui-

ry Concerning the Principles of Morals." In his moral

theory he tries to show that we cannot distinguish between

good and evil by reason alone. On the contrary', we may
maintain that the mind has the power of disarming good

and evil atialogous to reason, lie sometimes seems to make
man a selfish being ; again a benevolent one. He makes

virtue a good, because beneficial to ourselves. He seems

to adhere to the theory of Shaftesbury and Hutcheson as

regards the moral sense. By reason he means the discov-

ery of truth and falsehood.
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In what does virtue consist? Virtue, lie says, consists

in the agreeable and the useful. It is distinguished by tlie

pleasure, and vice by the pain that any act gives us. He
will not admit that any inanimate object can be virtuous;

He never accounts for the sense of obligation. lie makes
justice good onl}- from its beneficial tendencies. The obli-

gation of keeping a promise is grounded in its utilitv. But
vvh}' is there that feeling of condemnation when we neglect

such promises ?

The practical morality of Hume excludes all higher vir-

tues. There is no repentance. His view of the marriage

relation is loose; and he ai-gues that a man mav take away

his life when it is no longer useful. He says, virtue's " dis-

mal dress thus falls oft"." What is the conclusion he wishes

to gain ?

Sometimes we think he wants to lend thinkers to at-

tempt a new method in philos )phy. His reasons were to

furnish hints to these. In reality, according to him, no
certainty can be attained in speculation, and the body of

mankind need not trouble then\selvesaboutit. British Comt-

ism approaches this, thinking it a satisfactory state of

things, when men see they cannot gain any further truth

with certainty.

Hume closes: "We find understanding entirely sub-

verts itself, and leaves no certainty for us, even in common
life.'' What injury can a man do by his speculations? A
time will come when such studies will be used only as a

gymnasium for the mind. He was pleased with men who
were moderate in religion, and rather shrunk from avowed

atheism.

How is the scepticism of Hume to be met ?

1. It must be firmly maintained that an honest man can

attain such truth, secular, moral and religious, as is essen-

tial to his peace and comfort. Thus we reach the existence

of a God and the accountability of man.

2. He who undermines this truth, spontaneously dis-

covered, is doing an injury to mankind, not merely in ev-

ery-day matters, but in higher concerns. Only a wretched

sojihistry can lead him to regret the relations between

cause and eti'ect. Hume ouce wondered why a certain
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banker^s clerk ran away with an amount of money. He
was told that it was from reading iiis essay.

,

3. The phiioaojiher mnsi inquire into the nature of fun-

damental truth, and unfold facts by which this is discov-

ered. He must clear up the differences in which the dis-

cussion of tlie questions is involved, and show that the

principles are right, though tlie discussion of them may
lead us into danger. Reid believed Berkeley until Hume
eame, and by Hume Kant was aroused from his dogmatic

slumbers. The Scottish school lias been occupied in re-

pelling Hume. His assaults may be repelled either at his

fundamental principles or afterwards when he has made
certain advances. His fundamental principle is that the

mind has only impressions and ideas. It must have, also,

convictions. Further, he asserts that mind can gather

truth only from experience. It has^ also, laws. Reid has

met him at both points

—

a. By making a careful inquiry with the senses, intui-

tions and consciousness.

h. By establishing that the mind has a primitive reason

or common sense.

Reid has not thoroughly cleared up these subjects, but

he has established enough to refute Hume.
Kant was strong in logical analysi'*, and Reid in patient

observation. The former allowed Hunie'^s first principles

and showed that there is an a priori ^vwminve, in the mind.

But this will not guarantee us any objective reality. Thus
he brought in scepticism and saved liimself by calling it

practical reason ; but how can it be shown that the ji-racti-

cal reason does not deceive? If 3'ou once admit Hume's
premises his scepticism is bound to follow. Sir William

Hamilton sought to combine Kant and Reid. Mill goes

over to Huraeism and to Cointism.
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CHAPTER VII.

THOMAS REID.

Thomas Reid (1710-1796) was born at Strachan, son of

a Presbyterian minister ; educated at Marischall College.

Professor of Moral I'liilosophy at Aberdeen and at Glas-

gow. Succeeded Adam Smith. Died at Glasgow, 1796.

Works: On pliilosophy. a. '' Inquiry into_Human Mind
on the Principles of Common Sense, 1763-4." In this he

shows a knowledge of physiology ; shows that common
sense is involved in all sense, b. "Essay on the Intellect-

ual and Active Powers" 1780. Here he enumerates the

intellectual powers, with<iut a very good classification.

He claims originality in two points.

1. In overthrowing the ideal theory of sense perception.

At first he was a believer in Berkeley. Berkeley seemed
to him to follow out legitimate!}' all philosophy. Berkeley

held that thing* existed only as some minds existed to per-

ceive them, and if there were no mind there will be no

matter. Reid followed this until David Hume appeared.

The questioti is, Is the mind percipient of ideas only, or of

things also? Reid never met the ideal theory as tho-

roughly as Hamilton. In perception Reid had three

things

—

«. An external objpct.

b. A sensation in the mind.

<i. A perception of the thing suggested by the object, u

€., this sensation suggests a belief in the object.

But Hamilton maintains that we know directly the ex-

ternal object. He shows that we have sensation and per-

ception, that they err, and that they are never separated.

When he commenced to edit Reid's works, he said he
agreed with him ; but as he progresses the diti'erences ap-

pear.

2. He founded everything on the principles of common
sense. This was his special peculiarity. His is called tbe
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" common sense pliilosophy." He says there is something
in the mind intuitively; and lie calls it the principle of
commoj) sense. Hamilton defends it. In his work he
shows that that plirase has been mentioned by all philoso-

phers, in all ages. Reid gets the word from Shaftesbury,
who used it in many senses. It probably came throno-h
Ilntcheson. The phrase is an nnfortnnate one, in havino-
three meanings.

a. The Aristotelian meaning of " common percepts."
The power which combines the percepts xocvtj ai'a&r^ai^.

Common and i)roper [tercepts are the two forms given by
Aristotle.

b. He makes it equivalent to good sense, practical sa-

gacity; that without which nian is a fool, and which he
can never acquire. "Common sense is the most uncom-
mon." But tliis is not the meaning in which the phrase is

used here.

c. He employed it as the '' communis sensus." The ag-
gregate of original principle, those i»rinciples of sense com-
mon to all men, and which exist always in the mind.

This is the philosopliical sense. Reid used it ambigu-
ously, sometimes in one sense, sometimes in another.

lie says reason has two degrees

—

1. In whicii it perceives truth at once—common sense.

2. In which it perceives truth by a process—reasoning-.

y He divides the principles of common sense into two
kinds (two kinds of truth).

\ 1. Those relating to contingent truth.

a. That the senses do not deceive us.

b. That I exist, and am not a mere idea. The thoughts
of which I am conscious are the thoughts of the Es^o.

c. That I am same to-day as yesterday. Wh.at I remem-
ber has really happened.

(1. Certain expressions of countenance and gestures in-

dicate states ot the mind.

2. Those relating to necessary truth. Besides mathe-
matical, grammatical and logical axioms there are meta-
]diysical axioms.

a. Existence of property or quality implies the sub-
stance, extension requires an extended object

b. Contrivance arojues a contriver.
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c. Design and intelligence in effect imply same in cause.

He has an arrangement of faculties. He treats both of

the intellectual and motive powers. He calls the latter

the "Active Powers," which is a very unhappy phrase,

since both are active.

Estimate of Reid as Philosopher.

A—Excellencies.

1. He follows the inductive method. Locke follows it

so far, but does not profess it. He starts from the precon-

ceived theory that all ideas come from two sources. He
does not propose to follow induction. Reid professes it,

and gives, as an instrument, consciousness.

2. He began with the careful observation of the senses.

He takes up the senses one by one to show that they are

inlets of knowledge. He shows this on the principle of

common sense. Locke made a careful inquiry into the

human mind, but did not take much notice of the senses.

Reid then proceeded on the inductive method, by starting

with the material given by the senses. This was the way
of teaching at Glasgow. He was well acquainted with the

philosophy of his day. Many metaphysicians, especially

Germans, as Fichte, Hegel and others, have done this un-

til the materialistic leaction within the last few years, in-

troducing a physiological psycholog}'.

3. The exclusion of the ideal theory of sens« percep-

tion. He and Dugald Stewart have shown that Locke held

this. He has deserved and taken credit for it. He started

out as an Idealist; but later, besides developing the nrin-

oiple of common sense in opposition to Hume, he under-

mined the Ideal theory, by demonstrating that in sense

perception we have (a) affection of the organism, {b) sensa-

tion, and (c) perception proper. He says that sensation

suggests the perception. This view reminds us of Berkeley.

4. The development of the principles of common sense

against Hume. Here we should notice the Aberdeen branch
of Scotch philosophy, Beattie and Campbell.

5. Valuable and original remarks on many topics.

Reid and Hamilton should be studied togetlier.

^—Defects.

1. He shows a great want of power of logical analysis,

where he has been supplemented by Sir William Hamilton.
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2. Hence arises a multiplication of first principles which

might have been reduced. His tests are not clearly enun-

ciated.

3. He did not bring out a distinction between what is

native and what is necessary; e.g., tlie discerning of dis-

tance by the eye is native, not necessary.

4. There are occasional inconsistencies and incongrui-

ties in his writings; e. g., he says sensation suggests per-

ception.

;^^. The phrase " common sense " is unhappy. Reid's

seeming appeal from the subtlety of philosophy to the com-

mon sense of the vulgar has gained him the accusation of

appealing to prejudice.

DuGALD Stewart. He was born at Edinburgh, 1753,

and was educated at Edinburgh University, Thence he

went to Glasgow and became pupil of Reid. There was a

"blending of harmonies " in him—something Roman in

his stj'le, Reid seems to have determined his whole course.

He studied Locke very carefully, but was kept from other

text books.

1. His dissertation on Philosophy is the work on which

his fame chiefly rests. His criticisms are just and mild.

2. In his Elements of the Human Mind, he goes over

all tiie powers of the human mind and classifies them ; he

begins with the senses and goes through reason, etc.

He is defective in logical grasp, but excels in the con-

crete. He abounds with middle axion^s, which Bacon made
the best of all. His influence was great, both in Britain

and in France. He contradicted some of Voltaire's evil in-

fluences. He was a modest instructor, and had more dis-

tinguished pupils than any other man. He was somewhat
feeble in health, about middle size, and had dusky eye-

brows. He was a very fine reader, and was calm and gen-

tlemanly in manner.

His lectures are made up of detached heads. He en-

deavors to conceal his originality. The peculiarities of

his views are not many. He called principles of common
sense " fundamental laws of the human belief or mind," to

which we mast always cjiae back in oar investigations.
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CHAPTER VIII.

GODFREY WILLIAM DE LEIBNITZ.

Godfrey William de Leibnitz. He was born at Leipsic,

1648. His father, a professor in the University, died shortly

after his birth. His mother gave him a good education at

Leipsic and Jena. He returned to his native city to read

law. In his travels through France and England he met

Baron de Bohneburg, who favored and promoted his inter-

ests. He went to Paris, and there distinguished himself at

mathematics. Finally settled in Holland, and became a

favorite with the Duke of Hanover, who made him a coun-

cillor. He was miserly, and curried favor with the great.

He never married, concluding that " marriage was a good

thing, but that a wise man should consider it all his life."

He died, much regretted, 1716. Frederick of Brandenburg,

later Frederick 'I. of Prussia, founded the Acadeni}' of

Sciences at Berlin, at the request of Leibnitz.

Works.

He has left no complete system of philosophy in any

work. The only important ones (for size) being:

1. Reply to Locke in French, ai-guing against Locke's

Essays, chapter by chapter. Locke died before it was

finished, and so Leibnitz thought it unjust to have it pub-

lished. Appeared after his death, 1761.

2.. Theodicea.

View of His Philosophy.

Wolff has tried to systematize it, but he omitted much.

Leibnitz opposed the sensationalism then arising. He mo-
dified the old maxim : '•'•Nihil est in inieUectii quod non prius

fuerit in sensu, (over which the Stoics placed the ijyefjtouixdvj)
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into t1ie " nihil est in intellectu quod non prius fuerit in sinsu

nisi intelledus ipse^''^ i. e., the intellect itself is a source of

ideas.

His theory as to the constitution of matter is that of

monads, Democritus' atoms.

I. Monads.

1. They have internal principles of variation. Descartes^

essence of matter^Extension, 'Le'ihmtz' = duua/ic^.

v^. Each monad has its own principle of action, principle

of individualization.

3. All chani^es occur within. Each monad is a micro-

cosm. ">

4. Multiplicity in unity.

Monads are

:

a. Conscious, composing mind and thought.

b. Unconscious, composing matter.

e. Intermediate, such as have a confused consciousness,

(hence Hamilton's theory of unconscious mental cerehra-

tion.)

II. Perception.

Rational perception is linked by two laws.

1. Law of Sufficient Reason, which assumes two forms.

a. Subjective: everything conditioned has condition,

cause, premise.

b. Objective: principle of cause and effect.

2. Law of Contradiction, in three forms.

a. Self evidence.

b. Contradiction.

c. Excluded middle.

Kant rectified this statement b}- showing a priori truths

not under this law. Synthetic judgments not a priori.

Tests of Primitive Truth.

Locjke—Self- evidence.

Descartes—Clearness and distinction.

Leibnitz—Necessity.

Kant—Necessity and universality.

III. His Mundane Theory.

•1. Relation of universe to God. Sublime theory of

Optimism. God had before bira an infinite number of

.w*.
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worlds, and from them selected the one which, upon the

whole, is the best one possible.

Theory of Evil ; three kinds,

a. Metaphysical evil, negative, that the bird has no in-

telligence, 2 >

b. Physical evil, real evil. Pain is eflo-sc -ef moral evil.

<?. Moral evil; explaining the physical evil. Note:

Platonic evil arose from limitation of nature or matter.

2. Relation of objects, one to another. Doctrine of the

pre-established harmony, which consists in things being so

united as to fit into one another without acting upon each

other, e.g., two clocks going alike. There is an analogy

between this and the workings of Divine power. Accord-

ing to Leibnitz space and time were relations.

Estimate of Leibnitz as a Philosopher.

A. Excellencies.

1. Universality of his powers. He gets a glimpse of

Jaw of conservation of energy.

2. Calls attention to necessary truths
;
gives them too

high place, however. He introduced the test of necessity.

3. Activity of matter in place of Descartes' inertness.

Was wrong in denying extension.

4. Grand views of connection of universe with God,

(Optimism.)

5. Pre-established harmony is good, though he some-

what overlooked causation.

B. Defects. '

^ ^^ / ^^;,
1. He attempted everything; therefore, — ,/

-" ' V ^ "^

2. Left no complete philosophy. Wolfe wrought it out.

3. Too much addicted to speculation.

4. He was wrong in supposing mind does not act on

matter, and vice versa.

5. His atomic or monad theory had thought, but made
God a monad. So all men. He carries it too far.
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CHAPTER IX.

EMANUEL KANT.

Emanuel Kant was born in Konigsberg, 1724. His father

was a Celt ; his grandfather a Scotchman. He studied the-

ology, mathematics and physics. Never married. Died in

1804. His great work, " Pure Reason," was published in

1781. In 1784 he published another, " Kritik of Practical

Reason." He is the author of the Nebular Hypothesis.

1. His method. It was not the professed induction of

Bacon, nor the method of Descartes. Kant calls it "The
Kritik," the critical. 1th the a priori method. Pure reason,

he says, can criticise itself. He divides the operations of

the mind into knowing or cognitive, feeling and desire or

will.

His philosophy consists in a criticism of these three.

His aim is to discover the a priori elemenis of the hu-

man mind. He calls them a priori forms, and proposes to

give an inventory of these forms.

He draws a distinction between analytic and synthetic

truth.

In analytic there is nothing affirmed that is not contained

in the subject; what is in the predicate is in the subject.

In synthetic there is more in the predicate. He says all

analytic truth is a priori. The possibility of metaphysics

depends on the admission of synthetic judgments a priori.

Scheme of His Philosophy.

A. Knowing.—Kritik of Pure Reason ; a priori ele-

ments are

—

1. Senses—Space, external. Time, internal.

2. Understanding—His 4x3 Categories, under

which the mind judges everything.
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Quantity
C
Unity.

J Plurality.^

(Universality,

r Reality.

Quality. I Negation.
I Limitation. />

C
Substance and accident. -

'^^'

Relation. <^ Causality and dependence.

(Action and reaction.

r Possibility and impossibility.

Modality. < Existence and non-existence.

(Necessity and contingence.

3. Reason pure. Under it are three rules of rea-

soning

—

a. Categorical.

b. Hypothetical.

c. Disjunctive.

He regulates these by three ideas

—

a. Substance.

b. Interdependence of phenomena.

c. God. (j'Tv^- '-'-^

The three theistic arguments—

«. Ontological argument. Anselm (Descartes.) "The

fool hath said in his heart, there is no God." We
have a necessary idea of the infinite and perfect

;

hence it exists. Kant says being is not implied

by the idea. McCosh assumes it, when combined

with causation and moral good.

b. -CDJsmological argument. '- ^- '

'_fll_j!l''

This argues from the existence of one thing back

to another, and so on to the Creator. Kant says

this implies objective existence of cause and effect

:

but for Kant cause and effect was a merely sub-

jective notion ; hence the fallacy. For what, then,

is the cause of God ? f^J

Physico-theological argument.

This is the argument from design. Kant refuses to

adopt it, because of its objective view of causality.

[See "Intuitions" for Antinomies of Kant, with

refutation.]

i
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B. Desire.—Kritik of Practical Reason.

The speculative reason gives us forms; this gives

us command; hence "Categorical Imperative."^

Deduce three corollaries:

1. Responsibility. There is a law which we must

obey.

2. Immortality of the soul. Things here im-

perfect. Complement of those to come,

3. God. He had formerly arrived at a meta-

physical deity without relations to us. He
now reaches a real God.

C, Feeling.—Kritik of Judgment. Judgment is mediate

between pure and practical reason. There are

two forms

:

a. Final cause.

h. Esthetics.

A. Knowing. In his Kritik of Pure Reason his object

is to discover the a priori elements. A priori has two

meanings

—

1. From Aristotle down to Hume the phrase was ap-

plied to the procedure from principles to consequent, and

from cause to eftect, using the word "cause" in a wider

and looser sense than in these times

2. Since Hume, a priori denotes whatever is supposed

to be in the mind prior to experience.

What, then, is the problem of metaphysics? It is, are

there any a 'priori synthetic judgments ? All analytic judg-

ments are a priori; a great many of our synthetic judg-

ments are a posteriori. If there can be no a priori synthetic

judgments, then there can be no metaphysics.

Now, cause and effect is a priori, and that is a synthetic

judgment.

He now determines the a priori elements, and arranges

the faculties, aiming to show the a priori elements under

each.

r. Senses. These are external and internal, corres-

ponding to sensation and reflection, and to our sense-per-

ception and self-consciousness.

What a priori elements are there here ? Space and

Time. These he chooses to call forms. Necessity and

universality declare that all things are perceived by the
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senses in space. Yet there is nothing in the external

world, he says, corresponding to sense. He was wrong in

this, and gave rise to scepticism, Now everything must
be perceived in space and time, and this space has no form

of itself

Time is internal. We cannot contemplate anything

except in time. But it is nothing in itself; it is a form

given by the mind. Time and space are infinite. There
must, then, be two infinites. But this cannot be; hence

there is no reality in them ; ihey have only a subjective

existence. Here Idealism comes in.

2. Understanding, looks at things that have been re-

vealed by the senses. It contemplates them under space

and time. The categories of the understanding are twelve.

He makes all these to exist in the mind itself, and not in

the thing. Under these categories he treats of Formal

Logic, Logic can be attempted in a two-fold way :

a. Universal or General Loffic.

6. A Particular Logic,

He treats of these in an able manner, deriving each

synthetic judgment from a corresponding analytical judg-

ment of Formal Logic.

These categories are puiely subjective and ideal. We
see how the ideal element grows as we proceed. First in

the senses, we have the subjective elements of time and

space. Now, the mind in forming these into judgments

and propositions, supplies another subjective addition in

the categories,

3, Reason. This is something higher. By it he means

reasoning in the same sense in which we use it. The a

priori elements in it are three:

a. Substance.

h. Interdependence of phenomena-

c, God,

These are not in the mere sense. He proceeds as a logi-

cian, and finds three kinds of reasoning:

a. Categorical reasoning, which gives a substance.

When you aflSrm something in the predicate of the subject

that something is substance.

He criticises the doctrine of substance. Hence lands us

in a paralogism. There is no answer to this. We cannot
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prove substance; if we try, we must assume it.

h. Hypothetical reasoning, interdependence of pheno-

mena, one thing depends upon another. The idea under-

lying this is that all are in interdependence on each other.

Here he shows that pure reason lands us in contradictions,

e.g., cause and effect. He says we can prove causality on

the one side. Now there is also another position, there

must be freedom. There must be then, if it be admitted,

two contradictories. The true doctrine is that there are

two such principles in the mind.

c. Disjunctive reasoning. He shows by separation that

there must be a unity. That unity is God, a mere meta-

physical deity.

B. Desire. In "Kritik of Practical Reason."

By practical reason he meant the moral power of the

conscience. This practical reason brings us back to reality.

The speculative is only ideal. This practical reason has a

rule categorical. It is imperative and binding on all. This

rule i.^ : "Act according to rule, which will admit of being

applied to all acting being." This categorical imperative is

like the conscience, and the spliere of duty is here. It can

never fail to apply. Not so with speculative reason.

\5-> He derives three corollaries

—

1. Freedom. He says that this command implies that

there is freedom. The speculative reason shows man to be

free and not free. This freedom is from the fact that man
(• is under law; we are responsible agents.

2. Immortality. Man is under law, and this argues the

immortality of the soul. It shows a moral law, and that

there are rewards and punishments not given here; there

must, therefore, according to it, be some hereafter.

3. God. He gets this from the practical reason. Man
Vi is free and under law. These facts point to a future state,

y and so there must be a God. We cannot avoid this con-

^^ elusion ; it is a necessary truth deep in our moral natures.

C. Feeling. He next has a " Kritik of the Judgment'^

mediate between the two former.

Two subjects ai;e here,

1. Th«^l^gy. ^ ' ' '
'

2. Esthetics.

i
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But we must confine ourselves to the two former, the

Kritik of Knowing, and of Practical Reason. He shows

that the knowing powers deceive us, and we cannot trust

them.

Many have been influenced by Kant. He has a great

influence in Germany. We cannot understand literature

there without some knowledge of his subjective elements.

He has influenced theology and poetry. This influence

is to be seen in our own country'.

Kant has revolutionized logic. Made it the science of

the laws of thought, and all his school call it so. They

make it subjective, a priori. Yet it is well to follow Aris-

totle in some senses. Kant's judgments have been termed

transposed judgments by McCosh.

Reason. By this we give unity to judgment. Kant

confuses reason and reasoning.

By idea he means something a -priori., the form which

produces a unity in judgment. Mere ideas.

They have no objective reality; are mere forms of

thinking. If we seek to give them any objective existence,

we are landed in difliculties.

Estimate of Kant as a Phelosopher.

A. Excellencies.

1. He i(» essentially anti-Lockeian, and one of tlie first to

attempt an exposition of the a jrriori furtiiture of the mind.

2. He has the merit of distinguishing between analytic

and synthetic judgment.

3. Good observations on space and time. There is

something mental in the exercise of the senses.

4. Twelve good categories of the understanding, under

which the mind judges.

5. Good exposition of the three ideas to which men can

rise, derived from the three forms of reason.

6. Famous for his theistic argument, and criticism on it.

7. High views of morality. Categorical imperative =:

moral faculty. He defended man's moral nature.

B. Defects.

1. Gives too much place to the subjective. Does "not

deny reality, but makes it subjective. His method is faulty.
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2. Gives the internal furniture a formative, not merely

a cognitive power.

3. Gives space and time mere forms, subjective exist-

ences.

4. Makes the categories merely formative and subjective

(Aristotle's objective.)

5. Ideas he derives are elevating, but he gives them no

objective reality, as substance, etc.

6. Kritik of the theistic argument not satisfactory (no

objective reality to cause and effect.)

7. Introduced an illusory theory, endeavoring to meet

Hume, but did not do so.

8. To obviate the deficiency, he introduced a '' practi-

cal reason," admitting an essential morality; but that may
occur.

9. His morality is of a Stoic, self-righteous nature.
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The following analysis is valuable as a survey of

Reason.
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CHAPTER X.

SIR WILLIAM HAMILTON.

Sir William Ilarailtoti, boru in Glasgow, 1791. Studied

at Glasgow and Oxford. Became barrister in Edinburgh.

Opposed phrenology and the high speculative German

philosophy. Became professor of logic and metaphysics

in the University of Edinburgh in 1836. Died 1856.

Wholesome tone given to his mind by Reid. Edinburgh

made him a philosopher; Oxford, a classical scholar. He
eagerly took hold of the critical method of Kant. Jacobi

influenced him. Set himself in opposition to the sensualism

of France. He tried to combine Scotch and German

philosophy, but failed.

His Metaphysics.

Vol. I. On philosophy in general, mental philosophy in

particular.

Defence of liberal sciences.

Full of sententious maxims

—

"It is ever the contest that pleases us, not the victory."

" What man holds of matter is not he—he is not

organism but intelligence."

" Wonder is the mother of knowledge."

Division of the faculties; cognitive, emotive, conative.

Cognitive powers.

T r> . .L- f External=sense-perception.
I. rresentative. < t * i if • ^

( Internal=8elf-consciousness.

11. Conservative—Memory ; mere power of retention.

III. Reproductive; a. Without will=sugge8tion, //v^^r^C-

b. With will=^reminiscence, dud/uvv^-

ai(;. This from Aristotle.

IV", Representative=imagination.
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V. Elaborative=Comparisoii, Faculty of relations.

VI. Regulative=Reas!on, Common Sense.

I. Presentative.

Perception. He has dwelt most largely on percep-

tion; mind looks immediately on object ; without any
** tertium quid.^^

A. Sense-perception ; substantively the same as

Locke's sensation. Great attention paid to the senses.

Criticises Brown; also the great ideal hypothesis,

which has three forms:

1. The representative object is not a modification of

mind, but extra-mental (physical or hyperphysical.)

2. The representative object is a modification of

mind ; dependent for its apprehension, not for its ex-

istence, on an act of consciousness.

3. The representative object is a modification of

mind ; non-existent out of consciousness. The idea

and its perceptions are identical. Hamilton maintains

that our original perceptions are probably of our

organism, or objects in immediate contact. Following

the organic affection, there is simultaneously a sensa-

tion and perception, the one being strong as the other

is weak. The process is infinite; without reasoning,

we have immediate perception.

Objections,—He overlooks numerous intermediate

actions of the mind; processes revealed, beyond doubt,

by physiology.

Answer.—Never thought of disputing the existence

of intermediate steps; but when they are accomplished,

what do we perceive? Brain cells? No; the object

itself, immediately. It is a mental act, no matter how

many precedents there may be; and would not be

otherwise if process of reasoning were admitted.

B. Self-consciousness. He makes subtile distinction'

between consciousness and self-consciousness ; the

former constituting or being co-extensive with all

our faculties of knowledge, the latter being more

narrow.

II. Conservative.

He discusses condition of ideas when not before con-

ficiousness. Mind constantly laying up power, intel-
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lectual and moral. (Aristotle hints this in his duvafjuz,

ivT£Xe')^£ia, ivip-f-eia.) Hamilton maintains that there are

acts below consciousness (monads of third order of

Leibnitz;) e. g., murmur of the sea is a sum made of

parts; and each wave-noise must have made an im-

pression, else we would not perceive the great total of

the noises. Thus, also, the concept of a forest is made
up of the conception of all the individual leaves, which

are below consciousness. The fact is, that mind does

not intuitively perceive sea or forest, but merely sound

and color; and by reasoning, we get the external

cause. " Those acts," he says, " are below conscious-

ness, which truly have escaped our memory."

Ill, Reproductive.

Here he discusses association of ideas. He thinks

Aristotle reduces laws of association to one general

law, (he iswrong,) and finds the law of redintegration

incidentally in Augustine. Those thoughts suggest

each other, which have previously constituted parts of

the same entire or total act of cognition. This cannot

account for law of similarity.

V. Elaborative.

This phrase is not very fortunate, as there is elabora-

tion in all mental works. As to comparison proper,

he maintains that in so far as two objects resemble

each other, the knowledge we have of them is identi-

cal, and therefore, to up, the same. As to the rela-

tions the mind discovers, Hamilton is very narrow.

1. He says that judgment is virtually pronounced in an

act of perception of the non-ego^ or an act of the self-con-

sciousness of the ego.

2. The something of which we are conscious, and of

which we predicate existence, is two-fold, the ego and the

non-ego.

3. The recognition of the multiplicity of the co-existent

or successive phenomena, and the judgment in regard to

their resetnblance or divisibility.

4. Comparison of the phenomena, with the native

notion of substance.

5. Collection of successive phenomena under the native

notion of sensation.
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Regulative,

This phrase is good. This must not he taken in the

Kantian sense; for, instead of being a separate faetiltj,

the regulative principle consists of laws runiiing

through all mental action.

A great defect in his classification of the faculties

is his omission of the recognitive power, which saves

us from scepticism and agnosticism ; cannot get the
idea of time by any other faculty.

PHiLosoPH-i: OF Relativity, Causation and Infinity.

1. Relativit}'.

Hamilton holds that the mind does not perceive things

as they are, but under modifications and relations imposed
by itself. This reminds us of the sophistical -'Homo
Mensura." He asserts, (1) that existence can be cognized

only in special modes; (2) that objects can be known only

when they come into certain relations to our faculties ;

and (3) that these faculties impose modifications upon the

object' cognized. For example, we will suppose that a

cognized object is made up of twelve elements, four con-

tributed by the object, four by the medium through which
it is seen, and four b}' the perceiviiig mind.

McCosh criticises as follows : tie admits (1) that things

are known only so far as we have capacities t'ov knowing
them; (2) do not know all things or all about arjything

;

our knowledge is partial
; (3) the mind perceives objects

in relation to its faculties.

He objects (1) To the assertion that we do not know a

thing in itself. What we know is the thinr/. The thing in

^75e(f is a mere abstraction
; (2) to the doctrine that mind

adds elements of its own, which, he says, lands us in a doc-

trine of nescience or agnosticism. — (.•—-.- i^.-^- - v ^-.^

2. Causation.

Hamilton's doctrine is that (1) subjective causation, or

the causal judgment, is purely negative, being the inability

of the mind to conceive either an increase or a diminution

of the sum of existence. (2) Objective causation is merely
the sum total of all the conditions which constitute a thiner.

The radical defect of this doctrine is that it leaves oqt the
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idea of power, makes the causal judgment positive, not

negative.

8. Infinity.

Hamilton divides the realm of existence into two divi-

sions. (1) The conditional, which is the sphere of the

relative and the conditioned, and constitutes all possible

objects of cognition. (2) The unconditioned, which lies

beyond the sphere of the relative and limited. It therefore

transcends our powers of thought. In this region of the un-

conditioned are the Absolute, the Infinite, First Cause, etc.

Kow, in accordance with this doctrine, Hamilton holds

that the infinite is strictly inconceivable, and that our idea

of it is merely our inability to conceive space and time and

God as limited. It is, therefore, purely negative. McCosh

criticises this. The difficulty lies in the ambiguity of the

word conceive. We cannot (1) form a mental image of the

infinite, nor (2) can we reach it by logical abstraction and

generalization. But we can positively think the absence

of limits, and this is a positive infinite.

THE END.
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